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Antibody  microarrays  are  of  great  research  interest  because  of  their  potential  application  as 
biosensors for high-throughput protein and pathogen screening technologies. In this active area, 
there is still a need for novel structures and assemblies providing insight in binding interactions 
such as spherical and annulus-shaped protein structures, e.g. for the utilization of curved surfaces 
for the enhanced protein-protein interactions and detection of antigens. Therefore, the goal of the 
presented work was to establish a new technique for the label-free detection of bio-molecules and 
bacteria on topographically structured surfaces, suitable for antibody binding.
In the first part of the presented thesis, the fabrication of monolayers of inverse opals with 
10 µm diameter and the immobilization of antibodies on their interior surface is described. For this 
purpose, several established methods for the linking of antibodies to glass, including Schiff bases, 
EDC/S-NHS  chemistry  and  the  biotin-streptavidin  affinity  system,  were  tested.  The  employed 
methods included immunofluorescence and image analysis by phase contrast microscopy. It could 
be shown that these methods were not successful in terms of antibody immobilization and adjacent 
bacteria binding. Hence, a method based on the application of an active-ester-silane was introduced. 
It  showed  promising  results  but  also  the  need  for  further  analysis.  Especially  the  search  for 
alternative antibodies addressing other antigens on the exterior of bacteria will be sought-after in the 
future.
As a consequence of the ability to control antibody-functionalized surfaces, a new technique 
employing colloidal templating to yield large scale (~cm2) 2D arrays of antibodies against E. coli  
K12, eGFP and human integrin αvβ3 on a versatile useful glass surface is presented. The antibodies 
were swept to reside around the templating microspheres during solution drying, and physisorbed 
on the glass. After removing the microspheres, the formation of annuli-shaped antibody structures 
was observed. The preserved antibody structure and functionality is shown by binding the specific 
antigens  and  secondary  antibodies.  The  improved  detection  of  specific  bacteria  from  a  crude 
solution compared to conventional “flat” antibody surfaces and the setting up of an integrin-binding 
platform for targeted recognition and surface interactions of eukaryotic cells is demonstrated. The 
structures were investigated by atomic force, confocal and fluorescence microscopy. Operational 




Finally, three-dimensional structures of 1 µm inverse opals were used to generate filters with 
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1  General Introduction and Motivation
1 General Introduction and Motivation
The following sections give a brief overview of the issues of diseases and pathogens and present 
some of  the  most  important  established  methods  for  their  detection.  Subsequently,  the  subject 
matter  of  biosensors  and  some  examples  thereof  is  highlighted.  This  introductory  chapter  is 
concluded with a description of the resulting aims and motivation of the presented work.
Detailed  descriptions  of  the  obtained  results  are  presented  in  the  corresponding  chapters 
4 – “Label-free Detection of Microorganisms in an Integrated Biosensor Array”,  5 – “2D Array-
Patterning  of  Antibody  Annuli”,  6 – “Structured  Antibody  Surfaces  for  Bio-recognition”  and 
eventually 7 – “Size Exclusion Filters”.
1.1 Bacteria and Microbial Diseases
Bacteria, viruses and other pathogens are ubiquitous in our environment and nature in general, like 
in soil, water and air. Furthermore, bacteria especially occupy the intestinal tract of animals as well 
as humans and can be found in elevated concentrations in water contaminated with fecal matter. For 
example,  an  average  human  being  carries  more  than  150  bacteria  strains.1 About  1015 
microorganisms (compared to 1013 –  1014 human cells)  constitute  a  mass of  0.5 – 1 kg in- and 
outside the body.2
Although most bacteria strains live in close relation to plants  and animals and can even be 
essential  for  living,  certain  species  are  potentially  harmful.  They  may  cause  severe  infectious 
diseases like, for example, tuberculosis, cholera, pneumonia and many more. Some may even be 
misused as warfare agents such as anthrax. As consequence of just requiring food, moisture and a 
favorable temperature, bacteria have the ability to adapt and grow under versatile conditions, and 
hence multiply and evolve rapidly. Therefore, some diseases caused by microorganisms can have 
disastrous effects on plants, animals and first and foremost humans. Worldwide, infectious diseases 
account  for nearly  40% of  the total  50 million annual  estimated deaths  and microbial  diseases 
constitute  the  major  cause  of  death  in  many  developing  countries.3 Although  they  appear  to 
represent  a  small  proportion of  all  diseases in  developed countries,  communicable diseases are 
worldwide of particular concern and carry an elevated risk of pandemic nowadays. Reasons are 
many people still  suffering from hygiene and nutrition problems, fast  distribution channels in a 
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global network or extreme annual rainfalls and floods. Furthermore, there is a particular concern 
regarding antibiotic resistances which have been growing most markedly for years, like nosocomial 
infections  with  Legionella or  Methicillin  Resistant  Staphylococcus  Aureus  (MRSA).4 In  Europe 
around  3  million  people  contract  a  nosocomial  infection  and  50,000  decease  per  year.5.  As  a 
consequence,  already  well  characterized  and  vanquished  diseases,  like  cholera,  meningitis  and 
tuberculosis recur, also linked to increasing human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infections,6 and 
new diseases emerge.
Among  the  wide  variety  of  diseases  caused  by  bacteria,  a  growing  number  of  bacterial 
pathogens  have  been  identified  as  food-  and  waterborne  pathogens,  which  are  in  particular 
important.7,8 According to the World Health Organization, just diarrhea is causing estimated 1.5 
million  deaths  of  under-five  old  children  every  year.9 The  Centers  for  Disease  Control  (CDC) 
accounts about 325,000 hospitalizations and 5000 deaths related to foodborne diseases in the U.S. 
each year.10,11
The bacterium  Escherichia coli  (E. coli)  is naturally occurring in the flora of the intestine. 
However, some strains like, for example, O157:H7, enterotoxic and enterohemorragic E. coli, can if 
ingested, be enteropathogenetic and cause diarrhea.12 Outside the intestine E. coli can cause urinary 
tract  infections,  inflammations  and  peritonitis  in  immunosuppressed  patients  like  children  and 
elderly people.13 E. coli contaminations can be found in drinking water, caused by, for instance, 
feces but also in spoiled ground beef, raw milk and chicken. Therefore, the systematic and careful 
control of this pathogen is extremely important, especially in the field of food production. Another 
example  of  a  dangerous  foodborne  bacterium,  all  of  the  strains  of  which  are  presumed  to  be 
pathogenic for human beings, is Salmonella. In order to prevent bacteria like E. coli and Salmonella 
making their way to food products and eventually to the consumer, there exist large scientific efforts 
to detect the presence of bacteria in perishable food products and water.14
Besides the detection of pathogens in food in advance to a disease transmission, the diagnosis 
after an infection and outbreak of disease is still very important and constitutes a severe problem. 
In order to treat all these diseases effectively, to prevent their spreading and antibiotic resistances, it 
is essential to be able to identify the pathogenic bacteria extremely fast, whilst it is still in its early 
stages and before mutations and complications can occur, and to identify the specific treatment 
necessary.
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Effective testing methods for bacteria need to fulfill several ambitious objectives, like a fast 
detection, selectivity and sensitivity, robustness, and the distinction between living and and dead 
bacteria in antibiotic susceptibility. Time and sensitivity of analysis play key roles and are the most 
important  limitations  related  to  the  usefulness  of  microbiological  testing.  Furthermore,  the 
development of a method or sensor capable of rapid detection and quantification of bacteria in real 
world samples is urgently needed.14 Since for some pathogens very small concentrations can be 
already an  infectious  dose,15 higher  sensitivity  and  specificity  have  become crucial  factors  for 
effective biosensors used in these applications.16 Extremely selective detection methods are required 
since pathogenic bacteria are often present in a complex biological environment along with many 
other  non-pathogenic  organisms.  Hence  the  possibility  of  false-positive  results  is  relative  high, 
which can lead to, for instance, wrong medication.
There exist several analytical methods for the detection and identification of microorganism in 
different environments. They can roughly be divided into  primary physico-chemical techniques, 
requiring  cultivation  and  mostly  being  based  on  whole  cell  detection,  and  molecular  biology 
techniques  which  involve  the  detection  and  identification  of  naturally  occurring  molecular 
compounds  of  bacteria,  such  as  genes  or  proteins.  Some  of  the  already  established  “golden 
standard” techniques are described in short in the next section. In addition to this, the concept of 
biosensors for the detection of pathogens and recent developments and advancements in this field 
are explained in section 1.3 – “Biosensors in Pathogen Detection”.
1.2 Established Methods for Pathogen Detection
For a long time, a multiplicity of methods has been used for pathogen detection. They involve 
amongst others counting of bacteria, antigen–antibody interactions and DNA analysis. In spite of 
disadvantages, such as the time required for the analysis or the complexity of their application, they 
still represent the “golden standard” methods and are often combined together to yield more robust 
results.  Therefore,  culture and  colony counting and immunology-based methods  as  well  as  the 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) are the most common tools used for pathogen detection.17
In general, no single test provides a definitive identification of an unknown bacterium. Hence, 
the conventional bacteria detection methods comprise usually multiple analyses. These can be, for 
example,  morphological  evaluation  of  the  microorganisms  by  a  microscope  and  a  test  for  the 
organisms ability to grow in various media under a variety of conditions.3 Furthermore, before the 
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traditional biochemical screening and serological confirmation can take place, pre-enrichment and 
selective  enrichment  have  to  be  accomplished.18 Thereby  a  required  signal  amplification  takes 
place. In this process single cells are grown into colonies, which is time-consuming. For instance, 
the development of a colony of a reasonable number of 106 coliform bacteria can take between 18 
and 24 hours.3 The adjacent classical enumeration methods can take up to additional 48 hours to 
obtain confirmed results. Hence, a complex series of protocols and tests is required and the results 
are  often  difficult  to  interpret  and  not  available  on  the  time  scale  sought-after  in  the  clinical 
laboratory.
To solve these problems, considerable efforts have been directed in the last years towards the 
development  of  techniques  that  can  rapidly  detect  low concentrations  of  pathogens  in  various 
environments like water, food and clinical samples. Some of the classical and advanced methods 
like culture and colony counting, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and immunology-based methods 
are explained briefly in the following sections. In summary, new molecular biology-based methods 
have overcome several issues but are still lengthy and not comprehensive, since bacteria viability 
cannot be monitored based on the mere presence of DNA. They are extremely sensitive but require 
pure  samples,  hours  of  processing  and  advanced  expertise  in  molecular  biology.19 Hence  the 
development of improved detection methods is sought-after.
1.2.1 Classical and Modified Cultural Methods
In microbial analysis, culturing and plating methods are the classical bacterial detection techniques 
and the “golden standard” methods for microbial analysis are often International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) methods.20 However, they are excessively time-consuming. In some cases 4 
to 9 days are needed to obtain a negative result and between 14 and 16 days for confirmation of a 
positive result.21 This is an obvious bottle neck in many applications.
Conventional methods for the enumeration of bacteria are colony counting methods. Herein, the 
total number of bacteria is determined by inoculating dilutions of suspensions of the sample onto 
the surface of a  solid growth medium (agar)  by the spread-plate  method or by mixing the test 
portion with the liquefied agar medium in Petri dishes. Enumeration is performed after incubation 
for fixed periods at temperatures varying from 7 to 55 °C in an aerobic, micro-aerobic or anaerobic 
atmosphere depending upon the target organisms. During incubation each individual cell multiplies 
into a colony that was visible to the naked eye. Classical culture methods have a quantification limit 
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of about 4 to 40 colony-forming units (cfu) per milliliter 20 and the sought-after culturing conditions 
have to be known, which is often not the case.
As an advancement automation in enumeration methods can be very useful to reduce the time 
needed for the preparation of media, serial dilutions, counting colonies, etc. Many improvements in 
this field have been made that permit laboratories to increase the efficiency and the number of 
samples  processed  such  as  agar  preparation  machines,  automated  dilutors,  automated  counting 
devices and spiral plates.22 In addition, different selective media can be used to detect particular 
bacteria species. They can contain inhibitors (in order to stop or delay the growth of non-targeted 
strains), particular substrates that can only be degraded by the targeted bacteria or that confers a 
particular color to the growing colonies.23 Detection is then carried out by using optical methods.17
1.2.2 Molecular based Methods
Two bio-chemical  methods,  i.e.  polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and fluorescent  hybridization 
(FISH) are in particular relevant for detection of bacteria. The selection of a specific DNA or RNA 
sequence,  to  serve  as  a  probe  or  primer,  along  with  the  conditions  for  hybridization,  is  the 
determinant factor for the specificity of these molecular methods.
PCR was developed in the mid 1980s and is a nucleic acid amplification technology.24 It  is 
based on the isolation, amplification and quantification of DNA sequences including the targeted 
bacteria’s genetic material. PCR is much less time-consuming than other techniques, like culturing 
and plating but still takes from 5 to 24 h to produce a reliable result, depending on the specific PCR 
variation  used  and  does  not  include  any  previous  enrichment  steps.17 However,  it  is  prone  to 
contamination and gives no information about the bacteria viability.
In FISH ribosomal RNA (rRNA) is targeted by labeled complementary oligo-nucleotide probes. 
The choice to target RNA instead of DNA results in a more precise and sensitive technique (higher 
copy numbers available) and the link to viability. In the elaboration of FISH, microbial cells are 
treated with appropriate  chemical  fixatives and then hybridized under stringent conditions on a 
glass slide or in solution with oligo-nucleotide probes. Like PCR, FISH is commercially exploited 
by detection kits for different pathogenic and non-pathogenic micro-organisms.20 Nevertheless, it 
cannot be automated and is therefore cost-intensive.
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1.2.3 Immunology-based Methods
All  immunoassays  are  based  on  the  highly  specific  binding  reaction  between  antibodies  and 
antigens.  The selection of an appropriate monoclonal  or polyclonal antibody is  the determinant 
factor  for  the  method’s  performance.  Furthermore,  usually  any  positive  result  for  pathogens 
obtained  with  immunoassays  is  considered  presumptive  and requires  further  confirmation.  The 
detection limit is approximately 104 to 105 cfu/ml, depending upon the type of antibody and its 
affinity for the corresponding epitope. Hence, for the enrichment step often a two-step procedure is 
needed. Several types of immunoassays are available in diagnostics. Enzyme linked immunosorbent 
assays (ELISAs)25 and enzyme linked fluorescent assays (ELFAs)26 are widely used. Furthermore, 
ELISA is the most established technique nowadays, and exploited in many biosensor applications. 
Mostly,  a  sandwich  ELISA is  used.  It  comprises  different  successive  steps  and  combines  the 
specificity of antibodies and the sensitivity of simple enzyme assays by using antibodies or antigens 
coupled to an easily assayed enzyme.20 The detection itself takes 2 – 3 hours 27 and today many tests 
are available as robotized automated systems. In contrast, ELFA employs fluorescence for endpoint 
detection.  Alternative  immunoassays  are  the  lateral  flow  devices  (LFD)  and  immunomagnetic 
separation (IMS)28, which is a sample preparation tool that has been developed for shortening the 
enrichment step prior to detection. Disadvantages of immunology-based methods are the need of 
labels and the hence resulting possibility of false positive results due to secondary antibodies or 
antigens binding to open well sites.29
1.2.4 Further Methods and Future Trends
Newer  methods  for  the  detection  of  pathogens  are  based  on,  for  example,  the  utilization  of 
bacteriophages  30 or the use of instrumental methods for the identification of bacteria.  Physical 
parameters are measured by impedance or detecting cellular compounds such as ATP, protein and 
lipid derivates. Associated with that, the concept of so-called biosensors has arisen and is further 
highlighted in the next section.
1.3 Biosensors in Pathogen Detection
Biosensors are a generic term for several new technologies for the rapid detection of bacteria and 
other  biological  substances.  The  International  Union  of  Pure  and  Applied  Chemistry  (IUPAC) 
defines  a  biosensor  as  “a  device  that  uses  specific  biochemical  reactions  mediated  by isolated 
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enzymes, immunosystems, tissues, organelles or whole cells to detect chemical compounds usually 
by electrical, thermal or optical signals”.31
Biosensors detect,  transmit  and  record  information  regarding  physiological,  chemical  and 
biological compounds of a living environment with the help of a specific biological recognition 
element, the properties of which change upon binding of the compound. The three main classes of 
such elements, used in biosensor applications so far, are antibodies, nucleic acids and aptamers. 
Furthermore, in the detection of pathogenic bacteria, enzymes can be used to label, for instance, 
antibodies  32 or  DNA probes 33 much in  the  same fashion  as  in  an ELISA assay.  For  example 
technically,  a  biosensor  is  a  probe  that  integrates  a  biological  component  with  an  electronic 
transducer  thereby  converting  a  biochemical  signal  into  a  quantifiable  electrical  or  optical 
response.34,35 Biosensors can be divided by several characteristics: For instance, depending on the 
method  of  signal  transduction,  into  optical,  mass,  electrochemical  and  thermal  sensors.36 
Furthermore,  they can be classified into sensors with direct  detection of  the target  analyte  and 
sensors with indirect, i.e. labeled, detection. In the following sections a selection of these concepts 
is explained.
Biosensors  combine  high  specificity  and  sensitivity,  which  allows the  detection  of  a  broad 
spectrum of analytes in complex samples matrices like, for instance, blood, serum, urine or food, 
aiming  for  a  minimum  of  sample  pretreatment.37 Therefore,  they  are  developed  to  detect  the 
presence and amount of microorganisms in any given environment. This is important since another 
target in the development of new identification methods is the decentralization of the processes. 
Currently most microbiological tests take place in large stationary laboratories because complex 
instruments and qualified technical staff are needed, at the moment. In order to make detection of 
pathogens available for a multiplicity of humans and virtually anywhere including field conditions 
and far away from civilization, the development of portable biosensor technologies with “on-the-
spot” interpretation of results is sought.38
1.3.1 Label and label-free detection of bacteria
Indirect detecting or labeled biosensors are those in which a preliminary biochemical reaction takes 
place  and  the  products  of  that  reaction  are  detected  by  a  sensor.  Examples  for  the  employed 
techniques are fluorescence labeling, electrochemical immunodetection and sensors that transduce 
metabolic redox reactions into quantifiable electrical signals.
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On the other hand, direct detecting or label-free biosensors are usually designed in such a way 
that  a  physical  phenomena occurring  during  a  biochemical  reaction  on  a  transducer  surface  is 
measured.  Signal  parameters  such  as  changes  in  pH,  oxygen consumption,  ion  concentrations, 
potential difference, current, resistance, or optical properties can be measured by electrochemical or 
optical transducers. Such advanced techniques operating without labeling the recognition element 
are, for instance, surface plasmon resonance, piezoelectric or impedimetric biosensors.3
Before a detection can occur, in many biosensors the biological sample has to be immobilized to 
the transducer surface. The use of antibodies for this immobilization in biosensors is currently more 
common than that of DNA probes. They are most frequently immobilized on a substrate, which can 
either be the detector surface or a carrier,  by for example adsorption on gold, the avidin-biotin 
system or by self-assembled monolayers.17 Nevertheless, an antibody area to be available in the first 
place, and the oriented immobilization of antibodies, are still challenging and sought.170
1.3.2 Optical Biosensors
Optical biosensors are probably the most popular types in bio-analysis due to their selectivity and 
sensitivity.  They are particularly attractive for application in  the direct  (label-free)  detection of 
bacteria and they have been developed for the rapid detection of contaminants 39, toxins or drugs 40 
and pathogenic bacteria.41 Optical biosensors are able to detect minute changes in the refractive 
index or thickness which occur when cells bind to receptors immobilized on the transducer surface.
Recently,  fluorescence  and  surface  plasmon  resonance  (SPR)  based  methods  have  gained 
momentum because of their sensitivity. Further optical techniques are bioluminescence, dielectric 
waveguides, ellipsometry, the resonant mirror, interferometer and ellipsometric techniques utilized 
for the development of a label-free instrument for detection of bacteria.
1.3.3 Electrochemical Biosensors
Electrochemical sensors have some advantages over optical-based systems. They can operate in 
turbid media, offer comparable instrumental sensitivity and are more amenable to miniaturization 
and simplification and hence reduction of costs. On the other hand, electrochemical methods show a 
slightly  more  limited  selectivity  than  their  optical  counterparts.  Modern  electro-analytical 
techniques  have  very  low detection  limits  (typically  10-9  M) that  can  be  achieved using  small 
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volumes (1 – 20 ml) of samples.42 Furthermore, the continuous response of an electrode system 
allows on-line control.3
The electrochemical techniques are mainly based on the observation of electrical changes due to 
interactions occurring at the sensor-sample matrix interface. They are generally classified according 
to  the  observed  parameter:  current  (amperometric),  potential  (potentiometric)  or  impedance 
(impedimetric).17
1.4 Applications of Biosensors
Biosensors  may  be  applied  wherever  traditional  and  standard  bacterial  detection  methods  are 
limited  in  either  viability-detection,  time  and/or  selectivity  and  sensitivity.  Hence,  potential 
applications could be found in medical diagnostics, food quality control, environmental monitoring 
or defense industry. Thereby the exploitation of biosensors, especially for bacterial detection and 
disease treatment in clinical diagnostic, shows great opportunities in the fast and specific diagnosis 
of nosocomial infections and infectious diseases with regard to increasing antibiotic resistances. 
Unfortunately,  in  this  field  only  few products  have  already  been  commercialized  yet,  like  for 
instance the the blood glucose biosensor or the so-called piezo-electronic nose.
The most viable openings in food industry will arise where a biosensor can rapidly detect total 
microbial contamination in,  for instance,  diary products.  The largest area of application for the 
environment lies in the development of biosensors for monitoring bacteria in drinking and waste 
water, rivers, reservoirs and supplies. The reasons for that are that water shortage and population 
increase will presumably be important issues in the upcoming century.
1.5 Desired Properties of Bacterial Biosensors
During the processes of specific binding and detection, even small causes may have large effects. 
For instance, the bacterial cell sensor sensitivity is often decreased due to fluid forces that have to 
be overcome before cells can reach the sensor surface for antibody capture.43 Or, once cells are 
captured by a specific antibody, the antibody-cell-binding avidity must be able to withstand the 
effect of shear force created by the laminar flow.44 Hence for the construction of a “good” biosensor 
several tasks, covering biological, chemical, physical and engineering issues, need to be fulfilled. 
The  improvement  on  existing  and  the  fabrication  of  new  and  advanced  biosensors  is  a 
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multidisciplinary and challenging task. At this point some examples of sought-after properties are 
presented.
Compared to the standard techniques, a biosensors have to be reliable and effective when used 
in routine applications and the diagnosis of bacteria diseases in an early stage. The system must 
have the specificity to distinguish the targeted bacteria in a multi-organism matrix. Species and also 
strain  selectivity  are important  because  relative  small  morphological  changes  can  already have 
profound consequence in the influence on human beings. The same accounts for the viability status 
of the pathogens. Hence a good biosensor should be able to distinguish between living and dead 
cells.45 Thereby, the detection of a single bacterial cell in 1 to 100 ml of sample volume seems to be 
sought.  Today, only antibodies seem to achieve this  task,16 but recent developments in aptamer 
syntheses  are  promising.46 Furthermore,  the  readout  process  can  be  extremely  simplified  and 
accelerated if the target molecules, and therefore the bacteria, are physisorbed on a solid substrate.47
A biosensor must be adaptable to detect different bacteria and sensitive enough to detect them 
directly, on-line and without pre-enrichment. Furthermore, it should be designed in such a way that 
multiple analytes could be detected simultaneously and rapid enough to give real-time results.
Concerning assay time only a few minutes should be necessary to test a multiplicity of samples 
in a routine checkup. Hence, a highly automated format with no need of skilled operators is sought, 
especially if the potential biosensor should also be readily available in developing countries and 
independent  from medical  centers.  Hence  a  compact  and  portable  device  is  also  needed.  The 
principle should be as easy as possible, excluding labeling and reagent addition. Eventually, the 
biosensor must have relatively simple and inexpensive configurations, to make it affordable for as 
many people as possible.  This can,  for instance,  be achieved if  parts of the biosensor combine 
several functions, like being a filter and a transducer, at once.
Still there is no biosensor which can fulfill all those needs. For example, there is no biosensor 
system to date that has a bacterial specificity compared to the plate culture method, which is one of 
the crucial requirements of today’s market. To distinguish between living and dead cells is also 
challenging.3 Because of all those reasons, the development of new biosensors, which are able to 
overcome at  least  some of  these  issues  and  fulfill  more  of  the  tasks,  is  sought.  The resulting 
motivation and aims of this thesis are presented in section 1.6.
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1.6 Motivation and Aims
In the following sections brief motivations are given for the projects accomplished in the course of 
this  work.  The  start  is  marked  by  “Label-free  Detection  of  Microorganisms  in  an  Integrated
Biosensor Array”, presented in chapter 4.
1.6.1 Label-free Detection
As explained in section  1.5 – “Desired Properties of  Bacterial  Biosensors”,  the fabrication of a 
biosensor  is  an intricate  task  and a  multiplicity  of  issues,  like  a  fast  detection,  selectivity  and 
sensitivity, and robustness, have to be overcome.
In  the  multidisciplinary  project,  presented  in  chapter  4 – “Label-free  Detection  of
Microorganisms  in  an  Integrated  Biosensor  Array”,  surface  chemistry,  nanotechnology,  micro-
fabrication and biophysics should converge into an integrated portable detection system for bio-
sensing  applications.  The  project  thereby  focused  on  a  fast  and  specific  detection  of  bacteria 
without any labeling. As support a microporous inverse opal material (cf. section 2.3) was coated 
with a bioactive antibody layer to specifically bind bacteria. In the potential next step these bound 
bacteria are detected and identified by the place, and hence specific antibodies, they were bound to.
This  platform  technique  should  pave  the  way  for  a  multiplexed  bio-sensing  array  which 
comprises antibody-decorated, highly-ordered macroporous inverse opal (iopal) structures, able to 
detect several potential  pathogens at  the same time. Therefore, several compartments should be 
designed to address different bacteria strains by combining the corresponding antibodies on the 
inner walls of suitable 3D structures and the intrinsic size exclusion effect of the material.
Inverse  opals  were  chosen  because  they  feature  a  number  of  advantages  for  bio-sensing 
platform development. First, its porous nature and mono-sized cavities provide a superior specific 
surface area, homogeneity and eventually filtrating abilities. These are the ubiquitous sought-after 
properties for achieving the sensors’ high sensitivity and reliability. Second, the sizes of the cavities 
and  channels  are  tunable  in  a  broad  range  (several  tens  of  nanometers  to  several  tens  of 
micrometers), which offers an extreme flexibility in adapting to various sensing targets, a particular 
sought-after feature in microbial sensing due to their wide size spread. Third, the material being 
inverted  has  an  extreme  broad  selection  range.  Material  that  enhances  mechanical  strength  is 
particularly advantageous because of the following micro-fluidic integration. Silica is also often 
chosen  due  to  its  compatibility  with  the  versatile  process  of  silanization  which  results  in,  for 
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instance,  amine  or  active  ester  terminated  surface,  providing  the  opportunity  for  bio-
functionalizations. Together with a high specific surface area, it offers a high loading density for 
antibodies. Fourth, if the cavity and cavity opening sizes are selected according to the size of target 
species, the diffusion rate of the target species can be significantly decreased, and the residence time 
of the sample can be increased, which is another salient advantage compared to conventional planar 
platforms. And last, the fabrication of such a material is fast and inexpensive with a promising 
perspective to be scaled up into parallel processing, which may yield a parallel sensing platform.48
The  specific  biochemical  recognition  of  bacteria  to  the  surface  was  attempted  by  the 
employment of antibodies against the appropriate bacteria strain – in the presented work mainly E. 
coli.. Because the inverse opals consisted of glass, the establishment of a covalent antibody binding 
on a silica surface was sought.
In  a  potential  follow-up  project  the  sensing  platform  should  be  parallelized,  i.e.  several 
compartments  of  the  inverse  opal  chip  will  be  functionalized  with  specific  antibodies  against 
different  pathogens.  Hence,  when a  specific  binding is  detected,  the presence of  the according 
antigen in the applied solution will be detected, as depicted in  Figure 1.1. The detection of the 
bound bacteria shall be accomplished with an appropriate method like, for instance, a Fabry-Perót 
resonator or another optical spectroscopy technique.
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Figure 1.1 Schematic  illustration  of  the 
detector  principle.  A  bacteria 
strain is detected by the specific 
binding  to  its  according 
antibody  (red),  which  is 
covalently bound on the surface 
of an iopal (blue). Not to scale.
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The presented identification system is a generic platform, which takes advantage of antibody 
technologies  and  which  can  be  employed  for  virtually  any  infectious  disease  for  which  a 
microorganism  has  been  annotated  and  for  which  a  respective  antibody  is  available.  The 
development of such a detector device will lead to a label-free, quantitative and fast detection of 
microorganisms by antibody detection, therefore bypassing the time consuming and cost-intensive 
procedure of bacterial cultivation, DNA amplification and other conventional diagnostic methods, 
as delineated in section 1.2 – “Established Methods for Pathogen Detection”. The important impact 
of porous silica materials  for the label-free detection of bacteria in an optical biosensor was also 
described and underlined recently.49
1.6.2 Protein Microarrays
The two following sections should motivate the projects “2D Array-Patterning of Antibody Annuli“ 
and “Structured Antibody Surfaces for Bio-recognition“, later on described in chapters  5 and  6, 
respectively.
Specific adsorption of proteins from complex analytes such as serum, total cell extracts and 
urine at solid-liquid interfaces and protein microarrays constitute an essential element in the fields 
of genomics and proteomics.50 In particular, microarray technologies enable the evaluation of tens 
of thousands of molecular interactions simultaneously in a high-throughput manner.51 Hereby, the 
size as well as the density of the binding structure guarantee the high-throughput analysis and a 
large  amount  of  information  gathered  per  volume of  sample.52,53 Since  proteins,  in  contrast  to 
nucleic  acids,  can  not  yet  be  artificially  synthesized,  the  development  of  protein  micro-  and 
nanoarrays for analyzing protein expression and functions of complex protein mixtures is of major 
significance.54,55 Functional antibody arrays are often used for the detection of specific biomolecules 
and larger  objects,  such as  viruses  and  bacteria.56 Microarrays  of  antibodies  as  bio-recognition 
molecules  have  also  been  extensively  used  in  sandwich  assays.57,58 Herewith  high-density 
immunosensor arrays for investigating cellular based diseases and therapeutics can be developed. In 
addition, site-selective protein immobilization can be analyzed and controlled by modifying the 
topology of the surface 52,53,59, and the immobilization of antibodies on solid supports is an essential 
step in immunoanalysis and a prerequisite for a number of immunoassay formats.60
The in the literature described techniques for the patterning of protein microarrays can roughly 
be  divided  into  lithographic  techniques,51,59,61 microspot  printing  51,62,63,64,65 as  well  as  methods 
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exploiting the chemical heterogeneity of surfaces.51,66,67 Although these techniques have resolution 
limits down to the nanometer range, large scale crystalline patterning combined with a fewer-step 
and  low-cost  „bench  -top“  process  is  still  of  further  interest.  For  example,  for  large-scale 
microparticle  templating,  the  already  well-established  technique  of  micro-contact  printing,  has 
gained  large  achievements  68,69,70 but  also  shows  limitations.  Typically  a  polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) is used as the stamping substrate but allows only apolar inks due to its highly hydrophobic 
character,71 limiting the use of biomolecules.72 Furthermore almost all organic ink solvents cause a 
swelling of the PDMS stamp, hence changing its dimension.73 Micro-contact printing can go down 
to 500 nm 72 but low aspect ratios can cause a “roof collapse“.74 Consequently, if the quality of the 
stamp is decreased during printing the printed pattern as well as the reproducibility deteriorate. 
Micro-contact printing also has several limitations concerning biological application. In terms of 
length scale, block copolymer self-assembly has made recent advances in protein patterning with 
nano-size resolutions (30 nm) which is complimentary to the micrometer/sub-micrometer patterns.75
Furthermore,  almost all  protein array techniques lack the possibility to create annuli-shaped 
protein  patterns.  Mostly,  only  2D  flat  samples  are  accessible,  while  3D  surfaces  can  be 
advantageous,  since  accessibility  of  antibody  binding  sites  might  be  optimal.  Certain  analytes, 
especially spheroidal analytes, such as bacteria and whole cells, may be difficult to capture on the 
microarray slide’s ﬂat surface but can be recognized by the curved surface structures.76
The complex phenomenon of protein adsorption onto a solid substrate is based on hydrophobic 
and electrostatic interactions of the proteins and the surface and can be tuned by many diverse 
intrinsic factors like surface chemistry, protein structure and concentration as well as surrounding 
factors like temperature, pH, ionic strength and fluidic conditions of the solution.60,77,78,79,80,81 For 
example, it has been shown that the charge and polarity of the surface can alter the orientation of 
adsorbed proteins.82 Also the way a possible washing solution is applied can have such a strong 
impact. Li et al. have recently shown that the stability of physisorbed IgG antibody nano-patterns 
strongly depend on the kind of substrate as well as on the flow rates and the time of fluid flow.83 
This strong physisorption dependance on different internal and external factors can be exploited to 
produce quality and durable patterns by optimizing the conditions during and after the adsorption 
process.
In this work, a novel, reliable and facile method for the production of large area hexagonal 
patterns of immobilized protein, i.e. for example, antibodies on the surface of a transducer, have 
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been realized. Hence, it bears the potential to serve as the bio-molecule recognition element of a 
future biosensor.  A large-scale  and annuli-shaped protein arrays  without  suffering from limited 
resolution or laborious and expensive operations should be produced. Consequently the protocol 
should be feasible for a broad variety of applications. The process is based on a drying lithography 
method and the evaporation of a solution of antibodies which afterwards form annuli ring structure 
around a two dimensional hexagonal structure of polystyrene latex particles (1 to 50 µm diameter).
1.6.3 2D Arrays of Structured Antibody Surfaces
The  exploration  of  bioactive  nanomaterials  and  -structures  has  gained  much  research  interest, 
especially in the field of bio-diagnostics.84 The underpinning biomolecular nanotechnology holds 
great promise for the development of new platforms with broad applications in the area of optics, 
electronics and catalysis.85 In terms of device development, miniaturization and parallel fabrication 
processes are among the most sought-after features that contribute to efficiency enhancement and 
cost reduction.86
The novel patterning strategy for producing antibody annuli, presented in chapter 5 and by Wolf 
et. al.,87 should be investigated more deeply and supported with further examples for bacteria and 
protein binding.  Biological applications such as cell-based sensors and assays are based on the 
fundamental interactions between the biological systems and synthetic materials and surfaces.88 
Considerable  advancement  in  materials  science  is  required  to  generate  effective  sensing 
platforms that organically integrate the functions of detector and transducer, such as bioelectronic 
devices  89 and  sensing  networks.90 The  development  of  a  “universal”  tool-set  for  constructing 
artificial  biomolecular  recognition  surfaces  183 and  for  systematically  attaching  any  kind  of 
biomolecule to any kind of surface 91 has been identified as a promising approach. One possible tool 
for tailoring a surface with biomolecules or synthetic recognition molecules in the nanometer scale 
is  dip-pen  nanolithography  (DPN)  59,92 which  allows  the  positioning  of  molecules  with  10 nm 
precision,93 but has the intrinsic drawback of ink usage 94 and its inherent serial nature.95 Therefore it 
is cost-intensive, time-consuming and incompatible with large-scale production. Nevertheless, DPN 
has led to the insight that a certain scaffold can mediate cell attachment processes  96 and that the 
physical  shape  and size  of  the  surface  features  strongly  affect  the  cellular  attachment.97 These 
findings have motivated further explorations for more effective and efficient  methods to create 
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nanoscale  features  for  bioactive  patterning,  such  as  co-polymer  self-assembly 75,67,98 and  silane 
functionalization.99,100
1.6.4 200 nm Size Exclusion Filters for Nano-Filtration
For many applications, including biosensors, the filtration of samples is important. Nano-filtration 
processes  have  a  long  history  of  providing  a  water  quality  superior  to  that  obtained  from 
conventional treatment technologies for organic and inorganic substances to be removed from sea- 
and ground-water.101 The removal of natural organic matter is necessary for most production units, 
especially when surface water is treated, and can efficiently be done by nanofiltration. Furthermore, 
the removal of viruses and bacteria is extremely important during drinking water production, and is 
subject to many discussions. Traditional chlorination is still often applied as a disinfection method, 
but has some intrinsic drawbacks like the formation of disinfection by-products (DBPs) and the 
development  of  resistances  to,  for  instance,  chlorine.102 Therefore  nanofiltration  might  help  to 
improve the disinfection process because it creates an extra barrier for viruses and bacteria.103 It was 
also found that disinfection by removal of viruses is also possible but requires even smaller pore 
sizes.104 Because  bacteria  have  a  typical  size  between  0.5  and  10  µm a  complete  removal  by 
filtration through pores with less than 500 nm is theoretically possible.102 Nowadays, it is generally 
assumed that bacteria are unable to pass through 200 nm filters, and filtration of liquids through 
such filters is a common and often-used method for the removal of microorganisms from heat-
sensitive solutions. Such 200 nm filtrations are frequently referred to as “sterile filtration”.105
The main aim of this project was the development of a very flat porous material with the critical 
value of 200 nm pore size and a surface roughness of only a few micrometers. The reason for the 
low sought-after roughness was the combination of the transparent silica nano-filter with an optical 
read-out  system for  pathogens.  It  was  developed  by  a  collaboration  partner  of  the  Institut  für 
Mikrotechnik  Mainz  (IMM)  and  necessitated  a  flat  filter  for  its  working  principle.  Colloidal 
particles can be utilized to construct three-dimensional periodic nanostructures by a self-assembly 
process (cf. section 2.3 – “Inverse Opals (iopals)). These self-assembled opaline lattices of colloidal 
particles provide a simple and fast approach to produce size-controlled nanostructures over a large 
area.106 Therefore, porous filter structures should be constructed by inverse opals in conjunction 
with  the  IMM.  Nevertheless,  the  emergence  of  cracks  on  inverse  opals  is  well-known  and 
constitutes a severe problem for filter materials, which needed to be overcome during this project.
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A potential 200 nm size exclusion filter for bacteria, can be seen as an additional module of a 
final  biosensor.  By  filtering  special  sizes  and  hence  components,  even  very  complex  samples 
matrices like, for instance, blood, serum or urine, could be investigated with an integrated biosensor 
based on inverse opals, which would otherwise rapidly be blocked. Hence this project supports and 





2.1 Chemicals and Compounds
In the following sections the chemicals used in the course of this work, compounds and solutions as 
well as used surface modification techniques are specified.
2.1.1 Preparation of Silane-Functionalized Glass Surfaces
In order to immobilize antibodies covalently to a glass substrate, it  is necessary to bind anchor 
molecules  with functional  groups to  the glass beforehand.  For  this  purpose silane chemistry is 
widely used 175,107,108 and was also exploited in course of this thesis. Silanes are chemical compounds 
of  silicon  and  hydrogen,  which  are  analogues  of  alkane  hydrocarbons.109 They  are  capable  of 
forming covalent bonds to silicon oxide groups on glass substrates and hence perfectly suited for 
the covalent functionalization of such substrates.
2.1.2 Silanization Reaction
The principle of a silanization is depicted in Figure 2.1, taken from 110. The reaction mechanism for 
the chemical binding of silanes from a depleted solution to glass has been explained by several 
groups and is accepted for a long time.111 Before the actual surface reaction takes place, a hydrolysis 
of the silanes occurs. The needed water is provided by the solvent which can, for instance, be water 
or  toluene.  Furthermore,  most  oxidic  surfaces  like  silica  carry  a  physisorbed  water  layer.  The 
condensation of the silanol molecules formed through hydrolysis is introduced by the formation of 
hydrogen bonds among silanol molecules in several dimensions. In the next step hydrogen bonds 
are established towards silanol groups on the glass surface, hence leading to a first physisorption of 
the  polymers  to  the  substrate.  By  dehydration  reaction  a  chemical  siloxane  bond  (Si-O-Si)  is 
created,  therefore  converting  the  physical  into  a  chemical  adsorption.  To  assure  a  complete 
formation of  all  possible  siloxane bonds and associated with  that  a  cross-linking  of  the  single 
molecules,  an  elevated  temperature  of  80 ° – 120 °C  is  necessary.  Eventually,  the  silanes  is 
covalently bound to the substrate by a multiplicity of siloxane bonds. Short-chain silanes, which are 
easy to evaporate, can also be deposited from the gas phase. In this case the silane is together with 
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the substrate heated to the sought-after temperature in a closed vessel, and the reaction of the silanes 
with the surface takes place in one step.
In the presented work miscellaneous silanes were used for different purposes. They are summed 
up in Table 2.1. The used protocol was similar to the steps described above. The employed silane 
solution was, if not stated otherwise, about 1 mg/ml and the cleaned glass slides were immersed in 
it over night. 
Abbreviation Name Manufacturer CAS Number




Alk-S n-Propyltrimethoxysilane ABCR, KarlsruheGermany 1067-25-0




Table 2.1: Properties of employed silanes. 
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Figure 2.1 Chemical  reactions  and  products  formed  during  hydrolysis 
and adsorption of trialkoxysilanes. Scheme taken from 110.
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2.1.3 Chemicals and Solutions
Ultrapure  water  used  in  this  work  was  prepared  by  a  Millipore  Milli-Q® element  system to  a 
resistance of 18.2 MΩ cm. PBS (10 mM phosphate buffer, 2.7 mM KCl and 137⋅  mM NaCl, pH 7.4 
at 25 °C), Hellmanex® (alkaline cleaner concentrate, used concentration 2 % in H2O) and Tween® 
20 (non-ionic detergent, used concentration: 0.1 vol% in PBS, T20) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Steinheim, Germany. Enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein (eGFP) was 
purchased from AMS Biotechnology (Europe), Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Human Integrin αvβ3 
Purified  Protein  Octyl-β-D-Glucopyranoside  Formulation,  namely  integrin,  was  purchased  from 
Millipore  Bioscience  Division,  Schwalbach,  Germany.  The  membrane  dye  1,1'-dioctadecyl-
3,3,3',3'-tetramethyl-indodicarbocyanine  perchlorate  (DiD648)  was  purchased  from  Invitrogen, 
Darmstadt,  Germany.  The  fluorescence  DNA dye  4',6-Diamidino-2-phenylindol  Dihydrochlorid 
(DAPI)  was  purchased  from  Carl  Roth,  Karlsruhe,  Germany.  1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine  (DOPC)  was  purchased  from  Avanti  Polar  Lipids  Inc.,  Alabaster,  USA.  BSA 
(Bovine Serum Albumin Fraction V, average molecular weights of 67 kDa) was purchased from 
SERVA Electrophoresis  GmbH, Heidelberg,  Germany. Chemicals  not  mentioned above were of 
reagent grade.
2.1.4 Other Materials
Standard glass slides by Menzel Glaser were purchased from VWR, Darmstadt, Germany and cut 
into sizes of approximately 26 × 26 mm2. Piranha solution made of 75 % concentrated sulfuric acid 
and  25 %  concentrated  hydrogen  peroxide.  Polystyrene  microparticles  with  a  diameter  of 
(0.967 ± 0.025), (10.45 ± 0.08), (19.71 ± 0.19), (50 ± 0,5) and (98.7 ± 1) µm were purchased from 
microparticles GmbH, Berlin, Germany and used in the provided concentration of 10 % (w/v) in 
water.  Ludox® SM-30  colloidal  silica  nano-particles  with  an  average  diameter  of  7 nm  were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Steinheim, Germany. The PTFE trough used for the 
spin-coating was self-made in the institute’s workshop.
2.2 Colloidal Crystals
So-called colloidal crystals were assembled with different techniques and for different purposes in 
the course of this work. In the following sections an overview of these types of crystals and their 
properties  is  given.  The  three  utilized  fabrication  routes  are  explained  in  detail  in  sections 
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2.2.1 – “Spin  Casting  (SC)”,  2.2.2 – “Horizontal  Deposition  (HD)” and  2.2.3 – “Vertical  Lifting
Deposition (VLD)”. In between the correlations to the following sections, especially 2.3 – “Inverse
Opals (iopals)” are pinpointed.
Colloidal particles are objects in the size range between 1 nm and 1 µm.112 They constitute such 
versatile substances like cosmetics (e.g. hair spray), food (e.g. milk), dyes and inks (pigments), gels 
(e.g. gelatin), industrial products (e.g. aerogel) and are almost ubiquitous in the environment (e.g. 
air  particulates).  Due to the fact  that  spherical objects  are much easier  to synthesize than non-
spherical particles, they and their fabrication play a pivotal role in colloidal science.
The close-packed arrays of spherical colloidal particles with a very small polydispersity (< 5 %) 
are called colloidal crystals. They are almost exclusively obtained by the self-assembly of adequate 
particles.113 These crystals can be two- or three-dimensional. In 1909 Perrin described for the first 
time  the  formation  of  two-dimensional  (2D)  arrays  of  colloidal  particles.114 Because  of  their 
spherical  shape the 2D arrays are  typically  in  hexagonal  order  and the three-dimensional  (3D) 
crystals face centered cubic (fcc). Due to their analogy in fabrication and characteristics, in the 
presented  work the  term colloidal  crystal  is  also  used  for  periodic  lattices  consisting  of  larger 
spherical particles up to 100 µm. A typical example for a 2D colloidal crystal of 10 µm polystyrene 
spheres is depicted in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Differential  interference 
contrast  (DIC)  image  of  a 
hexagonal  structure of 10 µm 
polystyrene microspheres (PS-
MS). (Scale bar: 20 µm)
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Due to the periodic alternation in the dielectric constant and the occurring bandgap, phononic 
crystals have outstanding optical properties.115,116,117,118 Furthermore, their ordered structure in the 
nano- and micrometer size makes them perfect templates and precursors for other structures with 
complex architectures and novel properties.119,120 Such patterned structures are constituent parts in 
the construction of devices used in electronics, optics and sensors.121,122 For example, the deposition 
of very small (nanometer size) colloids in the free voids of larger (micrometer size) host colloidal 
crystals and the adjacent displacement of the latter sacrificial template allows the fabrication of so 
called inverse opals.
In the present work mainly 2D arrays of polystyrene microspheres (PS-MS) colloidal crystals 
were produced. The several existing methods for their  fabrication all  have in common that the 
particles of the so-called internal phase are dispersed in the continuous phase. This is for polymeric 
colloids  in  the  majority  of  cases  water.  Hence,  the  challenge is  to  get  the  spheres  out  of  this 
unordered “milky” mixture into an ordered structure.
In  the  simplest  technique the particles’ self-assembly into a  hexagonal  pattern is  driven by 
gravity  and  called  sedimentation.123 During  centrifugation  an  additional  force  is  applied  in  the 
centrifuge and the sedimentation highly accelerated.124 Alternatively the supplemental force can be 
generated  by  a  stream of  the  continuous  phase  as  it  occurs  during  filtration.  In  this  case  the 
dispersion is extruded and the colloidal particles deposit on a membrane the pores of which are 
smaller than the diameter of the sedimented spheres.125 Another possibility to induce self-assembly 
is the exploitation of the fact that the colloids are stabilized by Coulomb forces. A constant or 
alternated electric field is applied perpendicularly to the substrate on which the particles should be 
assembled.  The  direction  of  the  field  either  enhances  or  counteracts  the  effect  of  gravity  and 
therefore modifies the assembly velocity.  On the other hand,  an alternating field  can create  an 
ordered monolayer by continuously creating and destructing the particle layers.126 
At the end of all methods mentioned until this point the remaining water has to be removed. 
This can take place by active or passive drying (vaporescence) or suction. In contrast to this, there 
exist techniques in which the colloidal particles arrange while the continuous phase is evaporating. 
One possibility is that during the application of centrifugal forces the solvent evaporates, which is 
called spin casting (SC). Another popular method is based on the convective flow of the particles to 
the exterior fringe of the wetted area. Depending on the size of the colloidal spheres, an exclusive 
aggregation in a ring-like structure can occur, which is called coffee-ring phenomenon.127 
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In the presented work this behavior was observed for particles smaller than 1 µm. To overcome 
this issue of sedimentation, the particle solution can be placed on a tilted or vertically mounted 
substrate.  Thereby  the  particles  flow  due  to  an  enhanced  evaporation  rate  to  a  so-called 
crystallization edge. It moves during evaporation down the substrate hence creating line by line a 
homogenous film of ordered particles.128 This technique can be further extended by actively pulling 
the substrate out of the colloidal solution, which is called vertical lifting deposition. The lifting 
speed constitutes another tunable parameter in addition to particle concentration, temperature and 
humidity, allowing control over the number of particle layers, quality and domain size.129 In fact, 
although a multiplicity of self-assembling methods has been established, the existence of cracks, 
domain  boundaries,  colloid  vacancies,  and  other  defects  is  still  an  open  question  and  a  main 
problem for further applications of colloidal crystals, also in the present work. The difficulties in 
producing and processing large areas of defect- and crack-free particle layers limit the dimensions 
of  ordered  domains  and  the  performance  thereof  in  many  applications.130 Therefore,  different 
methods for the manufacturing were conducted during this thesis, each showing its own benefits but 
also disadvantages. This leads to the employment of different techniques for different purposes, like 
the creation of templates for antibody patterning, inverse opals or nanometer-size filters, described 
in detail later on.
Due to the simplicity of their application and the nonetheless convincing results, horizontal and 
vertical lifting deposition together with spin casting, were used in the course of this work. Colloidal 
crystals consisting of particles between 1 and 100 µm were fabricated. The corresponding methods 
are explained in more detail in the following sections.
2.2.1 Spin Casting (SC)
In  order  to  create  templates  for  the  later  antibody  patterning  a  monolayer  of  polystyrene 
microspheres (PS-MS) with crystalline subareas, as shown in Figure 2.3,131 was generated on a glass 
slide substrate. With this procedure it was possible to produce a circular two dimensional almost 
defect-free colloidal crystal of 10 µm PS-MS with an area in the order of 10 to 50 mm2. The spin 
casting  method  is  similar  to  the  proceeding  described  by  Ogi  et  al.132 and  Hulteen  et  al.133, 
respectively. In contrast much larger polystyrene spheres (1 – 100 µm compared to 500 nm SiO2 
and 265 nm polystyrene particles, respectively) and, as substrates, simple and cheaper glass slides 
instead of sapphire were used.
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Most investigations in the presented work were accomplished with 10 µm PS-MS. The selection 
of this size was based on the typical dimensions of potential applications in this work like vesicle 
and bacteria binding as well as the fabrication of inverse opals with a size multiple bacteria fit in.
For the  spin casting a custom-built polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) trough, similar to the one 
depicted in Figure 2.6, with an inner diameter of 16 mm was mounted on the spin caster (Delta 80 
BM, Suess MicroTec) in order to provide a barrier for the relatively heavy particles. With the aid of 
that it was possible to press a 16 mm O-ring on a cleaned glass slide (Menzel Glaser, VWR). It was 
thereby crucial to tightly seal the space between the rubber and the glass by applying an extra force 
from above the ring through a plunger. Otherwise the liquid together with the particles would have 
flowed through and no ordered deposition of the particles would have taken place. Subsequently to 
the mounting procedure, cleaned glass slides were fixed firmly in the trough. Due to the rubber 
sealing between the glass slides and the trough walls, the former could work as the water-tight 
bottom of the trough. The PS-MS were received from the manufacturer (microparticles GmbH, 
Berlin) as a 10 % suspension in water and not further diluted. Between 10 and 20 µl of the solution 
were pipetted into the trough, which was immediately transferred to the spin caster and rotated at 
500 revolutions per minute (rpm) for 15 min. Since for most further proceedings only a PS-MS 
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Figure 2.3 SEM image of polystyrene microspheres (PS-
MS). The structure was annealed for 30 min 
at 100 °C for connecting the particles. (Scale 
bar: 10 µm)131
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monolayer was sought, the applied volume of the suspension, i.e. the applied amount of spheres to 
the glass surface, had to be adjusted very exactly. A scheme of the spin casting process is depicted 
in Figure 2.4.
In the following step, the monolayer of hexagonal close-packed PS-MS was dried at ambient 
conditions and annealed for 30 minutes at 100 °C, as reported by Denkov et al.134. The selected 
annealing  temperature  is  moderately  below  the  glass  transition  temperature  TG of  polystyrene 
(110 °C), but possibly due to the small size of the microspheres, a certain gluing effect between the 
sphere and the glass substrate as well as among the particles was observed. Without annealing, the 
2D colloidal crystals tend to dissolve when they encounter water afterwards, as for instance during 
antibody treatment in the potential next step.
Although spin casting is a simple and, for a single substrate, very fast method, samples need to 
be  prepared  one  after  another,  which  is  very  time-consuming  for  large  amounts  of  substrates. 
Furthermore  the  strong  centrifugal  force  and  its  radial  gradient  prevented  the  constitution  of 
crystalline domains larger than approximately 50 mm². In addition, since the mass of the single PS-
MS crucially affects the centrifugal force and hence the particle assembly, the rotational speed and 
time had to  be adjusted exactly  and separately for different  particle  diameters.  Therefore other 
methods for the concurrent assembly on multiple substrates in conjunction with the constitution of 
larger domains and easy scalable parameters were sought, and are found in the next two preparation 
methods.
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Figure 2.4 Horizontal  deposition  and  spin  coating  of 
polystyrene  microparticles  on  a  glass 
substrate (light grey) in a teflon trough (dark 
grey).
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2.2.2 Horizontal Deposition (HD)
As an  alternative  to  the  aforementioned method,  sedimentation was used  to  create  many large 
colloidal particle monolayers in parallel, as depicted in Figure 2.5. Because in this case the substrate 
is assembled horizontally this technique is in this work also called horizontal deposition (HD), in 
particular to distinguish it from the next delineated method – the vertical lifting deposition. 
In the first step, a cleaned glass slide as the bottom was mounted in a PTFE trough similar to the 
one described in section 2.2.1 – “Spin Casting (SC)” and depicted in Figure 2.6. Subsequently, the 
top part of the construction was put on and tightly fixed to the bottom by four screws. In the next 
step, the sought-after volume of the particle suspension (18 µl for 10 µm PS-MS) was pipetted in a 
tube with ultrapure water, the volume of which was adjusted beforehand, so that the total volume 
was 370 µl. The depleted suspension was thoroughly mixed, instantly pipetted in the PTFE trough 
and let sediment and dry without any movement. According to the theoretical explanation, the self-
assembly process that presumably finally creates a pattern structure of PS-MS consists of two steps. 
First, the water evaporates until the thickness of the water layer containing spheres approaches the 
diameter of the particles. Then the therewith created liquid menisci around the protruding tops of 
the spheres induce inter-particle attraction due to the water evaporating from them. The capillary 
forces cause a convective flow of the liquid and with it the particles toward the ordered regions. 
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Figure 2.5 Phase contrast image of a hexagonal structure 
of 10 µm polystyrene microspheres (PS-MS). 
(Scale bar: 100 µm)
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This leads to the hexagonal close packed array of PS-MS.134 Depending on the temperature and 
humidity  this  process  lasted  between  one  and  two  days.  Afterwards,  the  PTFE  trough  was 
disassembled and the glass slides with the colloidal crystal monolayer annealed for 30 minutes at 
100 °C as described before.
The appropriate volume of particle solution had to be identified experimentally and was higher 
than theoretically calculated by geometrical considerations, because a certain amount of particles 
always remains in the pipette tip as well as in the tube. For instance, for a 10 % (w/v) suspension of 
10 µm particles and the PTFE trough depicted in  Figure 2.6, 18 µl PS-MS solution suspended in 
352 µl  ultrapure  water  were  necessary  to  form a  monolayer  with as  much as  possible  ordered 
domains. The volume of PS-MS, experimentally determined for one microsphere size suspension, 
could easily be conferred to other diameters by multiplying it with the ratio of the two particle 
batches.  For  example,  at  the  same  weight  concentration  a  five  fold  higher  volume  of  50 µm 
particles is needed compared to 10 µm particles.
There  existed  mainly  two  advantages  of  sedimentation.  On  the  one  hand  larger  colloidal 
monolayers compared to the afore described spin casting technique could be created. The reason is 
that the whole glass slide inside the trough was covered, instead of only creating single ordered 
domains. On the other hand it was possible to fabricate many alike samples in parallel and with 
relatively low effort. Both characteristics made this technique a perfect tool when many similar 
samples were needed, for instance during the optimization of parameters in one of the following 
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Figure 2.6 Image of two parts of a PTFE trough for the 
horizontal deposition of colloidal particles. A 
cleaned glass  slide  is  placed  in  the  bottom 
part (right) and the top part (left) is put on top 
and fixed with four screws.
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steps like inverse opal  constitution or antibody patterning.  Contrariwise the spin casting led to 
smaller,  but  more  ordered  colloidal  crystals.  Therefore  both  techniques  were  used  in  parallel 
depending on the sought-after purpose.
The sedimentation of particles on a single substrate is a very facile but, due to evaporation, long 
lasting process (1 – 2 days). And because it is based on gravity, the effectiveness of the technique 
strongly  depends  on  the  density  of  the  applied  microspheres.  The  density  of,  for  instance, 
polystyrene particles (1.05 g⋅cm-3) is  only a  little bit  higher than that of water (1.00 g cm⋅ -³,  the 
continuous phase). Therefore the sedimentation process takes some time and must not be disturbed. 
In addition,  the surface-to-volume ratio and hence the diameter of the particles are relevant since 
inter-particle and electrostatic surface forces affect the sedimentation process as well. For instance, 
with sedimentation no colloidal  crystals  of  1  µm PS-MS could be  constituted.  This  led to  the 
consequence of conducting at least for this size regime and potential applications in nanometer-size 
filters a third assembly method, the vertical lifting deposition. It could solve some of these problems 
and is described in the next section.
2.2.3 Vertical Lifting Deposition (VLD)
The direct, highly ordered constitution of small spheres of up to 1 µm on substrates can be achieved 
by  drying  the  colloidal  suspension  on  a  vertical  substrate  or  by  the  utilized  vertical  lifting 
deposition.129,135 Therefore this third method was used in the frame of this work for the assembly of 
especially very small particles like 1 µm PS-MS.
The principle behind the conventional vertical deposition method can be explained as follows. 
when the substrate is immersed into water, a concave meniscus is formed due to the hydrophilicity 
of  the  substrate  (glass,  silicon,  ceramic).  The  water  evaporates  faster  near  the  meniscus  and 
consequently a convective particle flow towards the substrate-suspension-air contact line occurs.129 
At some point while the water is evaporating, the liquid thickness gets lower than the diameter of 
the spheres, hence causing a concave meniscus between adjacent particles.  It  induces a surface 
tension which pulls  the spheres together,  therefore forming closed ordered structures,  when the 
sample is pulled out of the suspension.
As the first step, the aforementioned cut and cleaned substrates were mounted vertically in a 
mechanical  stepper  (OWIS high  precision  z-stage  Limes  60  in  combination  with  a  home-built 
control unit),  which was capable of moving them upward by a speed down to 200 nm s-1.  The 
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apparatus was placed in a climate chamber for easily adjusting temperature and humidity. Following 
this, the mounted samples were by the instrument lowered completely in beakers containing 10 ml 
of the particle suspension (0.75 – 3 wt%). Finally the system was programmed in a way that the 
samples were lifted vertically with a speed of 200 – 800 nm s-1 until a height of 2 cm was reached, 
which took approximately 7 – 28 hours. The temperature was 20 °C and the relative humidity 50 %. 
A scheme of the vertical lifting deposition method is presented in Figure 2.7.
Depending on the sought-after purpose, in the subsequent steps the colloidal suspension either 
consisted of 1 µm PS-MS in ultrapure water or a mixture of PS-MS and 7 nm silica colloids as the 
matrix for inverse opals. The so-called vertical lifting co-deposition, i.e. the simultaneous assembly 
of two different types of colloidal particles in one crystal, presents a very convenient preparation 
route to hierarchical structures, which only requires two fabrication steps, namely template particle 
and  matrix  co-deposition,  and  template  removal.136 Therefore,  this  technique  was  extensively 
exploited for the fabrication of inverse opals with cavity sizes of 1 µm and is presented together 
with  a  more  detailed  description  of  the  method  in  section  2.3.2 – “Co-deposition”  and  its 
application in chapter 7 – “Size Exclusion Filters”.
In order to adjust the number of particle layers and hence thickness of the colloidal crystal, the 
deposition  can  be  controlled  by  the  suspension  concentration  and lifting  speed.  The lower  the 
concentration  and  the  higher  the  speed  are,  the  less  number  of  particle  layers  are  deposited. 
Furthermore the process is also affected by temperature and humidity but not that explicitly. In the 
presented work the concentration of PS-MS in ultrapure water was between 0.25 and 3 wt % and 
created together with the aforementioned speeds one to approximately ten layers of 1 µm particles. 
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Figure 2.7 Schematic representation of the formation of 
colloidal  crystals  on  a  substrate  by  vertical 
lifting deposition. Image taken from 136.
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When applied the concentration of silica nano-colloids in the PS-MS suspension was 0.3 wt %. 
Although this  method led to  relatively large domains  of highly ordered crystals  with only few 
defects, the formation of stripes on the substrate could not be prevented entirely. The reason was 
that the pinning of the meniscus limits the VLD for large area samples.137
The vertical lifting deposition combines both disadvantages of the aforementioned methods spin 
casting and horizontal deposition. Due to the complexity of nano stepper and climate chamber only 
a few samples could be created at the same time and the task, being with up to 28 hours, very time-
consuming. Furthermore, the demand of 10 ml suspension, which could only be reused a few times, 
resulted in a high usage of particles. Also eventually, VLD became unsuitable for colloidal particles 
that  were  larger  than  a  few  micrometer.  Beyond  this  size  gravity  starts  to  overcome  the 
hydrodynamic effect  caused by the meniscus motion.  For  such dimensions  sedimentation is  an 
alternative for forming colloidal crystals.
Nevertheless  vertical  lifting  deposition  generated  the  best  colloidal  crystals  with  regard  to 
correctness  and  size  of  ordered  domains.  Furthermore  only  by  vertical  lifting  deposition  the 
fabrication of inverse opals with cavities of 1 µm could be realized. Therefore the technique was 
almost exclusively used in the last mentioned case.
2.3 Inverse Opals (iopals)
As stated in the last  section  2.2 – “Colloidal Crystals”,  the constituted patterns of microspheres 
were as one implementation exploited as templates for the assembly of so-called  inverse opals 
(iopals). Generally, iopals are mostly fabricated by using colloidal crystal as template.125,138,140
In the following section a brief overview of this material class, and how it was created and 
utilized in the present work is given. Especially the two used fabrication techniques are delineated 
in sections  2.3.1 – “Sequential Deposition” and  2.2.3 – “Vertical Lifting Deposition (VLD)”. The 
first method was mainly used for the assembly of many similar samples for parameter optimization 
of larger inverse opals with cavities of 10 µm. The latter was employed for smaller structures with 
1 µm diameter, which could exclusively be created by this approach.
Inverse  opals  are  the  three-dimensional  inverted  or  negative  structure  of  colloidal  crystals. 
Consequently an exoskeleton-like structure of a certain material, which was in the case of this work 
glass, encloses cavities of a gas or liquid medium, in this case air and water. The structures are often 
referred to as highly-ordered three-dimensional (3D) porous structures, as shown in  Figure 2.8A. 
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The concept is in the course of this work also used as a reference to two-dimensional (2D) highly 
ordered porous films, as depicted in Figure 2.8B. Such inverted structures can show a high degree 
of interconnected porosity (approximately 75 %) with extremely uniform and periodic distributions 
of  pores  due  to  the  colloidal  monodispersity.  The  average  size  lies  normally  in  the  range  of 
0.1 – 10 µm.
For the generation of inverse opals many materials and methods have been investigated in the 
past.136 The  conventional  self-assembly of  inverse  opals  from colloidal  crystals  occurs  in  three 
phases.  In  the first  step,  the sacrificial  template  for  the final  inverted structure is  formed by a 
colloidal crystal as described in section 2.2 – “Colloidal Crystals”. It is commonly made of polymer 
latex spheres. In the second step, this template is infiltrated by the matrix which is deposited and 
surrounds the template like a padding. Step one and two can take place simultaneously. This is 
called co-deposition.  Eventually,  in  the third phase the colloidal  crystal  is  removed selectively, 
leaving behind the aforementioned replica structure.
The  easiest  techniques  for  the  second  phase  are  co-  and  sequential  deposition.  They  were 
exploited in the present work and are presented in more detail in the following two sections. The 
techniques  have  in  common that  large  colloidal  particles  are  encased,  either  simultaneously or 
consecutively, with very small colloidal particles in the nanometer size as filler and finally shell 
material. Alternative possibilities for the syntheses of porous materials, consisting of SiO2, TiO2 or 
Al2O3, can be sol-gel  solutions  as matrix  precursors.139,140,141 The inverted structure can also be 
established by infiltration of polymer 142, salt  143 and vapor phase precursors144. At the end of this 
step a solidification of the structure takes place.
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Figure 2.8 SEM  images  of  an  inverse  opals  (ipals), 
multilayer (A) and monolayer (B), assembled 
from 10 µm PS-MS. (Scale bars: 10 µm)
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The third and final stage, the removal of the colloidal template, can be accomplished by either 
dissolution with an adequate solvent, pyrolysis or chemical etching. For colloidal precursors made 
of polymer spheres like polystyrene, the first two methods are in principle feasible. Toluene or 
tetrahydrofuran can be used, for example, for the dissolving. The advantage of this method lies in 
the relatively gentle conditions which facilitate the preservation of the inverse structure. Both the 
template and the matrix can be composed of polymers if a solvent is available that specifically 
dissolves only the colloidal crystal. The technique’s drawback is the fact that polymers swell before 
they are dissolved. Hence the matrix is exposed to an additional stress and cracks as well as other 
defects can evolve in compact structures. For this reason, the method is restricted to “soft” matrices. 
Due to the used material combination and its conveniences the second removal possibility, namely 
combustion, was exclusively used during this thesis. The arrangement of template and padding was 
heated to temperatures between 400 and 500 °C and the polystyrene colloidal spheres were burned 
away.  In  principle,  the  pyrolysis  temperature  has  to  be  adjusted  with  respect  to  the  material 
properties.  Inorganic,  like in  this  case silica,  nano-particles  constituting  the matrix  are sintered 
together at such conditions as an additional benefit of this technique, therefore leading to a stronger 
physical strength of the porous structure. The third method of chemical etching can, for instance, be 
used for colloidal templates composed of silica which is removed by hydrofluoric acid.
Inverse opals have been shown to be potentially useful in different fields,  like photonics,145 
tissue  engineering,146 sensing,147 and  catalysis.148 Although  much  progress  was  made  to  obtain 
ordered inverse opal structures over modest length scales, still many processes are plagued by the 
uncontrolled formation of defects over larger distances, hence limiting potential applications.149,150 
This severe problem also occurred during the presented work and could not be solved completely. 
Some approaches are presented in section 7.2 – “Anti-Crack Approaches”. The reasons for this are 
capillary forces which are generated during the drying process after self-assembly of the template or 
after  infiltration by the matrix  material.  They lead to  additional  cracks  since the  templates  are 
mechanically  very  fragile.  Several  efforts  have  been  made  to  strengthen  the  self-assembled 
structures by partial sintering or growth of necks between spheres.151,152 Furthermore, if the colloidal 
crystal is, in the second step, infiltrated with too much of the matrix material the formation of an 
overlay can occur. On the other side, incomplete deposition can result in a structural collapse during 
template  removal  in  the  third  step.  Therefore,  it  was  crucial  during  all  steps  of  inverse  opal 




Among others, there are two main advantages of the material class of inverse opals, exploited 
intensively in  different  projects  during this  thesis.  On the one hand inverse opals  offer a  large 
internal surface compared to the area of support. On the other hand the single cavities are uniformly 
interconnected with pores smaller than the cavities. Their sizes can easily be tuned by the diameter 
of the colloidal crystal forming microspheres and the conditions during the adjacent fabrication 
steps. As an estimation, the diameter of the cavities is one fifth of the precursor colloids.
In this thesis inverse opals were mainly created for two purposes: on the one hand the selected 
macroporous arrangement should, instead of conventional planar one, serve as the bacteria-binding 
substrate in a potential detector. Therefore, 10 µm PS-MS were utilized so that multiple bacteria 
with dimensions of 1 to 3 µm would fit nicely in the cavities. This concept is described in chapter 
4 – “Label-free Detection of Microorganisms in an Integrated Biosensor Array”. On the other hand, 
inverse opals with smaller cavity and conjunction sizes were intended as an alternative material for 
very flat  nano-sized filters. In this  case 1 µm PS-MS were used. The approach is illustrated in 
chapter 7 – “Size Exclusion Filters”.
2.3.1 Sequential Deposition
Sequential deposition was one of the two methods used during this thesis for the fabrication of 
inverse opals, described in the previous section. In contrast to the other technique, co-deposition, 
delineated in the next section, the formation of the colloidal crystal template and their encasement 
with very small (nanometer size) silica colloids took place one after the other. The three principal 
steps of the manufacturing process are depicted in Figure 2.9.
After  the polystyrene  colloidal  crystal  was  formed in  the first  step by  one of  the  methods 
described in section  2.2 – “Colloidal Crystals”, the template was tempered for 30 min at 110 °C, 
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Figure 2.9 Schematic  representation  of  the  three  sequential  deposition  steps:  A) 
Template formation by colloidal crystal. B) Annealing and encasement by 
silica nano-particles. C) Template removal by pyrolysis.
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which is slightly above the glass transition temperature (TG) of that polymer (95 – 100 °C). Below 
that point it is hard and brittle but above it starts to become significantly softer because the polymer 
chains have enough thermal energy to slide past each other. Nevertheless, TG is lower than the 
melting temperature Tm. Hence, the colloids still keep their physical shape but the connection points 
increase. Subsequently, the monolayer was cooled down again, and a suspension of 7 nm colloidal 
silica nano-particles (Ludox® SM-30, Sigma-Aldrich, 30 wt%) in 1 ml ultrapure water pipetted on 
it. For that purpose, the glass slide with the monolayer on top of it was mounted in a PTFE trough 
as already described in section 2.2.2 – “Horizontal Deposition (HD)”. The amount of nano-particles 
in the suspension depended on the sought-after height of the final inverse opal structure and was 
usually in the order of 2 – 16 µl of a 30 wt % suspension. The solution was dried at 80 – 100 °C for 
about 2 – 6 hours.  During this  time the water evaporated and the silica nano-particles arranged 
around the polystyrene colloids, as depicted in Figure 2.9B and Figure 2.10. In Figure 2.10 larger 
colloids were incubated with too much nano-particles so that they were coated completely. This 
could lead to problems, as described in section 4.5 – “Inverse Opals Dimensioning”.
After the encasement with nano-particles the colloidal crystals  were removed and the silica 
sintered by annealing the structure at 400 – 500 °C for about 12 h. At this temperature regime the 
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Figure 2.10: SEM  image  of  a  monolayer  of  10 µm 
polystyrene colloids encased and overcoated 
with  7 nm silica  nano-particles.  (Scale  bar: 
10 µm)
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polystyrene was combusted and the mere inverse opal  structures were left  over,  as  depicted in 
Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9C and Figure 2.11.
The advantages of  this  technique compared to  co-deposition was that  the size of  the pores 
connecting  two cavities  and  the  size  of  the  openings  on  top  of  the  structures  could  be  tuned. 
Furthermore, these tunings could be conducted independent from each other. The first adjustment 
was accomplished by the tempering time and the second by the amount of employed nano-particles. 
Thereby less particles resulted in enlarged openings, as depicted in Figure 2.11A and B, and more 
particles in reduced openings, as depicted in Figure 2.11C and D.
The method of sequential deposition was almost exclusively utilized for the assembly of many 
similar larger samples with cavities of 10 µm. Associated with it the fabrication of inverse opals for 
use  as  the  bacteria-capturing  element  in  a  potential  biosensor  was  accomplished.  This 
implementation  is  described  in  chapter  4 – “Label-free  Detection  of  Microorganisms  in  an
Integrated Biosensor Array”.
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Figure 2.11: SEM images  of  inverse  opals  fabricated  by 
sequential deposition from 10 µm PS-MS. In 
(A)  and  (B)  less  nano-particles  were  used 
than in (C) and (D). (Scale bars: 20 µm (A) 
and 2 µm (B – D)
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2.3.2 Co-deposition
Co-deposition was the second method used for the fabrication of inverse opal structures in the 
course  of  this  work.  In  contrast  to  the  first  technique,  described  in  the  previous  section,  the 
formation  of  the  colloidal  crystal  and  its  encasement  with  silica  nano-particles  took  place 
simultaneously and the different sized particles were jointly deposited on the substrate. The two 
principal steps of the fabrication process are depicted in Figure 2.12.
The simultaneous template formation could either take place in a PTFE trough, similar to the 
technique described in the previous section, as depicted in Figure 2.12A, or by a method similar to 
the vertical lifting deposition. In both cases the colloidal suspension consisted of a mixture of PS-
MS and 7 nm silica nano-particles (Ludox® SM-30, Sigma-Aldrich) as the matrix for inverse opals. 
The first possibility led for 1 µm PS-MS and 7 nm silica particles eventually only to very unordered 
structures. Highly ordered 1 µm inverse opals, as described in chapter 7 – “Size Exclusion Filters“, 
could  exclusively  be  created  by  a  modified  vertical  lifting  deposition  technique  (cf.  section 
2.2.3 – “Vertical  Lifting Deposition (VLD)”).  The substrate  was,  depending on the sought-after 
number  of  layers,  pulled  out  of  a  suspension  consisting  of  0.25  –  3 wt %  1 µm  PS-MS  and 
additional 0.3 wt % silica nano-particles  in ultrapure water. The lifting speed was 400 nm s-1, the 
temperature to 20 °C and the relative humidity to 50 %. An example of results achieved by this 
technique is  depicted in  Figure 2.13A. Following both possibilities  for  template  formation,  the 
polystyrene got combusted and the mere inverse opal structures were left over, as depicted in Figure
2.12B and Figure 2.13B.
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Figure 2.12 Schematic  representation  of  the  two  co-de-
position steps: A) Simultaneous template for-
mation by colloidal crystals and encasement 
by  silica  nano-particles.  B)  Structure  after 
template removal by pyrolysis.
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Co-deposition was also tested for the fabrication of inverse opals with cavity sizes of 10 µm. 
The process worked, but in comparison to sequential deposition, the dimensions of the openings 
could not be tuned. Furthermore, the technique resulted in very small openings with a diameter of 
about (3.2±0.7) µm on top of the resulting inverse opals, as  depicted in Figure 2.15. Presumably, 
this distance was inappropriate for capturing bacteria in a potential biosensor application. Therefore 
co-deposition was exclusively exploited for the fabrication of individual inverse opals with cavities 
of 1 µm, as designated in chapter 7 – “Size Exclusion Filters”, but not for the fabrication of 10 µm 
inverse opals.
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Figure 2.13 SEM images  of  1  µm PS-MS encased with 
7 nm  silica  particles  (A)  and  top  view  of 
finished  inverse  opal  after  pyrolysis  (B). 
(Scale bars: 1 µm (A) and 10 µm (B))
Figure 2.14 SEM  image  of  a  10  µm  inverse  opal 
fabricated by co-deposition. The top openings 
have an average size of (3.2±0.7) µm. (Scale 
bar: 50 µm)
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Alternatively, a sol-gel process was used in the course of this thesis for the production of inverse 
opals  by  co-deposition.  The  corresponding  experiments  are  described  in  section  7.2.2 – “Co-
assembly  with  Sol-Gel  Precursor”.  A sol-gel  process  is  also  known  as  a  chemical  solution 
deposition. A chemical solution acts as a precursor, which is a metal alkoxide or metal chloride and 
can  undergo  hydrolysis  and  polycondensation.  It  solidifies  as  metal  oxides  in  the  sought-after 
porous shape. Therewith materials such as silica, titania, zirconia or alumina can be obtained.
The sol-gel precursor tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) was used in the course of this thesis. 1 ml 
was mixed with 1 ml HCl (0.1 M) and 1.5 ml ethanol, stirred and added to 10 ml of a 0.1% solution 
of 1 µm PS-MS in ultrapure water. The solution was filled in a beaker and a cleaned glass slide 
pulled out of it and pyrolyzed as described beforehand.
2.4 Bacteria
2.4.1 Escherichia coli
The  bacterium  Escherichia  coli (E.  coli)  was  discovered  by  the  German  pediatrician  and 
bacteriologist Theodor Escherich in 1885 and named after him in 1919, whereas coli means “large 
intestine-based”.153 The bacteria are the most prominent representative of the  Enterobacteriaceae. 
They are gram-negative, rod-shaped, facultative anaerobic and non-sporulating.  E. coli. are about 
2 µm  long,  have  a  diameter  of  approximately  0.5 µm  and  can  prosper  on  a  wide  variety  of 
substrates and under flexible environmental conditions.154
E.  coli form  a  large  and  diverse  group  of  bacteria  and  are  classified  as  part  of  the 
Enterobacteriaceae family of gammaproteobacteria. A strain of E. coli, like the utilized K12, is a 
sub-group within the species having unique characteristics that distinguish it from other strains. 
These differences are often detectable only on the molecular level but may result in changes to the 
physiology or lifecycle of the bacterium. For example, a strain may gain pathogenic capacity, the 
ability to use a unique carbon source, the ability to inhabit a particular ecological niche or to resist 
particular anti-microbial agents. The bacteria cells have pili and many strains propel themselves 
with flagella  arranged peritrichous as bundles  rotating counter-clockwise and thus generating a 
torque to rotate the bacterium clockwise.155
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The harmless strains of E. coli are part of the normal intestinal flora, and can benefit their hosts 
by producing vitamin K2, or by preventing the establishment of pathogenic bacteria within the 
intestine.156,157,158
Although most strains of E. coli are harmless, among all bacterial pathogens it is a significant 
pathogenic  bacterium and  some strains  such  as  the  serotype  O157:H7 can  cause  serious  food 
poisoning in humans, and are occasionally responsible for costly product recalls. If ingested some 
kinds of E. coli can cause diarrhea, while others cause urinary tract infections, respiratory illness, 
pneumonia, peritonitis and other illnesses in immunosuppressed patients like children and elderly 
people.13,159,160 In  one  of  the  most  virulent  outbreaks  of  E.  coli in  decades,  fresh  spinach  was 
contaminated in multiple places in California in 2006. The outbreak presented a particularly virulent 
pathology in which 51 of the patients were hospitalized and 16 % developed hemolytic-uraemic 
syndrome (HUS) with kidney failure complications.161 As mentioned before, E. coli naturally occurs 
in the intestinal tract of humans and warm-blooded organisms (endotherms), but due to its ability to 
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Figure 2.15: Field emission scanning electron microscopy 
(FESEM)  exhibiting  the  rod-like 
morphology of  E.  coli K12.  After  fixation 
with  formaldehyde  and  glutar-aldehyde 
samples  were  dehydrated  with  acetone, 
critical-point dried and sputter- coated with 
gold.  Colorized.  (Scale  bar:  1 µm).  Image 
taken from 162.
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survive for brief periods outside the intestine, it is often used as a biomarker to detect fecal pollution 
of drinking water and food products.14
In the present work E. coli was chosen as the model bacteria because of several reason. It has a 
high biological and health care impact, is not very demanding and can easily be grown in Lysogeny 
broth medium (LB-medium, cf. section 2.5.1 – “Lysogeny Broth Growth Medium”). Eventually, a 
nonpathogenic  strain  (K12)  is  readily  available  for  safe  treatment  in  all  kinds  of  performed 
experimental methods.  The strain K12 is not a wild type,  which is the denomination for an as 
normal classified peculiarity. Rather K12 is a so-called laboratory or security strain and genetically 
modified in a way that the bacteria do not possess pathogenic features any more. The strain is 
therefore  prevalently  applied  in  fundamental  research  and  classified  in  risk  group  I.  The 
morphology of E. coli K12 is presented in Figure 2.16, taken from 162.
2.4.2 Proteus Myxofaciens
The  bacteria  Proteus  myxofaciens (P.  myx.)  was  for  the  first  time  described  by  Consenza  and 
Podgwaite in 1966.163 In comparison with other members of the genus  Proteus, the new species 
showed the unique feature of slime production. Therefore, the name Proteus myxofaciens, Proteus 
(Greek, very convertible), myxo (Greek, slime), faciens (Latin, producing), was proposed by the 
authors.
The bacteria was at that time isolated from living and dead gypsy moth larvae. It is motile, rod-
shaped, gram-negative and averages about 0.8 µm in width by 2.0 µm in length. The bacteria show 
some analogies to the strongly exploited bacteria E. coli (e.g. being gram-negative, motile and rod-
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Figure  2.16:  Proteus myxofaciens showing 
peritrichous  flagellation. 
Leifson  stain.  2000  x.  Image 
taken from 163.
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shaped, and the growth medium). Hence in the present  work  P. myx. was  chosen as the blank 
sample for E. coli. A typical flagellated cell is presented in Figure 5.8, taken from 163.
2.4.3 Klebsiella Planticola
As  a  second  blank  sample  for  E.  coli and  consequently  an  alternative  forco-assemblyProteus 
myxofaciens, the  bacterium  Klebsiella  planticola (K.  pla.)  was  chosen.  It  is  named  after  the 
bacteriologist  Edwin Klebs and belongs to the genus  Klebsiella and is  like the two other used 
bacteria strains gram-negative, rod-shaped and like P. myx. surrounded by a mucilage capsule. But 
in  contrast  to  it,  K. pla. is  non-motile.164,165.  Hence with this  blank sample  it  could  be  proved 
whether the interaction of the living bacteria with a surface depends on their motility. A typical sign 
of  Klebsiella  is a lubricous film which is formed on top of the colonies and presented in  Figure
2.17, taken from 167.
Bacteria belonging to the genus Klebsiella frequently cause human nosocomial infections. It is 
seconded  only  by  E.  coli  as  a  cause  of  nosocomial  gram-negative  bacteremia,  K.  pla. can 
furthermore  cause  a  wide  range  of  other  diseases  like,  for  instance,  pneumonia,  urinary  tract 
infections or septicemia.166,167
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Figure 2.17: Transmission  electron 
micrograph of  K. pneumoniae 
cells  surrounded  by  thick 
layers  of  fibrillous  capsular 
material. Image taken from 167.
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2.5 Bacteria Cultivation
2.5.1 Lysogeny Broth Growth Medium
All  three  bacteria  strains  were  grown  in  lysogeny  broth  (LB)  medium,  which  is  eutrophic, 
commonly used for the growth of bacteria and an industry standard for the cultivation of E. coli as 
far back as the 1950s. It was created by Giuseppe Bertani and published for the first time in 1951 in 
his first paper about lysogeny.168 There exist several formulations in use and in the presented work 
the following was applied: 2 g yeast extract, 4 g tryptone and 4 g NaCl were dissolved in 400 ml of 
ultrapure water. Subsequently, the solution was stirred until it was lucent, autoclaved at 121 °C to 
kill  existing  bacteria  and  finally  stored  at  4  °C.  The medium was  usable  without  any  sign  of 
decomposition or contamination for several weeks.
2.5.2 Long Term Storage
To have bacteria cells available for a long time at reproducible conditions, it was necessary to store 
the bacteria, once cultivated, for a long time in the frozen state. Therefore, previously published 
protocols were adopted.169 In the first step, the obtained or purchased cells were cultivated at a 
concentration  of  about  1:1000  in  5 ml  LB-medium in  a  rotary  shaker  incubator  at  37 °C  and 
225 rpm for 16 h and stored at 4 °C afterwards. Subsequently, 1 ml of the bacteria suspension was 
mixed with 0,33 ml glycerol (heated up to 37 °C beforehand) in a cryotube, vigorously mixed by a 
vortex machine and rapidly frozen to -196 °C with liquid nitrogen. Finally all the cryotubes were 
stored at -80 °C in a freezer for subsequent usage. The 25 % glycerol in LB-medium worked well 
for storage purposes because it aids in avoiding protein denaturation. It prevents the formation of 
water crystal needles, hence minimizing the repeated freezing-thawing effect and thus extending the 
shelf life of the bacteria.
2.5.3 Cultivation for Experimental Use
E. coli K12,  P. myx. and  K. pla. were separately thawed from low long term storage (biomass 
optical density (OD600) about 2.0, 25 % glycerol, -80 C,) and incubated at a concentration of 1:1000 
in 5 ml LB-medium. For this purpose a rotary shaker incubator (37 °C, 225 rpm, 16 h) and the vials 
stored at 4 °C afterwards. With these conditions the bacterial biomass reached again an OD600 value 
of about 2.0. In the next step, the bacteria solution was diluted by a factor of 20 in PBS, Hence a 
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final OD600 of 0.1 and a bacterial concentration of approximately 2 × 107 cells ml-1 was achieved. If 
not  stated  otherwise,  the  bacteria  were  killed  by  heating  them up  to  90 °C  for  30 min  before 
applying the different solutions to the modified substrates. The samples were incubated for 1.5 – 3 h 
at 22 °C with the bacteria solutions, rinsed three times with PBS and investigated by the different 
mentioned methods.
2.6 Antibodies
Purified  antibodies  are  used  for  multiple  applications  in  research.  These  are,  for  instance,  the 
identification and localization of intra- and extracellular proteins, the differentiation of cell types in 
flow  cytometry  and  the  separation  of  proteins  in  immunoprecipitation  and  electrophoresis. 
Furthermore, purified antibodies are employed in Western blot analyses or immunofluorescence. In 
the presented work antibodies were utilized for several tasks like the binding of eGFP, integrin 
vesicles (cf. section 2.8 – “Integrin Vesicle Formation”) and bacteria, but also for the labeling and 
identification of the latter and the formation of annuli structures. Hence, they can be considered as 
parts of the central theme of this thesis. In the following sections some basic information about this 
remarkable class of proteins are given. Furthermore their structure is described, the principles of 
antibody-antigen-interaction elucidated and some possibilities for their immobilization to a solid 
substrate explained. Finally, the antibodies used in this work are summarized in a tabular form in 
which basic informations and properties are presented as well.
2.6.1 General Information and Structure
Antibodies,  or  immunoglobulins  (Igs),  are  proteins  that  interact  specifically  with  antigenic 
determinants  (epitopes).  They  are  found  in  the  serum  and  other  body  fluids  such  as  gastric 
secretions  and  milk.  Serum  containing  antigen-specific  antibodies  is  called  antiserum. 
Immunoglobulins  (Igs)  can be  separated into five  major  classes  on the basis  of  their  physical, 
chemical, and immunological properties: IgG, IgA, IgM, IgD and IgE. In most individuals, about 
80 % of  the  serum immunoglobulins  are  the  IgG proteins.1 Therefore,  and  because  they  were 
exclusively used during the course of this thesis, the following description will focus on this class of 
antibodies.  Nevertheless,  some of the delineated properties hold also for the other classes.  The 
structure of an IgG molecule is depicted in Figure 2.18.
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It has a molecular weight of about 150 kDa, contains two couples of polypeptide chains and is 
Y-shaped.170 From top to bottom, the molecule measures about 10 nm 171 and the two arms are about 
15 nm apart.172 Each couple contains a heavy and light chain.  The two heavy chains (blue) are 
linked  by  disulfide  bonds  and  have  a  molecular  weight  of  50 kDa,  the  light  chains  (red)  of 
25 kDa.173 The structure of IgG molecule comprises two fragments. The F(ab)2 (fragment antigen 
binding) is used for binding specific antigens and contains two identical Fab fragments, which are 
held together by disulfide linkages in the hinge (H) region. A Fab fragment consists of the heavy 
(H) and light (L) variable (V) chains (VH and VL) and the constant (CH1 and  CL) chains. Other 
segments are the Fv (variable fragment) consisting of the VH and VL chains. The Fc (fragment, 
crystallizable)  contains  antibody-effector  functions.174,175 These  are,  for  instance,  complement 
activation, cell membrane receptor interaction and transplacental transfer.176 Each light chain has 
about 220 and each heavy chain about 440 amino acids. Each heavy chain interacts with a light 
chain to form a functional antigen-binding site. Because it contains two binding sites and can bind 
two identical determinants, an IgG antibody is bivalent.1 The other classes of antibodies differ from 
IgG by the structure of the heavy chain constant domains (Fc fragment). The process of antigen-
binding and its causes are described in the next section.
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Figure 2.18 Schematic representation of an 
antibody  molecule  and  its 




In immunology an antigen is defined as a substance to which a specific antibody binds with a 
dedicated affinity. Antigens are in the majority of cases proteins or polysaccharides.177 Originally 
the term came from ANTIbody GENerator.178
The antigen-binding sites of all antibodies are formed by cooperative interaction between the 
variable domains of both, heavy and light chains.1 The variable regions of the V subunits (VL and 
VH) form connecting segments, which occur in spatial proximity in the three dimensional structure. 
The  specificity  and  affinity  of  antigen-binding-sites  are  determined  by  the  sequence  of  these 
variable regions.173 The interacting variable domains form a receptor that binds the antigen strongly 
but non-covalently. An antibody reacts only with subdomains of this antigen – the epitopes. Natural 
occurring antigens are mostly  multivalent, i.e. they have multiple epitopes. An antigen-antibody-
reaction is similar to a ligand-receptor- or enzyme-substrate-bond. The effective forces are steric 
complementarity,  hydrogen  bonds,  van  der  Waals  forces  and  hydrophobic  interactions.  The 
measurable strength of antibody-antigen-bindings is called binding affinity. A high-affinity antibody 
binds tightly to its antigen.
The production of antibodies by organism is a complex process and the main function of the 
humoral immune system. For research purposes, like in the presented work, specific antibodies are 
produced by injecting an antigen into a mammal, such as a mouse, rabbit or donkey. Blood isolated 
from these  animals  contains  polyclonal  antibodies  –  multiple  antibodies  that  bind  to  the  same 
antigen. To obtain antibodies that are specific for a single epitope of an antigen, antibody-secreting 
lymphocytes are isolated from the animal and immortalized by fusing them with a cancer cell line. 
The fused cells are called hybridomas, and will continually grow and secrete antibodies in culture. 
Single hybridoma cells are isolated by dilution cloning to generate cell clones that all produce the 
same antibodies, which are called monoclonal antibodies. Polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies are 
often purified using Protein A/G or antigen-affinity chromatography.179,180,181
Many biosensors, bioprocessing technologies and other immunoassays require for the antibody-
antigen-interaction that one of the antibodies is immobilized onto a surface. This was also the case 




The  immobilization  of  antibodies  is  important  for  many  applications  like,  for  instance,  two-
dimensional  polyacrylamide  gel  electrophoresis  (2-D  PAGE)182 or  multi-well  enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent  assays (ELISA).,25 Furthermore,  the major type of immunosensors relies on the 
ability  of  an  immobilized  antibody  to  bind  to  its  antigen.170 In  the  presented  thesis,  the 
immobilization  on  a  glass  surface  was  a  major  step  during  development  of  bacteria-binding 
surfaces.
A variety of methods for antibody immobilization has been described in literature. Physical or 
non-covalent adsorption onto plastic, poly-lysine-coated glass or other surfaces seems to be the 
easiest method, and was also used partially in this work, but often suffers from random orientation 
and  denaturation  of  immobilized  antibodies,  yielding  poor  reproducibility.183 A  more  stable 
immobilization is obtained by covalent binding to chemically activated surfaces, which also yields 
better reproducibility. The coupling can occur through the reaction of lysine side chains. Proteins 
can be directly coupled to amine-reactive surfaces or they can be biotinylated using NHS-activated 
biotin and then immobilized onto streptavidin-coated surfaces.184 Both techniques were exploited 
during this thesis. However, covalent immobilization can cause a direct chemical modification of 
the  antigen-binding  site,  steric  hindrance  by  the  surface  itself  and  adjacently  immobilized 
antibodies.  Furthermore,  a  disordered  antibody  orientation,  resulting  in  the  loss  of  binding 
capability and activity is possible.185 It  is known, that the main reason for reduction of binding 
capability is based on random orientation of antibody molecules and steric-hindrance induced by 
improper orientation.186 In biosensors, the loss of sensor selectivity is mainly caused by random 
orientation of biological recognition elements.187 It  is expected that less than 10% of antibodies 
remain active when immobilized in a random orientation.188 The possibilities of random orientation 
are  depicted  in  Figure  2.19.  Therefore,  the  development  of  a  proper  antibody  immobilization 
method  is  strongly  required  to  orient  antibodies,  to  minimize  steric  hindrances  and  for  the 
successful creation of immunosensors.189
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In the presented work, the proper immobilization of antibodies to different glass surfaces was a 
challenging problem to be addressed as well. Especially the search for an immobilization method, 
that kept the antibodies’ conformation and the related ability to bind antigens and be labeled with 
secondary  antibodies,  and  at  the  same  time  facilitates  new  ways  of  antigen-binding  due  to 
topological  surface  modifications,  was  challenging.  To  summarize,  the  employed  methods 
comprised both physical adsorption (cf. chapter 5 – “2D Array-Patterning of Antibody Annuli“) and 
immobilization by covalent coupling (cf. chapter 4 – “Label-free Detection of Microorganisms in an
Integrated Biosensor Array”). They are described in detail in the corresponding sections.
2.6.4 Employed Antibodies
The miscellaneous antibodies used in the presented work are summed up in Table 2.2.
Abbreviation Antigen Host Clone Conjugated Manufacturer Catalog-No.
AbE1 E. coli Rb Pc – D PA1-7213
AbE2 E. coli* Rb Pc – B E3500-06C
Ab-Cy2 Rb Do Pc Cy2 D 711-225-152
Ab-Cy3 Rb Do Pc Cy3 D 711-165-152
AbX-FITC Mo Do Pc FITC M AP192F
AbE-B E. coli* Rb Pc Biotin B E3500-06D
AbK99 K99 Pili Mo Mc – T MA1-10796
AbI-AF HuI Mo Mc Alexa Fluor 488 M MAB1976X
AbGFP-DL GFP Go Pc DyLight™ 549 B 600-142-215
Table 2.2: Properties  of  employed IgG antibodies.  Rb –  Rabbit,  Do –  Donkey,  Mo – Mouse, 
Go– – Goat,  HuI – Human  Integrin  αVβ3, GFP – Green  Fluorescence  Protein, 
Pc – Polyclonal,  Mc –  Monoclonal,  D – Dianova,  B – Biomol,  M – Millipore, 
T – Thermo Fisher Scientific, * O and K serotypes.
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Figure 2.19 Ideal  representation  of  IgG  antibodies 
immobilized  by  random  coupling 
procedure.
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Two polyclonal antibodies with the general antigen E. coli and the host Rabbit were exploited, 
namely AbE1 and AbE2, whereas the latter was explicit suitable for the O and K serotypes of this 
bacteria strain. Since the strain used during this thesis was K12, both antibodies should bind to this 
strain and have adequate antigens. It needed to be tested whether these were located on the exterior 
of  the  bacteria,  which  was demanded.  The corresponding experiments  are  presented in  section 
4.1 – “Antibody Specificity against E. coli”.
Because both primary antibodies, AbE1 and AbE2, were not conjugated, secondary antibodies 
were needed to make them detectable. For this purpose Ab-Cy2 and Ab-Cy3, respectively were 
used. They are obtained from Donkey and should specifically bind to Rabbit antibodies, like AbE1 
and AbE2. Ab-Cy2 is conjugated with the cyanine dye Cy2, having a maximum adsorption around 
492 nm and fluorescence at 510 nm, therefore appearing green. Ab-Cy3 is conjugated with another 
cyanine dye, Cy3. It is maximally excited at 550 nm and shows a peak emission at 570 nm, hence 
appearing red. During the course of this work the excitation and detection of all fluorophores were 
conducted by fluorescence microscopy. The technique is described in short in section 3.2. The few 
exceptions, in which antibody detection was carried out by confocal microscopy are described in 
the accordant section 3.3.
To  prove  that  the  aforementioned  secondary  antibodies  specifically  bind  to  the  primary 
antibodies, a non-specific antibody, namely AbX-FITC, was used as blank sample. It is likewise 
derived  from  Donkey  but  specific  for  Mouse antibodies.  The  antibody  is  conjugated  with  the 
fluorescein dye FITC, having a maximal adsorption at 492 nm and fluorescence at 520 nm.
For experiments with the biotin/streptavidin affinity system AbE-B was used. It is conjugated 
with biotin, originated from  Rabbit  and specific for  E. coli  O and K serotypes. Furthermore the 
monoclonal antibody AbK99 which is derived from Mouse and specific for the K99 pili of E. coli 
was used in some bacterial tests described in chapter 4.
Another monoclonal antibody, namely AbI-AF, was utilized during integrin binding assays. Its 
antigen is the Human Integrin αVβ3 and it originates from Mouse. Furthermore it is conjugated with 
the dye Alexa 488, being maximally excited at 495 nm and showing a peak emission at 519 nm, 
therefore appearing green. Due to its conjugation no further staining with a secondary antibody was 
needed in this case.
Finally, in experiments with the  Green Fluorescence Protein  (GFP) the antibody AbGFP-DL 
was  utilized.  It  is  derived  from  Goat,  binds  specifically  to  the  aforementioned  protein  and  is 
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conjugated with the fluorophore DyLight™ 549. Its maximal adsorption is at 562 nm and emission 
at 576 nm, hence appearing yellow.
All  of  the  aforementioned  antibodies  were  purchased  from  either  dianova,  company  for 
biochemical, immunological and microbiological diagnostics, Hamburg, Germany, Biomol GmbH, 




The annealed PS-MS samples were incubated with AbE1 in concentrations ranging from 6.7 to 
500 µg/ml and in varying volumes of either PBS or T20®. The treated samples were dried for the 
time periods, temperatures and humidities indicated in the text.  Subsequently the microparticles 
were peeled off with the aid of adhesive tape.
2.7.2 Antibody Circle Structures
The microparticle template slide was cleaned by a 10 s bath in hot piranha solution, following fast 
rinsing in ultrapure water and ethanol. Afterwards the sample was incubated in a 1% solution of 
MTMS at ambient conditions and shook gently overnight. After 24 h the passivated slides were 
rinsed with ultrapure water and ethanol, annealed at 110 °C for one hour and subsequently cleaned 
by an ultrasonic bath in acetone for 15 min. The samples were incubated in a 25 µg/ml solution of 
AbE1 in PBS at ambient conditions overnight. On the next day they were washed once with a 
16.7 mg/ml solution of BSA in PBS, incubated with 2.5 µg/ml solution of Ab-Cy3 overnight, rinsed 
once with PBS, T20® and ultrapure water, dried and visualized with the CLSM.
2.8 Integrin Vesicle Formation
In  section  6.2 – “Cellular  Mimics  by  Integrin  Functionalized  Lipid  Vesicles”,  vesicles  with 
membrane incorporated integrin molecules were required and their constitution is described at this 
point.
The general technique has been known for a long time  190 and the actual parameters used to 
obtain 100 nm vesicles are adapted from 191. In principle, the vesicles were made by the extrusion of 
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lipid suspensions through the pores of polycarbonate membranes. A schematic illustration of the 
employed  lipid  1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine  (DOPC)  is  presented  in  Figure  2.20, 
taken from 192.
For the incorporation of integrin molecules in DOPC vesicles a 0.2 mg ml-1 solution of DOPC 
and, if needed, the fluorescent dye DiD648, in chloroform was vibrated in a 10 ml flask under a 
constant stream of nitrogen for 1 h. Thus the entire solvent was evaporated and the lipid covered the 
inner side of the glass flask. Adjacent after drying it was stored at 4 °C. The next day 300 µl PBS 
and, if needed, 10 µl of a 0.215 mg ml-1 human integrin αvβ3 solution were pipetted into the flask 
and vibrated several times over a period of 5 h at a temperature of 20 °C. In the next step the 
solution with the created integrin micelles was extruded 21 times through a 100 nm polycarbonate 
membrane, thus producing the required size of vesicles with and without incorporated integrin, 
respectively. 20 µl of the solution were pipetted on the modified substrates, covered with 1 ml of 
PBS and investigated by light and atomic force microscopy.
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Figure 2.20 Chemical structure (A) and 3D illustration (B) 




3.1 Phase Contrast Microscopy (PCM)
Phase contrast microscopy (PCM) is an optical microscopy illumination technique that converts 
phase shifts of the light passing through a transparent object into contrast variations. It was for the 
first time realized by Frits Zernike, resulting in his award of the Nobel prize in physics in 1953, and 
does not need any (fluorescence) staining, which is intricate and sometimes not applicable.193
Human eyes, as well as cameras are unable to detect differences in the phase of visible light. 
They are only sensitive to variations in the frequency, i.e. color, or amplitude, i.e. intensity, of the 
light wave. Unstained objects that are transparent and do not or only slightly absorb light are called 
phase objects because they slightly alter the phase of the light. Due to their index of refraction 
and/or  thickness  they  usually  retard the  diffracted  light  by  approximately  ¼  wavelength.  PCM 
converts these phase shifts in amplitude and respectively contrast changes. In positive or dark phase 
contrast, the undeviated direct light, passing through or around the specimen unaffected, arrives at a 
phase plate with a ring-shaped phase shifter attached to it at the rear focal plane of the objective. 
The narrow area  of  the phase plate  is  optically  thinner  than the rest  of  the plate.  As a  result, 
undeviated light passing through the phase ring travels a shorter distance in traversing the glass of 
the objective than the diffracted light does. Therefore it is speeded up by additional ¼ wavelength. 
When the direct undeviated light and the diffracted light proceed to the image plane, they are ½ 
wavelength out of phase with each other.  In dark phase contrast  the diffracted and direct  light 
interfere destructively. The details of the specimen appear dark against a lighter background, just as 
they would for an absorbing or amplitude specimen.194 Furthermore light and dark features can be 
found across the sample and fringes appear around regions with a change in optical density, for 
example, the boundary between water and cells, bacteria or inverse opals. This normally manifests 
as a light halo around a dark object.195
PCM is a mode available on most advanced light microscopes and is most commonly used to 
provide contrast of transparent specimens such as unstained and/or living objects. In the course of 
this work the inverted microscope IX70, Olympus Deutschland GmbH, Hamburg, Germany, was 





Fluorescence  microscopy  is  an  optical  microscopy  technique  that  exploits  the  phenomena  of 
fluorescence  (and  more  seldom  phosphorescence)  instead  of  or  in  addition  to  reflection  and 
adsorption in standard transmitted-light microscopy.196 It was for the first time described in 1852 by 
Georg  G.  Stokes  when  he  observed  that  the  mineral  fluorspar  emitted  red  light  when  it  was 
illuminated by ultraviolet excitation. By now the technique has become an essential tool in cellular 
biology, material and life science due to properties that are not available in other contrast modes of 
traditional optical microscopy. It  is possible to reveal the presence of a single molecule and to 
provide spatial resolution below the limit of diffraction.197
Fluorescence  is  based  on  the  phenomena  that  certain  materials,  inorganic  and  organic 
compounds and organisms emit light at a specific (visible) wave length when they are irradiated 
with light of a shorter wave length. Therefore, in this technique the object to be studies is, after 
being excited, itself the light source. The samples can either be naturally fluorescent (primary or 
autofluorescence) like chlorophyll or some minerals, or being treated with fluorescing chemicals 
(secondary  fluorescence).198 Furthermore,  it  is  possible  to,  for  instance,  multiply-stain  different 
parts/organelles in a cell with different dyes and hence obtain a multi-colored image.199
In  photoluminescence a  susceptible  molecule,  which  emits  light  from electronically  excited 
states, was excited by ultraviolet or visible light beforehand. This phenomenon can formally be 
divided  in  phosphorescence  and fluorescence.  For  the  latter  the  emission  of  photons  is  nearly 
simultaneous (usually less than a microsecond) with the absorption of the excitation light. The brief 
interval is termed fluorescence lifetime. The process of phosphorescence occurs in a similar manner 
but with a much longer excited state lifetime. The fluorescence process occurs in three steps: First 
of  all,  the  susceptible  molecule  is  excited  by  an  incoming  photon.  Then the  excited  electrons 
vibrationally relax to the lowest excited energy level. And finally, by emitting a longer wavelength 
photon, the molecule returns to the ground state.200
The basic function of a fluorescence microscope is to irradiate the specimen with the sought-
after wavelength and to separate the much weaker emitted fluorescence from this specific excitation 
light. In a properly configured microscope only the emission light should reach the eye or detector 
so that the resulting fluorescent structures are superimposed with high contrast against a very dark 
(or black) background. The excitation light is typically several hundred thousand to a million times 
brighter than the emitted fluorescence.201 The fundamental design behind and the optical path in a 
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fluorescence  microscope  are  depicted  in  Figure  3.1.  In  inverted  epifluorescence  microscopes, 
widely used in life science, the excitatory light is passed from the side through an emission filter, 
deflected by a dichroic mirror, passed through the objective lens and finally onto the specimen. The 
light emitted by fluorescence is focused on the detector by the same objective. Since most of the 
excitatory light  is  transmitted through the  specimen,  only reflected excitatory light  reaches the 
objective together with the emitted light, therefore giving an improved signal to noise ratio. An 
additional excitation filter between the objective and the detector filters out the remaining excitation 
from fluorescent light. The filters and the dichroic mirror are mostly mounted together in a cube and 
chosen to match the spectral excitation and emission characteristics of the fluorophore used to label 
the specimen.196
In the presented work the already in the last section mentioned microscope IX70 was used in 
inverted epifluorescence mode with several adequate filter sets. Both, antibody-stained bacteria as 
described in section 4.1 – “Antibody Specificity against E. coli”, and different antibody structures, 
as delineated in chapter 5 – “2D Array-Patterning of Antibody Annuli”, were thus investigated.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic  illustration  of  a 
fluorescence  microscope.  For 
detailed  description,  see  text. 
Image taken from 196.
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3.3 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM)
Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) represents one of the most significant advances in 
optical microscopy, described in the last sections, and offers several advantages over it. They caused 
a tremendous increase in the popularity of confocal microscopy in recent years.202 It is widely-used 
in numerous biological and life science disciplines, from cell biology and genetics to micro- and 
developmental biology.203,204
The key to the confocal approach is a spatial illumination technique to eliminate out-of-focus 
light or flare in specimens that are thicker than the plane of focus. Therefore the recording of high-
resolution  optical  images  with  depth  selectivity  is  facilitated.205 The  principle  of  confocal 
microscopy is diagrammatically depicted in Figure 3.2, taken from 206.
Coherent light emitted by the light source (typical a laser system) passes through a pinhole 
aperture that is situated in the confocal plane with a scanning point on the specimen and a second 
pinhole aperture positioned in front of the light detector. Especially in biological applications, the 
specimen may be fluorescent. As the light beam is scanned across the specimen in a defined focal 
plane, light emitted from points on the specimen (in the same focal plane) passes back, is reflected 
by a beam splitter (dichromatic mirror) and focused as a confocal point at  the detector pinhole 
aperture. The significant amount of reflected and scattered light that occurs at points above and 
below the objective focal plane is not confocal with the pinhole. Because only a small fraction of 
the  out-of-focus  fluorescence  emission  is  delivered  through  the  pinhole  aperture,  most  of  this 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic principle of confocal microscopy. 
For  detailed  description,  see  text.  Image 
taken from 206.
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extraneous light is not detected by the light detector and does not contribute to the resulting image. 
As in a wide-field epifluorescence microscope, excitation and emission filter exist in fluorescence 
confocal microscopy and perform similar functions. In contrast to the direct concept of traditional 
wide-field epifluorescence microscopy, confocal requires amongst others multiple laser excitation 
sources, electronic detectors and a computer for image acquisition, processing and analysis.
In  this  thesis  fluorescence  confocal  images  of  antibody  structures,  as  described  in  chapter 
5 – “2D  Array-Patterning  of  Antibody  Annuli”,  were  investigated.  Therefore  another  IX70 
microscope in inverted confocal laser scanning configuration together with an FV300 laser scanning 
unit (Olympus Deutschland GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) was employed.
3.4 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
Scanning  probe  microscopy  (SPM)  constitutes  a  family  of  microscopy  forms  of  advanced 
techniques for surface analysis. A sharp probe is scanned across a surface and the probe-sample- 
interactions are monitored. The method is practically non-invasive. In comparison with other high-
resolution microscopy methods like, for instance, scanning or tunneling electron microscopy (SEM 
and TEM, respectively) it provides additional capabilities. SPM offers the opportunity to measure in 
water  and  at  ambient  (physiological)  conditions,  still  providing  reliable  measurements  in  the 
nanometer scale. Compared to conventional light microscopy it facilitates thousand times higher 
magnifications and resolutions.207
There exist more than ten SPM subtypes. The most common ones are scanning tunneling (STM) 
and atomic force microscopy (AFM). STM was developed by Binning, Rohrer, Gerber and Weibel 
at  IBM in Zurich,  Switzerland,  in  1982. Four years later,  in  1986, Binning,  Quate and Gerber 
educed as a cooperation between IBM and the Stanford University the AFM. In the same year 
Binning  and  Rohrer  got  the  Noble  Prize  in  Physics  for  their  invention.208 Although  scanning 
tunneling microscopy was invented first,  the current  progress in  scanning probe microscopy of 
polymers is largely in the development of atomic force microscopy.,209 Since in the presented work 
the employed technique was also AFM, the focus is on its depiction.
By  Atomic  Force  Microscopy  the  intermolecular  forces  between  tip  and  sample  can  be 
measured  with  atomic-resolution  and  therefore  allow the  characterization  of  diverse  materials, 
ranging from electronics and semi-conductors to polymers and bio-materials. As depicted in Figure
3.3,  taken  from  209,  the  AFM  system  basically  consist  of  three  parts:  A  micro-machined 
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cantileveprobe and a sharp tip mounted to a piezoelectric actuator, a laser and a position sensitive 
photo  detector.  The  detection  of  the  end-point  of  the  laser  beam  provides  a  feedback  of  the 
cantilever deflection. The surface contour is scanned line by line and the microscope can be run in 
different modes which can be sorted by three systematics: 1) Either an image or a spectrum of the 
surface is created. An example for the last-mentioned are so-called force-distance curves. In this 
work  only  images  were  created.  2)  If  an  adjustment  setting  by  a  closed-loop  principle  and  a 
software control is existing the tip can either be maintained at a constant force or constant height 
above the sample surface. In the first case the height deviation and in the latter the deflection force 
can be monitored and illustrated in real time. 3) The kind of interaction used for the measurement. 
In this case one distinguishes between contact, non-contact and intermittent or tapping® mode. The 
three modes are depicted in Figure 3.4, taken from 207.
If  the  AFM operates  in  contact  mode,  the  tip  gets  in  contact  with  the  surface  through  an 
adsorbed fluid layer on the sample’s surface and the change in cantilever deflection is monitored. To 
maintain a constant deflection between the cantilever and the sample, and hence constant force 
between the tip and the sample, the scanner is moved vertically at each data point. A topographic 
image of the surface is created by plotting the distance which the scanner moves. This mode is 
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Figure 3.3 Schematic  illustration  of  AFM  operating 
principle.  For  detailed  description,  see  text. 
Image taken from 209.
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relatively unsusceptible to disturbances but can alter the sample by scratches. Therefore it is mostly 
used on hard and dry surfaces.
In contrast  to this in non-contact mode the cantilever oscillates slightly above its resonance 
frequency and with an amplitude below 10 nm. The tip does not contact the sample surface but the 
resonance frequency and hence the amplitude of oscillation is decreased by van der Waals and other 
long range forces  extending from the  surface.  The feedback loop maintains  the  frequency and 
amplitude  constant  by  vertically  moving  the  scanner.  Its  position  is  also  exploited  to  create  a 
topographic image. This mode is not altering the surface and facilitates high-resolution images at 
low oscillation amplitudes  but  only on  flat  surfaces.  Therefore  it  is  mainly  used for  very soft 
samples like,  for instance,  biological cells.  A disadvantage is that it  is  relatively susceptible to 
disturbances  by  the  environment.  Furthermore,  a  thin  water  film  exists  often  between  tip  and 
surface because of  humidity.  Hence,  the  scanner  does  possibly not  map the  topography of  the 
surface.
Finally in intermittent or tapping® mode the cantilever oscillates across the sample surface at or 
near its resonance frequency with an amplitude between 20 and 100 nm. Therefore the tip only 
slightly taps on the sample surface and contacts it only at the bottom of its swing. The feedback 
loop maintains in this case not a constant deflection but a constant oscillation amplitude and hence 
tip-sample interaction. Again the vertical position of the scanner is stored at each data point to 
create the topographic image of the sample surface.  This mode constitutes a good compromise 
between the first two because the tip is only for a very short moment in contact with the surfaces. It 
is less sensitive to perturbations but also does not heavily alter the surface by scratches and so forth. 
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Figure 3.4 AFM closed-loop modes: Contact Mode (left), Non-contact 
Mode (middle) and Intermittent Mode (right). Image taken 
from 207.
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In non-contact and intermittent mode the cantilever can furthermore be excited with a fixed 
frequency, generating a phase shift between excitation and resonance. This shift depends on the 
mechanical properties of the surface and can be used to distinguish harder and softer materials 
independent from their topography.
In  the  presented  work  all  images  were  taken  in  intermittent  mode  because  it  brings  the 
aforementioned advantages when biological samples are examined without being very sensitive to 
external perturbations. Whether a certain image was taken in air or liquid environment is stated in 
the according part. 300 kHz silicon cantilevers (OMCL-AC 160 TS-W2, Olympus) were utilized in 
conjunction with a Dimension 3100 (Veeco, USA) and a NanoWizard (JPK, Germany) atomic force 
microscope. The taken images were processed with the software NanoScope (Veeco, USA) and 
Gwyddion (Open Source). In particular the images were flattened in first order, point and horizontal 
line errors were removed, and cross sections extracted from the indicated straight lines.
3.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Scanning  electron  microscopy  (SEM)  is  a  microscopy  technique  in  which  micro-  and  nano-
structured materials are scanned with a high-energy electron beam in raster pattern. The electrons 
emitted from the source interact with the sample atoms and are collected by a detector. Hence the 
measurement of the sample’s surface topography, morphology, constitution and material properties, 
like  for  instance,  electrical  conductivity  or  crystallographic  information  is  facilitated.  Because 
electrons having a smaller wave length compared to photons, are utilized for the imaging process, 
smaller structures, down to several tens of nanometers, can be resolved and high resolution images 
obtained. The magnification in SEM can vary between 10 and 500,000 times. Furthermore, SEM 
has a large depth of field, which allows a considerable amount of the sample to be in focus at one 
time. The combination of high magnification and resolution, and ease of sample preparation and 
observation make SEM one of the instruments used most heavily in material and polymer research 
areas today.
A schematic illustration of SEM working principle is depicted in Figure 3.5, taken from 210. A 
source, so-called electron gun, thermally emits an electron beam. Its energy typically ranges from 
0.5 to 50 keV and it is accelerated toward the specimen using a positive electrical potential. The 
electrons  are  confined  and  focused,  using  metal  apertures  and  magnetic  lenses,  into  a  thin, 
monochromatic beam. Furthermore the first condenser lens limits the amount of current. By passing 
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electro-magnetic lenses (pairs of scanning coils and deflector plates) in the electron column, the 
beam is deflected in the x-y-plane, hence scanning the aforementioned raster of the sample surface. 
When the primary beam strikes the sample, the electrons lose energy by repeated random scattering 
and absorption. Furthermore various reactions can occur in the bulk specimen, like the backscatter 
of electrons or the creation of so-called secondary and Auger electrons as well as X-rays. All these 
events  can  be  detected  and visualized  by  several  different  instruments  inside  SEM. Secondary 
electron detectors are common in all SEMs, but it is rare that a single machine would have detectors 
for all possible signals. After displaying a pixel the intensity of which is determined by the number 
of occurred events, the beam moves forward to its next dwell. The process is repeated until the 
raster scan is finished.210,211
Depending on the applied voltage a distinction between conventional (10 – 35 keV) and low 
voltage (0.5 – 5 keV) scanning electron microscopy can be made. The advantages of the latter over 
the first are the reduced charging artifacts and a significantly improved topographic contrast.212 The 
ability to produce quality images at low accelerating beam voltages furthermore minimizes beam 
damages to the sample and facilitates an operating window in which the sample does not build up 
negative charges. This obviates the normal requirement to coat samples with a conductive layer.213
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Figure 3.5 Schematic  diagram  of  SEM  working 
principle  including  scanning  process  and 
image  formation.  For  detailed  description, 
see text. Image taken from 210.
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In the presented work a  Zeiss 1530 Gemini low voltage high resolution electron microscope 
with an In-lens/SE detection system was employed to gain mainly information about the structure 
and dimensions of inverse opals in the size of 1 to 10 µm. Furthermore, in one experiment bacteria, 
put on top of them, were investigated. In these cases accelerating voltages between 1 and 3 kV were 
applied  and non-sputtered  samples  used.  The instrument  has  a  resolution  limit  down to  4 nm. 
Hence,it  facilitates the investigation of the 7 nm glass spheres, which build up the inverse opal 
structure (cf.  section  2.3 – “Inverse Opals (iopals)”). The taken images were processed with the 
software ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Open Source) and the needed sizes and dimensions 
extracted.
3.6 Contact Angle Measurements
The evaluation of a surface’s wettability by a contact angle can be a very sensitive measure for the 
surface’s structure and constitution. For instance, the wetting with water provides information about 
the  hydrophilic  and  hydrophobic  properties  of  a  surface.214 The  contact  angle  principle  can 
furthermore be expanded to liquid/liquid, vapor/vapor and liquid/vapor interfaces.
If  a  flat  and  homogenous  surface  is  wetted  completely,  a  liquid  film  or,  if  the  wetting  is 
incomplete, a drop is generated. The shape of this drop of liquid is determined by the free energy of 
the surface, the liquid and the gaseous phase above. The tangential contact angle between the edge 
of the drop and the surface can be determined by, for example, a contact angle goniometer or a 
horizontal camera and image analysis. It is specific for any given system and described by the so-
called Young’s relation.
The contact angle can be used to investigate the interactions between the liquid and the surface. 
If there are no attractive forces, the angle will be ideally 180° and the drop a perfect sphere. As for 
water on a very hydrophobic surface like PTFE, the angle can achieve values close to 120°. In 
contrast  to this,  a liquid film is created for maximal interactions.  Angles below 10° are hardly 
measurable. Hence, the value of the contact angle can provide a first indication for the kind of 
surface structure and, for instance, whether a surface functionalization with a hydrophilic of -phobic 
compound was successful.
In the presented work the measurement of the contact angle was used to obtain a first evaluation 
of the glass surfaces modified by silane chemistry. The drop shape analysis system DSA10-Mk2, 




Western blot analysis represents an analytical technique typically used for the detection of specific 
proteins in a given sample or extract. Gel electrophoresis is utilized to separate denatured or native 
proteins by the length or by the three-dimensional structure of the polypeptide. The proteins are 
then transferred to a membrane (typically nitrocellulose or polyvinylidene fluoride), where they are 
detected using antibodies specific to the target protein.215
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4 Label-free Detection of Microorganisms in an Integrated 
Biosensor Array
In  the  following sections  the  consecutive  steps  for  accomplishing  the  task  of  binding  bacteria 
specifically to an inverse opal glass surface are elucidated. As described in section 1.6.1, the aim 
was to fabricate an identification system as a generic platform, which takes advantage of antibody 
technologies  and  which  can  be  employed  for  virtually  any  infectious  disease  for  which  a 
microorganism has been annotated and for which a respective antibody is available.
For  this  purpose,  the  retrieval  of  an  appropriate  antibody  and  a  method  for  its  covalent 
attachment to a glass surface are described in sections 4.1 – 4.4. Furthermore, the fabrication and 
modifications  of  the  inverse  opals  are  demonstrated  in  section  4.5,  and  proof  of  principle 
experiments with  E. coli and antibody-modified inverse opals in section  Fehler:  Referenz nicht
gefunden.
4.1 Antibody Specificity against E. coli
In order to bind bacteria by immobilized antibodies to a glass surface, the first step was to test 
whether the available antibodies are suitable for the sought-after task. The purchased antibodies 
were designated as specific against  E. coli but without any further detailed information regarding 
the epitope. An essential prerequisite for binding bacteria to solid substrates is the antibody binding 
to the exterior of the bacterial cell wall.
The antibody specificity was tested by Western blot  and  is  described  in  section  4.1.1.  In 
addition, the existence of an antigen on the exterior of the bacteria cell wall was determined by 
immunofluorescence analysis, as stated in section 4.1.2.
4.1.1 Western Blot Analysis
In the presented work the Polyacrylamide gel-electrophoresis was charged with whole E. coli and 
probed with different combinations of antibodies, as depicted in Figure 4.1.
Lane A and E were charged with protein molecular weight markers SeeBlue® and MagicMark™, 
respectively. The corresponding scale is displayed on the left side of the picture. Lane B – D were 
charged with denatured E. coli. Subsequently, lane A was probed with AbE1 and Ab-Cy2, lane C 
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with only Ab-Cy2 and lane D with only AbE1. No signal was detectable for the control lanes C and 
D. In the case of C because Ab-Cy2 is not specific against E. coli and therefore washed off in the 
rinsing  step  during  preparation. No  signal  was  detectable  for  lane  D  because  AbE1  is  not 
fluorescent and hence not detectable by this method. Only if the applied bacteria were treated with 
both antibodies, AbE1 and Ab-Cy2, strong bands at about 5 and 40 kDa and weaker bands around, 
for example, 60 and 80 kDa were observable.
The Western Blot analysis showed two things. Firstly, AbE1 specifically binds to parts of  E. 
coli and secondly Ab-Cy2 showed no cross-reactions with this bacteria strain, which was important 
for following blank samples. With this knowledge it was possible to locate the epitope of AbE1 on 
the bacteria cell, as described in the next section.
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Figure 4.1 Western  blot  of  E.  coli and  different 
antibodies.  Scale:  molecular  mass  in 
kDa.  The  following  substances  were 
added  to  the  individual  lanes:  A) 
SeeBlue® marker. B)  E. coli +  AbE1 + 
Ab-Cy2. C) E. coli + Ab-Cy2, D) E. coli  
AbE1. E) MagicMark™ marker.
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4.1.2 Immunofluorescence Analysis
In order to analyze the location of the  E. coli epitope, the bacteria were treated with AbE1 and 
adjacently visualized with the fluorescent secondary antibody Ab-Cy3. Between the two steps and 
after the staining, the bacteria were centrifuged and rinsed. This was necessary to remove excessive 
antibodies. The resulting phase contrast as well as fluorescence images are depicted in Figure 4.2.
In the phase contrast image, Figure 4.2A, the single intact bacteria were visible as small black 
ellipses, which are the fluorescence image clearly red, as depicted in Figure 4.2B. By the magnified 
image,  Figure  4.2C,  it  is  obvious  that  the  antibodies  AbE1,  stained  by  Ab-Cy3,  were  at  least 
localized on the extracellular parts of the bacteria cells. Hence it was reasoned that its potential 
epitope was also accessible from the outside.
With this test it could be shown that for intact  E. coli, their AbE1 epitope is located on the 
extracellular  side of the bacteria  and externally accessible,  which is a  prerequisite for antibody 
immobilization on glass surfaces. In the next steps, the functionalization of the glass substrate was 
performed.
4.2 Antibody Binding by 3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES)
The  first  attempts  of  antibody immobilization  to  a  glass  surface  aimed  on  the  direct  covalent 
attachment of them. It was already shown that this possibility may provide stable surfaces with 
specifically oriented antibodies, provided there are unique moieties available for modification on 
the surface. But it was also found in some cases to result in lower activities of the immobilized 
biomolecules.216
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Figure 4.2 Microscopy images of labeled  E. coli. A) phase contrast, B) fluorescence 
(570 nm), C) enlarged section. (Scale bars: 50 µm (A + B) and 10 µm (C))
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Several different approaches started from glass surfaces functionalized with amine groups. For 
this purpose the aminosilane 3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES), depicted in Figure 4.3A, was 
bound covalently by silane chemistry (cf. section 2.1.2 – “Silanization Reaction”).
Starting  from  these  amine  groups  on  the  substrate  surface,  different  continuative 
functionalization steps were taken and are described in the following sections.
4.2.1 APTES and Glutaraldehyde
The idea of coupling two amine groups by a dialdehyde is known for a long time and has already 
been  intensively  exploited.217 Thereby  two  Schiff  bases  are  formed,  which  can  be  reduced  in 
addition. Furthermore, the coupling of antibodies’ lysine residues to surface amine groups by the 
dialdehyde  glutaraldehyde  (GA),  depicted  in  Figure  4.3B,  was  described  beforehand.175 In  the 
presented work this  method should be used to  immobilize AbE1 on cleaned and with APTES 
pretreated glass slides. Before the slides could be used, it was necessary to clean them thoroughly 
from residual organic contaminations which would otherwise circumvent the silanization procedure. 
In order to test which cleaning procedure was the most promising, the contact angles of the glass 
slides were determined afterwards and are reported in Table 4.1.
Cleaning step Contact angle




Table 4.1: The different possibilities to clean a glass slide and the corresponding contact angles.
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Figure 4.3 Chemical  structure  of  APTES and 
GA
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It is obvious that for a simple cleaning with ethanol, the contact angle only slightly changed. A 
clear change and accompanied with that the supposed cleaning of the surface could only be realized 
for a treatment with a 0.1 % solution of Hellmanex® or Piranha. The first is an alkaline cleaning 
concentrate and the latter a solution made of 75 % concentrated sulfuric acid and 25 % concentrated 
hydrogen peroxide. With Piranha, the surface was made hydrophilic and activated, i.e. the number 
of hydroxyl  groups was maximized.  The liquid,  for  instance,  spreads  more uniform as  already 
described in literature.132 Therefore, the glass substrates were either cleaned with Hellmanex® or 
cleaned  and  activated  by  immersing  them in  Piranha  if  a  further  activation  was  sought.  This 
proceeding was carried out in all further experiments employing glass substrates.
To verify  whether  the  surface  functionalization  was  successful  or  not,  the  contact  angle  of 
differently modified substrates was measured. The results are reported in Table 4.2. It is evident that 
the values  changed considerable compared to  cleaned but  untreated glass  slides  which showed 
angles below 20 °, as reported in Table 4.1. Also between APTES only and the additional step of 
glutaraldehyde modification a significant change in the contact angle of the surface from about 62 ° 
to 72 ° was visible. Therefore, it could be concluded that the GA was covalently bound to APTES.
Functionalization step Contact angle
APTES (62.4±5.2) °
Glutaraldehyde (72.3±5.3) °
Table 4.2: The different steps of APTES-GA surface modification and the corresponding contact 
angles.
After the adjacent adding of antibodies (2 µg/ml in PBS) no additional reduction of the Schiff 
bases was performed in order to alter the structure of the proteins as little as possible. Subsequently, 
AbE1 was stained with Ab-Cy2 (7,5 mg/ml in PBS) and the modified glass slides examined by a 
fluorescence imaging system. The resulting image is depicted in Figure 4.4.
The glass slides treated with only AbE1 showed no fluorescence, which is reasonable because 
this  antibody  carried  no  dye.  Furthermore,  all  three  samples  with  stained  AbE1  showed  a 
fluorescence, and this was actually slightly stronger for APTES than for the other two. Hence, it 
could  be  concluded  that  the  direct  covalent  immobilization  by  APTES  and  GA  was  not 
significantly higher than the simple physical adsorption of antibodies. This unspecific adsorption 
could not be prevented that easily and was presumably responsible for the fluorescence signal of 
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simple cleaned glass slides and those functionalized with APTES only. As a consequence, another 
possibility for the covalent immobilization of AbE1 was tested and is described in the following 
section.
4.2.2 APTES, EDC, S-NHS and PFP
As an alternative for coupling antibodies by their (amine) residues and glutaraldehyde to amine 
groups on the surface, the activation of antibodies’ carboxyl groups by active ester chemistry was 
performed. Because it was also based on an amine-modified surface, APTES was also employed for 
the prior surface functionalization. The aim was to achieve a coating procedure better than the non-
covalent physical adsorption, observed for glass and APTES only.
It is known that carbodiimides catalyze the formation of amide bonds between carboxylic acids 
and amines by activating the carboxylate to form an O-acylurea.218 This is exploited for application 
in a variety of bio-conjugation and cross-linking methods.  When this reaction is carried out in an 
aqueous solution with a water-soluble carbodiimide like EDC, the activated species are subject to 
hydrolysis, and this hydrolysis can severely limit the overall yields obtained.219 But the activated 
species  can  be  stabilized  with  compounds  like  Sulfo-N-Hydroxysuccinimide  (S-NHS)  and 
Pentafluorophenol (PFP), converting carboxyl groups to amine-reactive active esters.220
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Figure 4.4 Fluorescence image of variably coated 
glass  slides,  incubated  with  AbE1  or 
AbE1  and  Ab-Cy2  in  PBS.  Images 
taken  with  a  Fuji  LAS-3000  CCD-
Imaging System.
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In the presented work two ester activation methods were compared. The carboxyl groups of 
AbE1 were activated by a mixture of EDC (~2 mM) and S-NHS (~5 mM), or EDC (~2 mM) and 
PFP (~5 mM). The two possibilities  were compared to find out which one resulted in a better 
immobilization of antibodies to an amine-functionalized glass surface. AbE1 was stained with Ab-
Cy2,  to  make  the  immobilization  visible,  and  the  modified  glass  slides  again  examined  by  a 
fluorescence imaging system. The corresponding images are depicted in Figure 4.5.
Only when AbE1 as antibody material was applied to the surface a fluorescence signal was 
visible  for  both  S-NHS and PFP.  That  means  rinsing  and therefore  hydrolysis  of  active  esters 
prevent a covalent or non-specific binding of Ab-Cy2 to the surface. Furthermore, it is obvious that 
the EDC-activation with PFP led to a significantly more intense fluorescence signal compared to S-
NHS.
In order to examine whether the observed signal was the consequence of the aforementioned 
functionalization steps from APTES to the final application of AbE1, several controls were carried 
out. In each one a certain step was missing. The resulting fluorescence images for EDC/S-NHS and 
EDC/PFP are depicted in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, respectively.
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Figure 4.5 Fluorescence images of variably coated glass 
slides.  Images  taken  with  a  Fuji  LAS-3000 
CCD-Imaging System.
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Fluorescence signals with differing intensities were visible for both strategies of active ester 
chemistry. This accounted also for missing steps in the coupling procedure. For example, in Figure
4.6, even if no S-NHS was applied, AbE1 was bound. Also in Figure 4.7 for a missing aminosilane 
on the glass substrate a fluorescence signal caused by AbE1 was visible. Because in both cases no 
signal was visible when AbE1 was missing, an unspecific binding of Ab-Cy2 to hydrolyzed active 
ester surfaces could be precluded.
Therefore,  it  was concluded that  both functionalization protocols did not  work as expected. 
Either the primary antibody got bound by an unknown surface chemistry reaction or simply again 
by unspecific physical adsorption. It is hypothesized that as soon as no complete active ester surface 
is present, non-specific binding occurs. Due to their hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains, proteins 
are well-known to bind non-specifically to a  multiplicity of surfaces – obviously including the 
employed amine-functionalized ones.  It  can also be  hypothesized that  the activated antibodies’ 
carboxyl groups bind to other antibodies’ amine groups, hence leading to a kind of polymerization 
reaction. These polymerized antibodies could potentially adsorb to different surfaces even better 
that the single molecules. 
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Figure 4.7 Fluorescence images of glass slides missing different single 
steps  of  the  coating  procedure  (APTES-EDC-PFP-AbE1). 
Taken with a Fuji LAS-3000 CCD-Imaging System.
Figure 4.6 Fluorescence images of glass slides missing 
different single steps of the coating procedure 
(APTES, EDC, S-NHS, AbE1). Images taken 
with a Fuji LAS-3000 CCD-Imaging System.
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For whatever reason, the method was not able to fulfill the sought-after task of specific covalent 
binding of antibodies. To overcome these issues, a protocol proposed by  229 was examined and is 
presented in the next section.
4.2.3 Bacteria Binding by APTES and BMPS
It has been shown that antibodies can be covalently linked to amino-terminated silicon substrates 
through  the  short  succinimide  cross-linker  3-(Maleimido)propionic  acid  N-succinimide  ester 
(BMPS). However, at the same time the results suggested that an antibody for bacterial immuno-
immobilization should target a surface antigen which extends out from the bacterial surface and is 
tightly attached to the bacterial cell wall.229 In the cited work an antibody against CFA/I fimbriae 
was utilized.
Due to these promising results, the same procedure was tested in the course of this work. A 
glass surface was amino-functionalized with APTES,  activated with BMPS and incubated with 
different types of antibodies. Eventually E. coli were applied. Before and after the incubation with 
bacteria several phase contrast images of the surfaces were taken and the surface coverage (SCR) of 
particles  in  the (typical  of  bacteria)  size  between 1 – 3 µm2 determined.  Particles and bacteria 
appearing before the incubation with E. coli presumably arose from impurities during the several 
surface preparation steps.  The correlation between the difference in the (SCR) after  and before 
incubation, and the type of applied antibody is depicted in Figure 4.8. Firstly, it is obvious that this 
methods  comprised  a  large  uncertainty,  demonstrated  by  the  wide  error  bars.  Furthermore,  no 
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Figure 4.8 Correlation  between  the  type  of  antibody, 
immobilized by BMPS, and the difference in SCR of 
2 – 3 µm2 particles after and before incubation.
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difference between AbE1 and AbK99 was visible. However, the difference in SCR of particles and 
hence bacteria was the same when no specific antibodies were applied. Hence, it was concluded that 
the specific binding of bacteria was as high as the non-specific, for the applied types of antibodies. 
The reason may be a very high physical adsorption of bacteria to the aminosilane treated substrates.
To test the reproducibility of the obtained results and the impact of the bacteria’s vitality, three 
different antibodies were bound by BMPS to an APTES-modified glass substrate and incubated 
with living and dead E. coli. Blank samples with no antibodies were incubated as well. The results 
are depicted in Figure 4.9.
In all cases it is evident that more dead than living bacteria were bound to the surface. This is 
reasonable since  E. coli have flagella and can actively move themselves, which should interfere 
with both, a specific binding by antibodies and a non-specific physical adsorption. Although AbK99 
showed a much higher ability to bind bacteria compared to AbE1 and AbE2, the unspecific binding 
of bacteria to surfaces with no antibodies was still just as high. The high difference between AbK99 
and AbE1 or AbE2, respectively, also contrasts the results presented in Figure 4.8, in which their 
binding capability was comparable. Furthermore, the very large error bars attract attention again. 
This phenomenon was apparent throughout almost all experiments with bacteria, and was ascribed 
to the imperfect method of surface exploration by optical microscopy and a limited amount of taken 
pictures.  Nevertheless  this  was  an  important  issue  and  will  have  to  be  addressed  in  future 
explorations.
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Figure 4.9 Correlation  between  the  type  of  antibodies,  immobilized  by 
BMPS, the vitality of  E. coli and the difference in SCR of 2 – 
3 µm2 particles after and before incubation.
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The differences between the obtained results and the cited reference may be due to several 
reasons but the most likely one is the applied type of antibody. This is also indicated by the very 
low, even for AbK99, SCR and hence amount of bound bacteria compared to the cited results and 
the therein underlined significance of the focused epitope.
Even the most promising of the three applied antibodies showed only a relatively weak specific 
binding. But since no exchange of antibody type and bacteria strain was promising, it was important 
for the following immobilization tests to find an immobilization method with a relatively weak 
unspecific  binding.  Therefore,  the  application  of  the  biotin-streptavidin  affinity  system  as  an 
alternative  to  simple  APTES-modified  glass  surface  was  investigated  and  is  presented  in  the 
following section.
4.3 Bacteria Binding by Biotin, Streptavidin and NeutrAvidin
To decrease non-specific binding and to take advantage of the biotin-avidin affinity systems the 
application of biotin, streptavidin and two related compounds was investigated for the purpose of 
bacteria binding. In these experiments a biotin-labeled antibody against E. coli, namely AbE-B, was 
employed.  Furthermore,  the  preparation  of  avidin-derivatized  surfaces  and  the  attachment  of 
recognition species by avidin-biotin interactions has been proven to be convenient for preparing 
highly  stable  “generic”  sensor  substrates  that  can  be  patterned  with  biotinylated  “capture” 
molecules.221
4.3.1 Biotin-Streptavidin Affinity System
The small biotin (or vitamin H) molecule with a molecular mass of around 0.24 kDa shows a very 
high  affinity  constant  (Ka =  10-14 –  10-15) to  the  tetrameric  molecule  avidin  (around  66  kDa, 
produced in the oviducts of birds, reptiles and amphibians) and the related streptavidin (purified 
from the bacterium Streptomyces avidinii) and neutravidin (deglycosylated version of avidin). This 
makes it to one of the strongest non-covalent interactions known in nature.222 Furthermore, biotin-
streptavidin-binding is resistant  to many external stresses like,  for instance,  pH, temperature or 
detergents. Hence, biotin-labeling and streptavidin are widely used to attach various biomolecules 
to one another or onto a solid support. Furthermore, streptavidin is widely used in Western blotting 
and immunoassays conjugated to some reporter molecules. A schematic representation of biotin is 
depicted in Figure 4.10.
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In the presented work streptavidin and neutravidin were either bound to a surface by physical 
adsorption,  APTES and the active esters Biotinamidohexanoic acid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester 
(biotin-X)  or  Biotinamidohexanoyl-6-aminohexanoic  acid  N-hydroxysuccinimide  ester  (biotin-
XX-), respectively. The corresponding experiments are explained in the following sections.
4.3.2 Bacteria Binding by Physisorbed Streptavidin
In the first experiments with the biotin-streptavidin affinity system the large streptavidin molecule, 
or its related compound neutravidin, were immobilized to glass substrates by physical adsorption, as 
described  by  others.223 Subsequently,  the  biotinylated  antibodies  AbE-B  were  applied  and  the 
substrates  again  incubated  with  E.  coli.  A  schematic  representation  of  this  layer-by-layer 
construction is depicted in Figure 4.11.  Before and after the incubation with E. coli  several phase 
contrast images of the surfaces were taken and the difference in the surface coverage (SCR) of 
particles in the typical bacteria size between 1 – 3 µm2 determined.
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Figure 4.10 Biotin
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The results of the comparison between streptavidin, neutravidin and a blank sample with only 
AbE-B physisorbed to the substrate is depicted in  Figure 4.12. Therein X-Avidin stands for both 
avidin-related compounds.
Although the streptavidin-based surface showed a much better specific binding, compared to the 
neutravidin-based surface, the unspecific physical adsorption of AbE-B was comparable high again. 
Hence, it could be concluded that the physical adsorption of streptavidin and the adjacent binding of 
biotinylated antibodies did not outmatch the physical adsorption of antibodies to glass.
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Figure 4.12 Correlation between the type of avidin-related 
compound and the difference in SCR of 2 – 
3 µm2 particles after and before incubation.
Figure 4.11 Schematic  illustration  of 
Streptavidin  (S)  physisorbed 
to a glass surface (G).  E. coli 
(E)  are  bound  to  it  by 
antibodies and biotin (B). (Not 
to scale)
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To pursue this approach, streptavidin was in the next step chemically bound to glass instead of 
physisorbed. The corresponding experiments and their outcomes are described in the next section.
4.3.3 Bacteria Binding by Biotin-Silanes and Streptavidin
In order to bind streptavidin or neutravidin, chemically to a glass surface, the substrate was in the 
first step again coated with APTES. Subsequently, biotin was covalently linked to the aminosilane 
by active-ester chemistry. For this purpose, linkers of different length scales, namely biotin-X and 
biotin-XX, were employed. Then streptavidin was applied because it had bound more antibodies 
than neutravidin.  Subsequently,  AbE-B was immobilized on the bivalent  linker.  The completed 
surface  was  incubated  with  E.  coli and  analyzed  by  phase  contrast  imaging.  A  schematic 
representation of the full multilayer construction is depicted in Figure 4.13 and the evaluated data of 
the difference in SCR of 2 – 3 µm2 particles after and before incubation are depicted in Figure 4.14.
It  is  apparent that compared to  biotin-X-silane,  the surface with the longer  linker  molecule 
(biotin-XX-silane) showed an improved specific binding of bacteria. This is reasonable because a 
longer linker molecule should make the bound antibody more flexible and hence capable of binding 
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Figure 4.13 Schematic  illustration  of  E. 
coli (E) immobilized to a glass 
substrate (G) by a silane (Si)- 
biotin  (B)-streptavidin-biotin- 
antibody-system.  (Not  to 
scale)
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to its antigen on the exterior of the bacteria. Nevertheless compared to pure, just cleaned glass 
slides, even the better-binding surface showed a significantly lower amount of bound bacteria.
Hence,  it  could  be  concluded that  although  some bacteria  were  immobilized  to  the  bound 
antibodies,  the binding  capability  of  the  surface  was relatively weak.  The majority  of  bacteria 
seemed to be affected by a kind of antifouling property of the multilayer assembly. It could be 
hypothesized that the antibodies were not flexible enough to excel this antifouling influence of the 
surface.  Therefore,  this  attempt  for  a  specific  binding  of  bacteria  to  a  glass  surface  with 
immobilized antibodies turned also out to be not applicable for the sought-after task.
4.4 Bacteria Binding by Active Active-Ester-Silanes AE-S
In  this  binding  procedure  an  innovative  active  ester  silane,  11-Pentafluorophenylundecanoa-
tetrimethoxysilane (AE-S), depicted in Figure 4.15, was employed to immobilize antibodies directly 
by amine residues and hence amine groups to a  glass surface.  It  combined the direct  covalent 
attachment of antibodies to a glass surface by active-ester  chemistry, as for glutaraldehyde and 
BMPS,  but  without  the  need  of  using  APTES  which  presumably  assisted  unspecific  bacteria 
adhesion.  In  addition  potential  anti-fouling  spacer  molecules  were  employed  to  prevent 
unintentional physical adsorption of bacteria. This method needed only one surface modification 
step  and  therefore  minimized  the  possibilities  of  degrading  and/or  incomplete  intermediate 
reactions.
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Figure 4.14 Correlation between the type of biotin-silane-streptavidin coating and the 
difference in SCR of 2 – 3 µm2 particles after and before incubation.For 
detailed description, see text.
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4.4.1 Preparation of AE-S Surfaces and Impact of Spacer Molecules
The surface was cleaned as described in section 2.1.1 – “Preparation of Silane-Functionalized Glass
Surfaces”, and subsequently immersed in a solution of AE-S and, if applicable, spacers molecules 
of differing concentrations in toluene at 80 °C over night. These spacers were also silane moieties 
with either a polyethylene glycol or alkyl head group. The next day the silane glass slides were 
rinsed and the  antibodies applied in  aqueous solution for  one day.  Hence the total  preparation 
procedure could be minimized and associated with it some of the aforementioned drawbacks of 
more complex preparation protocols. Furthermore, the surface was eventually only covered with the 
functional silane for antibody immobilization and spacer molecules for antifouling. Their final ratio 
on the surface could easily be tuned by the ratio in solution beforehand, assuming a comparable 
silanization reaction rate. Therefore,  no free amine or other groups, accounting for non-specific 
binding of antibodies and bacteria, were existing on the surface.
Two silanes were applied as spacer molecules, namely n-Propyltrimethoxysilane (Alk-S) and 
[Hydroxy(polyethyleneoxy)propyl]triethoxysilane (OH-PEG-S), having an alkyl and polyethylene 
glycol head group, respectively. In the first tests, the impact of Alk-S to the bacteria binding was 
investigated. Thereby the emphasis was on the difference between surfaces coated with antibodies 
and those without and whether the unspecific binding could be influenced by the spacer. The results 
of the corresponding experiments are depicted in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.15 Chemical  structure  of  the 
employed  active  ester  silane 
(AE-S)
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It was evident that for the cases of only AE-S and no antifouling spacers in between, more 
bacteria  were  bound  non-specifically  to  a  surface  without  antibodies  than  specifically  to  an 
analogous surface with antibodies (two top bars). Hence, it could be concluded that the pure AE-S-
functionalized  surface  showed  the  same  behavior  as  APTES  or  glutaraldehyde.  Compared  to 
surfaces with immobilized antibodies, even more bacteria were physisorbed.
A different  situation  could  be  found  when  Alk-S-spacer  were  used  in  between  the  AE-S-
molecules  with  a  1:1  ratio  (two  bottom  bars).  In  these  experiments  the  bacteria  binding  was 
decreased compared to the aforementioned ones. This could be interpreted in a way as the Alk-S-
spacers  reduced the non-specific  binding of  bacteria  with and without  antibodies.  Furthermore, 
bacteria binding was clearly more decreased on surfaces with only AE-S and Alk-S-spacers than on 
surfaces  with  additional  antibodies.  Hence,  it  could  be  reasoned  that  the  spacer  molecules 
intensively blocked unspecific binding while at the same time still facilitated specific binding by 
antibodies.
In the next experiments, the difference between two spacer molecules was investigated. To this 
end, in each case two surfaces were coated with a 1:1 ratio of AE-S and Alk-S and OH-PEG-S, 
respectively. They were partially incubated with antibodies as before and subsequently E. coli. The 
resulting data are depicted in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.16 Correlation  between  the  existence  of  spacer  molecules  in  between 
active  ester  silane  molecules,  immobilized  antibodies  and  the 
difference in SCR of 2 – 3 µm2 particles after and before incubation. 
These data are only examples. Further have to be generated for an 
error estimation in the future.
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In  contrast  to  the  last  experiments,  bacteria  binding to  surfaces  with Alk-S-spacers  and no 
antibody coating was higher than in the presence of  antibodies,  showing the difficulties of  the 
protocol based on Alk-S-spacers and the tendency to non-specific binding. Contrariwise, for OH-
PEG-S-spacers the specific binding of bacteria was much stronger compared to unspecific physical 
adsorption,  which  was  nearly  zero.  The  promising  results  for  OH-PEG-S-spacers  could  be 
accounted to the general PEG properties. Many studies have shown their remarkably anti-fouling 
characteristics. They are known to be chemically inert and to prevent protein attachment, like e.g. 
antibody adsorption.224 Several theoretical ideas have been raised for modeling and explaining the 
protein resistance of a grafted PEG surface.225 Eventually, the combination of the low interfacial 
energy of  PEG with water  226 and its  steric  stabilization effect  are  responsible  for  the protein-
resistant character of PEGylated surfaces.227,228 Due to these reasons in the following experiments 
OH-PEG-S-spacers were employed.
In  the  next  step,  the  impact  of  different  types  of  antibodies  and  the  bacteria’s  vitality  in 
conjunction with the aforementioned spacer molecules was investigated.
4.4.2 Impact of Antibody Type and Bacteria’s Vitality
As already described in  section  4.2.3 – “Bacteria  Binding by  APTES and BMPS”,  the  type  of 
employed antibodies can have an outstanding impact on the adjacent bacteria binding experiments. 
Although in principle all surface antigens can be targeted to achieve immobilization, its efficiency 
can vary significantly.229 Furthermore, the interaction of OH-PEG-S-spacer, different antibody types 
and the vitality of the bacteria should not be underestimated, and were therefore investigated.
Three  different  antibodies  specific  against  E.  coli,  namely  AbE1,  AbE2 and  AbK99,  were 
applied to surface coated with a 1:1 ratio of AE-S and OH-PEG-S. Furthermore, blank samples with 
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Figure 4.17 Correlation between the type of spacer, the existence of an antibody coating and 
the difference in SCR of 2 – 3 µm2 particles after and before incubation.
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no antibodies bound to the silanes was prepared. Eventually the surfaces were incubated with dead 
or  living  bacteria  and  the  surface  coverage  determined,  as  already  described.  The  results  are 
depicted in Figure 4.18.
As in section 4.2.3 a significantly higher binding of dead compared to living E. coli could be 
observed  for  all  antibodies  and  also  for  the  blank  samples.  Apart  from that,  the  results  differ 
strongly between different antibody types. The highest surface coverage and hence bacteria binding 
capacity was again observed for AbK99, which was therefore used for the adjacent experiments. 
This significantly stronger binding ability can be explained with the epitope of AbK99, which is the 
E. coli pili K99. These flexible hairlike appendages extent up to several micrometers from the cell 
and can hence presumably be better bound by antibodies on the surface.
In the final experiments before the application in inverse opals the specificity of the antibodies 
and the associated surfaces for E. coli was investigated.
4.4.3 Specificity of Detection
To prove whether the antibodies surface is specific for the sought-after bacteria strain, in this case 
E. coli, corresponding surfaces were incubated with either the specific strain E. coli or alternatively 
with the bacterium Proteus myxofaciens (P. myx.). The corresponding results for surface coverage 
are depicted in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.18 Correlation between the type of antibodies immobilized by active-ester-
chemistry, the vitality/mobility of the bacteria and the difference in SCR of 
2 – 3 µm2 particles after and before incubation.The spacer was OH-PEG-S
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It was evident that significantly more E. coli were bound to the anti-E. coli surfaces than P. myx. 
Hence, it could be stated that at least for this bacteria combination the surfaces are specific and 
could serve as a potential biosensor if combined with an adequate detection method.
With theses results it seemed to be sought-after to go one step further and coat inverse opals, 
which was the original idea from the beginning. Before however, it  was necessary to study the 
fabrication and especially the tuning of several properties of the inverse opals in more detail to 
generate eligible structures. The corresponding experiments are presented in the following sections.
4.5 Inverse Opals Dimensioning
As described in section  1.6.1 – “Label-free Detection,  inverse opals possess multiple properties, 
which make them perfectly applicable in biosensor surfaces. They are, for instance, easily tunable 
in size and material, and provide a superior specific surface area and homogeneity. 
Before functionalizing an inverse opal structure with antibodies, it was necessary to investigate 
how the measure of such structures could be influenced. Obviously, the diameter and hence the 
volume of a  single cavity could be determined by the size of the employed polymer precursor 
particles. Hence for the applied PS-MS, the inner diameter of the cavity accounted 10 µm.
The next parameter to be tuned was the diameter of the openings between two adjacent cavities 
in the final hexagonal crystal. It was found that it could be controlled by the time the dried PS-MS 
crystals were tempered at the glass transition temperature TG of polystyrene (110°C). In Figure 4.20  
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Figure 4.19 Correlation  between  the  applied  dead 
bacteria strain and the difference in SCR 
of 2 – 3 µm2 particles after and before 
incubation. Anti-E. coli antibodies were 
immobilized on the surface.
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the difference between no annealing and 75 min annealing is presented in two according SEM-
images.
It is evident that the single particles had a very small contact area or stayed slightly away from 
each other, if the crystals were not tempered. Possible reasons for this phenomenon could be, for 
instance, a thin remaining water layer, surface charges, very long molecules extending from the 
surface, surfactants remaining from the former suspension after the drying process or combinations 
thereof. In this state an adjacent incubation with an aqueous solution of nanospheres would have led 
to a decomposition of the structure. On the other hand, an overly long time of the needed tempering 
would have  destroyed the  spherical  structure  of  the  precursor,  preventing the  formation  of  the 
inverse opals. In order to optimize the contact length between PS-MS, a systematic investigation of 
the correlation between the tempering time and the contact length, i.e. the diameter of the openings, 
was performed and is depicted in Figure 4.21.
In first order, the rise can be considered as linear. Because the focused E. coli bacteria have a 
diameter of approximately 1 µm, openings between 2 and 3 µm would be large enough for letting 
them pass. Therefore an average time of 30 min was chosen, which also proved to be long enough 
to  prevent  the  decomposition  of  the  crystals  during  the  subsequent  contact  with  the  aqueous 
nanospheres suspension. Hence about 2.7 µm interconnecting openings could be established.
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Figure 4.20 SEM  images  of  10  µm  PS-MS  heated  for 
0 min (A) and 75 min (B) at TG.  (Scale bars: 
50 µm (A) and 500 nm (B))
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The third and last parameter to be tuned was the diameter of the top openings of the inverse 
opals. In the final sensor material this dimension would be responsible for a potential size-exclusion 
effect. Hence it had to be large enough for the bacteria, but at the same time small enough to still 
maintain the structure of connected cavities instead of just adjoined hemispheres. The diameter of 
the  top  openings  could  be  tuned  by  the  amount  of  applied  nanospheres.  The  corresponding 
dependence for the home-built trough is depicted in Figure 4.22.
It  is  obvious  that  the  opening  diameter  first  decreases  with  increasing  volume  of  silica 
nanoparticles. Then it increases from a certain volume on, hence forming a minimum opening of a 
little bit  more than 4 µm for about 15 µl  of nanoparticles.  The reason for this behavior can be 
explained as follows. If very few particles are applied the total area covered with them shrank due 
to, presumably, cohesion and surface tension effects, hence leaving the outer part of the PS-MS 
crystal uncovered. During pyrolysis, these uncovered PS-MS particles vanished and in the middle a 
small  circle  of  inverse  opals  was left  over.  With  increasing  amount  of  nanospheres  this  circle 
increased until it filled the whole trough. From this volume on the top opening diameter shrank with 
further increasing volume of particles.
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Figure 4.21 Correlation  between  the  heating  time  of 
10 µm  PS-MS  colloidal  crystals  at  110 °C 
and the particles’ contact area diameter.
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For a volume larger than approximately 15 µl the nanospheres enclosed the PS-MS increasingly 
more until finally a closed layer was established. But during pyrolysis the gaseous residues needed 
to get out and hence destroyed the finest parts of the structure, which were the top sides of the 
hollow spheres. If the nanospheres covered the structure completely and hence formed a kind of 
surface shells,  the pressure inside the hollow spheres increased during pyrolysis until  an actual 
“explosion” occurred. From this point on the diameter of the top openings could not be determined 
any more, because irregular structures were left over. This explains why the curve does not extend 
beyond 22 µl, which is approximately the point where a total coverage of the PS-MS was achieved. 
For  further  experiments  the  smallest  possible  diameter  for  top  openings  of  about  4.2 µm was 
exploited.
After the critical values for the inverse opal fabrication were determined, the first experiments 
with coated structures were accomplished and are described in the following section.
4.6 Inverse Opals Functionalization
As the final step to prove the feasibility of a silica inverse opal structure capable of binding bacteria 
specifically  by  an  antibody-antigen  interaction,  the  before  generated  structures  had  to  be 
functionalized.  Hence,  inverse opal  structures  with cavity  diameters  of  10  µm, interconnecting 
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Figure 4.22 Correlation between the volume of nanoparticles 
infiltrating  the  PS-MS crystal  and  the  average 
diameter of the openings after pyrolysis.
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openings of approximately 2.7 µm and top openings of about 4 µm were fabricated and coated with 
a 1:1 ratio of AE-S and OH-PEG-S, as described in the previous sections. Subsequently, multiple of 
these substrates were incubated with AbK99 solutions of different concentrations. Eventually, dead 
E. coli (OD600 = 0.1 D)  were applied and the difference in the surface coverage (SCR) after and 
before the incubation determined. The corresponding results are depicted in Figure 4.23.
For  the  evaluation  of  E.  coli  bound  to  inverse  opals,  the  previously  employed  evaluation 
method, i.e. the determination of the coverage degree by analysis of phase contrast images, reached 
its limits. Due to reflection and refraction of the inverse opals, shadows and other dark artifacts 
occurred which were hard to distinguish from bacteria.
In Figure 4.23, the surfaces coated with no antibodies attracted attention. The negative value can 
be  interpreted  in  a  way  that  more  bacteria  were  bound  before  the  incubation  than  thereafter. 
Consequently, it could be concluded that the rinsing before the first taken images was not intensive 
enough but  the  incubation  with pure buffer  and  the  following washing  steps  removed existing 
impurities. Hence it is assumed that the AE/OH-PEG-S surfaces were antifouling in the way that 
only unspecific  physical  adsorption  of  bacteria  occurred which  could be removed by intensive 
rinsing.
In contrast to these observations, the antibody-coated surface showed a clear specific binding of 
bacteria.  Nevertheless,  partially  wide  error  bars  emerged  and no  clear  correlation  between  the 
concentration of applied antibodies and the surface coverage and hence number of bound bacteria 
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Figure 4.23 Correlation  between  the  concentration  of  antibodies  coating  an  inverse 
opals structure and the difference in SCR of 2 – 3 µm2 particles after and 
before incubation.
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was observable. Possibly, excluding the value for 0.10 mg/ml antibody solution and taking the error 
bars into account, a slight increase of bacteria binding for increasing concentrations could be seen. 
A possible reason for this indistinct relation could be saturation effects of antibody binding to the 
surface.  It  is  possible  that  all  binding  sites  on  the  surface  were  already  covered  for  lower 
concentrations of antibodies and that an increase did not affect the amount of bound antibodies and 
hence bacteria. In addition, if not all binding sites were occupied for lower concentrations, a very 
high concentration of antibodies in solution and hence bound to the surface could lead to steric 
hindrance. The antibodies were bound tight to each other and to the surface, and the Fab binding 
sites were not longer accessible for their epitopes or at least the binding was reduced.
To visualize the inverse opal structures loaded with specifically bound bacteria, the incubated 
samples were subsequently dried and investigated by SEM. Some of the corresponding images are 
depicted in Figure 4.24. Because electrons can not pass through glass as easy as photons, the almost 
closed cavities are opaque for this technique.  Hence it  was necessary to look for inverse opals 
which surface shells had been removed.  E. coli bound to the curved bases of hexagonal inverse 
opals are depicted by white arrows in Figure 4.24A–C. The bacteria adapted to the curved substrate 
decorated with antibodies, and are likely to be bound by antibody-antigen interaction. Furthermore, 
it was visible that no E. coli were bound to the surrounding substrate. Figure 4.24D shows the top 
view of an intact inverse opal with an E. coli visible in the middle of the opening. Hence is could be 
concluded that the functionalization of inverse opals by anti-E. coli antibodies was successful and 
that the corresponding bacteria could be bound to the curved structures of the hexagonal patterns by 
antibody-antigen interaction.
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4.7 Conclusion and Outlook
In order to build up a “Label-free Detection of Microorganisms in an Integrated Biosensor Array”, 
iopals were used for the first time to construct a new bacterial sensor with immobilized antibodies. 
The applicability of the employed antibodies to bind to the exterior parts of E. coli cells could be 
demonstrated. Subsequently, several methods for the immobilization of these antibodies to glass 
surfaces,  like  APTES/GA,  APTES/BMPS,  EDC/S-NHS,  EDC/PFP,  streptavidin/biotin  or  AE-
S/OH-PEG-S,  were  analyzed  and  the  results  of  corresponding  experiments  during  this  thesis 
presented. Thereby a general problem constituted the non-specific protein, i.e. antibody, adsorption. 
The  antibody  molecules  were  not  only  bound  to  the  glass  substrate  by  the  intended  covalent 
surfaces chemistry but also adhered due to non-specific interaction forces. This phenomenon has 
already been described in the literature as well.230 Therein it has been determined by enzyme-linked 
immunoassays  that  for  the immobilization of  antibodies  by aminosilane and glutaraldehyde,  as 
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Figure 4.24 SEM images of the bottom piece (A – C) and the surface shell (D) of 10 µm 
inverse opals functionalized by active ester silanes with antibodies against 
E. coli, incubated with this bacteria strain and dried at room temperature. 
The bound bacteria are labelled by white arrows. (Scale bars: 5 µm (A) and 
2 µm (B – D))
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much  as  15%  of  the  measured  response  must  be  attributed  to  non-specific  protein/surface 
interactions,  even after  copious washing with detergents.  Hence,  it  can be assumed that during 
further  steps  of  attended  binding  of  bacteria,  non-specific  binding  will  not  be  preventable. 
Furthermore,  the aim of binding antibodies covalently,  and more effectively than with physical 
adsorption, could not be achieved that way.
The same accounted for the EDC/S-NHS/PFP approaches. Although a non-specific binding of 
the secondary antibody Ab-Cy2 could be excluded, the immobilization of the primary antibody 
AbE1 proceeded in an incomprehensible way and not according to the protocol. The most likely 
explanation for these observation was again non-specific binding of the chemical preliminary stages 
or of polymerized antibody conglomerates. Because also the chemical protocols for BMPS and 
biotin/streptavidin resulted in nonspecific adsorption of bacteria to the surface, the application of 
aminosilanes  like  APTES  for  the  covalent  immobilization  of  antibodies  must  be  seen  as 
problematic. On the one hand, the nonspecific binding of such surfaces is enormous, on the other 
hand,  the  achieved  immobilization  does  not  appear  to  be  significantly  better  compared  to 
nonspecific physical adsorption.
A specific antibody binding could be achieved by the application of the active ester silane AE-S. 
Together with the employment of a spacer molecule based on polyethylene glycol, OH-PEG-S, a 
very good covalent binding of antibodies could be achieved, while at the same time preventing 
nonspecific binding. Thereby the ratio between AE-S and OH-PEG-S could be subject of future 
studies. In the presented work a value of 1:1 was used but experimental data showed that values up 
to 1:10 may be sought-after too.
Although the specific binding of the antibodies to the exterior of the bacteria cell  and their 
covalent chemical binding to the glass substrate can be assumed, a binding of the bacteria to the 
surface is not inevitable. Besides for AbK99, nothing is known about the antibodies’ epitope and 
whether  this  is  extending  enough from the  bacteria  cell  wall  to  be  bound by  the  immobilized 
antibodies. For the continuation of this project,  the search for appropriate antibodies and hence 
bacteria epitopes like pili and fimbriae for all bacteria to be detected is essential.
In addition, it could be shown that the binding of dead E. coli is superior to living bacteria. This 
must be taken into account if the detection and hence addressing the binding of living organism is 
sought-after in future projects. Furthermore, it became apparent that it will be essential for future 
studies  to  establish  new  automated  evaluation  methods,  for  instance  based  on  a  Fabry-Pérot 
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interferometer or surface plasmon resonance. The simple manual analysis of surface images taken 
by phase contrast microscopy is too error-prone and slow for a multiplicity of samples and high-
throughput automation.
Taken together, the presented results show the proof-of-principle of specifically binding bacteria 
by  antibodies  to  inverse  opal  structures.  They  open  the  way  towards  different  possible  future 
projects, finally leading to the potential sought-after biosensor for pathogens.
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The following section represents an excerpt of a manuscript already published during this thesis 
redaction 87 together with results unpublished until now.
First,  the  formation  of  the  colloidal  crystal  templates  is  briefly  introduced  in  section  5.1. 
Subsequently, the process of protein patterning around the nano-spheres and the resulting antibody 
annuli are described in sections  5.2 and  5.3, respectively. Eventually, the working antibodies and 
control experiments are demonstrated in sections 5.4 and 5.5.
5.1 Template Formation
In order to create a template for the later antibody patterning, a monolayer of (PS-MS) with large 
crystalline subareas, as shown in Figure 5.1, was generated on a glass slide substrate. It formation is 
described in section  2.2 – “Colloidal Crystals”. Antibody annuli patterns were fabricated by this 
precursor and finally tested.
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Figure 5.1 A)  Phase  contrast  image  of  a  hexagonal  structure  of  10 µm 
polystyrene microspheres (PS-MS). B) SEM image of PS-MS. The 
structure  was annealed  for  30 min  at  100 °C  for  connecting  the 
particles. (Scale bars: 100 µm (A) and 10 µm (B))
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5.2 Protein Patterning
For the purpose of cleaning, as the very first step all potentially existing impurities on the glass 
surface were removed by submerging the substrates in piranha solution, as described in section 
2.1.1 – “Preparation of Silane-Functionalized Glass Surfaces”.
A hexagonal structure of annuli made of specific antibodies (AbE1) against E. coli was created 
as depicted in  Figure 5.3.  The selected feature size,  10 µm, permits  examinations with optical 
microscopic techniques. Furthermore structures of 1 and 50 µm respectively PS-MS were produced, 
as depicted in Figure 5.4.
For the preparation of the antibody annuli structures, the annealed PS-MS samples were placed 
in a petri dish and incubated with equal amounts of AbE1 or AbE2 in varying volumes of either 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) or a 0.1 vol% solution of the surfactant Tween 20® in PBS (TPBS, 
Figure 5.2B). Hence different concentrations of the antibody solution could be achieved. As the 
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Figure 5.2 Steps for generating antibody microstructures: A) Template formation. B) 
Applying  of  antibody solution.  C)  Drying  of  solution.  D)  Sweeping  of 
antibodies  around  microspheres  (PS-MS).  E)  Template  removal.  F) 
Staining of annuli microstructures.
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solvent was evaporating (Figure 5.2C), the antibodies were swept by the liquid flow into the area 
which  contains  more  liquid  and  hence  around  the  PS-MS  (Figure  5.2D).  Similar  behavior  of 
nanoparticles was quantitatively analyzed recently.231 After drying, the microparticles were peeled 
off with the aid of adhesive tape (Figure 5.2E) and the final microstructure constituted of specific 
antibodies against E. coli was achieved. This pattern could be further visualized by, for instance, a 
fluorescent secondary antibody (Ab-Cy3) against the primary one (Figure 5.2F), which then could 
be observed with a fluorescent or Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (CLSM). The structures 
were examined by AFM with data shown in the following section.
It has been shown that under laboratory conditions of about 40 % humidity antibodies show 
motion on surfaces and the motion could only be eliminated after desiccating the samples for one 
week or more to remove surface-bound water layers.232 This feature of antibody movement under 
humid conditions was extensively exploited in the present work. The drops of antibody solution on 
the PS-MS-treated glass slides were dried at ambient lab conditions (approximately 24 °C, 24 % 
relative humidity, 7 hPa water vapor pressure) or alternative nearly zero humidity for times ranging 
from one up to six days before the PS particles were removed and the second antibody was applied. 
At the higher humidity range and for up to three days the samples could be identified as wet by bare 
eye since a water layer was still apparent, but even after four days, when there was no more water 
layer visible, no structures were observable under the fluorescence microscope after staining with 
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Figure 5.3 Fluorescence  microscope 
image of a hexagonal structure 
of  AbE1  annuli  labeled  with 
Ab-Cy3.  As  the  template,  if 
not  otherwise  identified, 
served  always  10 µm PS-MS. 
(Scale bar: 20 µm)
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Ab-Cy3. The same phenomenon was found when the samples were dried fast in a desiccator within 
several  hours  at  room  temperature.  Higher  temperature  (60 – 70 °C)  also  did  not  lead  to  the 
expected  results,  which  could  however  be  explained  by  an  occurring  heat  denaturation  of  the 
antibodies, i.e. proteins.
The  following  conclusions  were  drawn  concerning  the  movement  and  adsorption  of  the 
antibodies to the glass surface: The evaporation rate was an important factor in the formation of the 
antibody annuli; therefore, both temperature and relative humidity played important roles. While 
raising  temperature  was  not  a  favorable  means  due  to  the  likely  consequence  of  protein 
denaturation, speeding up the evaporation by reducing humidity may also led to the condition where 
the antibodies could no longer be completely transported by the fast retreating solvent. To overcome 
these issues it was necessary to dry the samples at temperatures below the denaturation point and at 
appropriate humidity values (20 – 30 %). This, in turn, required longer drying time to yield well-
bound antibody structures. It was found out that at the aforementioned conditions a minimum time 
of six days was necessary for obtaining stable structures. Shorter drying time or lower humidity led 
to unstable antibody topologies which then, for instance, dissolved during water contact.
It was also observed that both the solvent and the antibody concentration have a strong impact 
on the protein arrangement in the following drying process. When the antibody suspension (10 mM 
PBS and a concentration of 50 µg/ml) without Tween20® was applied, no formation of antibody 
annuli was observed, as depicted in  Figure 5.5A. Instead a structure of non-fluorescent partially 
connected ordered black dots  on a  red background was visible.  Because  fluorescent  secondary 
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Figure 5.4 Fluorescence microscope images of hexagonal structures of AbE1 
annuli labeled with Ab-Cy3. As the template served 1 µm (A) and 
50 µm (B) PS-MS. (Scale bars: 10 µm (A) and 20 µm (B))
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antibody Ab-Cy3 specifically binds to the primary, one could assume that the latter was coated 
homogeneously all over the sample. Only the areas which were protected by the PS-MS stayed free 
of antibodies and therefore showed no fluorescence signal. It was concluded that the availability of 
a surfactant like Tween20® was crucial  for the arrangement of antibodies into annuli  structures 
during the drying process. There were two possible reasons: Firstly, the protein mobility on surface 
was  increased  with the  presence of  the  surfactant.  Secondly,  the capillary linkage between the 
template spheres broke earlier with the presence of surfactants owing to the reduced surface tension, 
which also allowed the formation of the discrete ring structure.
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Figure 5.5 Fluorescence microscope images of structures treated with antibody 
solutions of different solvents,  concentrations and antibodies:  A) 
Sample treated with AbE1 solved in PBS instead of TPBS. The 
antibodies  (red  fluorescence)  are  coated  over  the  whole  sample, 
only the places where the polystyrene microspheres (PS-MS) were 
sitting  (black  dots)  are  free.  B)  Sample  treated  with  an  AbE1 
concentration of 6,7 µg/ml instead of 50 µg/ml in TPBS. Almost no 
structure  was  visible.  C)  Sample  treated  with  an  Ab1.1 
concentration of 500 µg/ml instead of 50 µg/ml in TPBS. Not all 
antibodies  have  moved  around  the  spheres  hence  a  strong 
background signal is still visible. D) Sample treated with 50 µg/ml 
AbE2  instead  of  AbE1.  No  structure  was  visible.  Scale  bars: 
20 µm. (Scale bars: 100 µm (A) and 20 µm (B – D))
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To  investigate  the  influence  of  the  antibody  concentration  on  the  structure  forming, 
concentration  used  previously  of  50 µg/ml  antibodies  in  TPBS  (Figure  5.3)  was  decreased  to 
6.7 µg/ml and increased up to 500 µg/ml respectively. The resultant fluorescence images are shown 
in  Figure 5.5B and  Figure 5.5C. In the former case, the concentration was apparently too low to 
cause any structure forming around the PS-MS. Only very few and pale annuli were visible through 
fluorescence imaging, but no array structures could be discerned. In the latter case, the exceedingly 
high concentration of antibodies led to a  strong background fluorescence though patterns were 
discernible. This suggested that the amount of antibodies that could be transported by the solvent 
during the drying process was limited. If the amount of antibodies exceeded a specific limit, then it 
was no longer possible for the solvent to transport all  of them to the edge of the PS-MS. The 
residual proteins were deposited in the space between the particles, hence increasing the noise-to-
signal ratio.
Following that,  the impact of antibodies obtained by different suppliers  and hence different 
versions of  antibodies against  E. coli K12 was investigated.  Figure 5.5D shows a fluorescence 
microscope image of a sample with an exchanged antibody after staining with Ab-Cy3. Instead of 
the previously used AbE1, another antibody (AbE2) at the working concentration of 50 µg/ml in 
TPBS was applied for the incubation step of the PS-MS. No annuli, not to mention any crystalline 
structures, were visible over the whole sample. Although AbE2 was also targeting against  E. coli 
K12, it did not show the same annuli structure forming property. Since most of the structure of IgG 
antibodies was equal between different types,  the solvent in which the antibody is  offered was 
considered to be crucial. Unfortunately the explicit composition of the obtained antibody solutions 
was unknown.
In summary, it was necessary to dispense the antibodies in the appropriate solvent which should 
compromise a surfactant to modify the surface tension and the protein surface. Also the protein 
concentration should be fine-tuned in order to obtain defined structures as well as a high signal to 
noise ratio. In the experiments presented here the optimal solvent was a 0.1 vol% concentration of 
Tween 20® in PBS and an antibody concentration of 50 µg/ml.
5.3 Antibody Annuli Structures
The topographical properties and structure of the antibody annuli were observed by AFM, as shown 
in  Figure 5.6 and  Figure 5.7. Because no labeling is necessary for this technique, the unaltered 
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topology of the primary antibodies without any potential corruption by a secondary antibody could 
be observed. In Figure 5.7A the almost perfect hexagonal structure of seven annuli is presented. The 
distance between the neighboring rings was 10 µm, identical to the diameter of the MS-PS in the 
template.  Figure 5.7B shows the cross section through three annuli in a line in  Figure 5.7A. The 
annulus height was in the range of 25 – 40 nm. Because one IgG antibody had an extension between 
approximately 10 and 15 nm 171,172 it was assumed that layers of two or three antibodies were packed 
on  top  of  each  other  in  the  structure.  The lateral  annuli  thickness  lay  between 0.5  and 1 µm. 
Therefore, multiple antibodies were packed next to each other. The outer diameter of one annulus, 
as depicted in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, lay between 3 and 3.5 µm and hence the inner diameter 
between 1 and 2 µm.  Figure 5.6B shows that the inner shape of an annulus is,  according to its 
origin, hemispherical. They therefore could serve as perfect attaching points for spherical objects 
like giant vesicles or cells in further studies. The AFM images clearly show that the surface around 
the annuli was smooth in spite of some minor impurities, and therefore the signal-to-noise ratio 
could be high. This was especially useful for selective binding of specific antigens from a mixture.
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Figure 5.6 AFM images of a single antibody (AbE1) annuli.  (Lateral scale bar: 1 µm, 
height scale bar applies to all AFM images throughout the article.)
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5.4 Proteins Bound to Annuli Structures
To  demonstrate  the  versatility  of  this  protein  patterning  technique,  an  array  of  annuli  with  a 
monoclonal  antibody  (AbGFP-DL)  against  the  Green  Fluorescent  Protein  (GFP),  labeled  with 
DyLight™ 549, was created. The concentration and minimum time for drying were the same values 
as had been characterized before for  being optimal  (50 µg/ml  in  TPBS,  more than six  days  at 
ambient conditions). The corresponding fluorescence image is depicted in  Fehler: Referenz nicht
gefundenA. Hexagonal structures were created as described before. In the next step the surface was 
incubated with a solution of 10 mg/ml enhanced Green Fluorescence Protein (eGFP) in PBS over 
night, rinsed several times with PBS and again visualized with a fluorescent microscope (Fehler:
Referenz nicht gefundenB). The same hexagonal structure as for the antibody was visible for the 
fluorescent protein. In Fehler: Referenz nicht gefundenC the superposition of Fehler: Referenz nicht
gefundenA and  Fehler:  Referenz  nicht  gefundenB  and  therefore  the  two  dyes  is  shown.  The 
antibody structures clearly coincide with the protein pattern – its antigen. Therefore, it is concluded 
that the antibodies are still able to bind to their antigens after the patterning process, and their full 
functionality is well preserved.
With these experiments it could also be show that this new patterning process is not limited to a 
special  type  of  antibody.  This  phenomenon  is  ascribed  to  the  comparatively  small  structural 
differences within the IgG family.233 The replacement  by other monoclonal  and polyclonal  IgG 
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Figure 5.7 A) AFM image of a hexagonal structure of antibody (AbE1) annuli. B) 
Cross section of (A) along the white line. Dashed lines represent blue 
crosses in A. (Scale bar: 5 µm)
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antibodies is possible and can, under the appropriate conditions, easily be used to produce 2D-
arrays of annuli structures of a large variety of antibodies.
5.5 Negative Control for Specific Binding
As a negative control test Ab-Cy3 was substituted with a nonspecific Donkey anti-Mouse antibody 
(AbX-FITC). In this combination of primary and secondary antibody the formed structures showed 
no fluorescence signal after processing (data not shown).
Because Ab-Cy3 after processing still binds to AbE1, as depicted in the fluorescent images, it 
can be inferred that the epitope binding motive of the second antibody on the first is not degraded 
during the proceedings, and therefore the quaternary structure of this epitope region in AbE1 is 
likely to be preserved. Merkel et al. have shown that in general the functionality of immobilized 
proteins  appears  to  be  robust  to  a  variety  of  immobilization  strategies,  at  least  qualitatively.234 
According to this, it is concluded that the epitope binding motives of AbE1 remain unaltered and 
thus the antibodies are able to bind to their corresponding antigens.
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Figure 5.8: Fluorescence microscope images of a hexagonal annuli structure. A) anti-
GFP DyLight™ 549 labeled antibodies (AbGFP-DL).  B) GFP bound to 
AbGFP-DL. C) Overlay of (A) and (B). )Scale bar: 20 µm)
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The following section represents an excerpt of a manuscript submitted during this thesis redaction 
(cf. section 10.2 – Submitted Manuscripts) together with until now unpublished results.
The multi-scale detection function of the biomolecular nano-ring arrays, introduced in the last 
section,  is  reported.  They  served  as  a  versatile  sensing  platform,  i.e.  for  the  detection  from 
molecules to whole cell organisms, owing to the hierarchical structural features. Two examples, 
covering both prokaryotes and eukaryotes systems and ranging from single molecules like integrin 
to whole cells like  E. coli, were used in the following sections to demonstrate the advanced bio-
recognition functions of this structured antibody surface by fully utilizing the ordered arrangement, 
the geometrical advantage of nano-rings in capture (section 6.1 – “Bacteria Whole-Cell Sensing”) 
and the protein molecular recognition function as a platform integration with synthetic biology 
(section 6.2 – “Cellular Mimics by Integrin Functionalized Lipid Vesicles”).
6.1 Bacteria Whole-Cell Sensing
In  this  section,  a  selective  bacterial  detection  by  the  structured  antibody surface  from a  crude 
mixture of different bacterial species is described.
Recent finding on the immobilization of bacteria cells 97 led to the hypothesis that the binding of 
bacteria to an antibody coated surface could also be heavily influenced, and maybe improved, by 
the surface structure. As already shown in sections 5.2 and 5.3, it is possible to pattern antibodies in 
a nano-ring/annulus-shaped fashion and that the proteins having undergone this process retain their 
functionality.87 In  the  context  of  bacteria  whole-cell  sensing,  the  first  question  to  address  was 
whether  it  is  possible  to  bind  bacteria  to  this  structured  antibody nano-ring  arrays  against  the 
specific  strain.  The second question was whether these structured patterns improve the binding 
capabilities of the substrate compared to non-structured “flat” surfaces. The primary concept of 
binding bacteria by antibodies to a curved surface is depicted in schematic scale in Figure 6.1. The 
proteins are preferably immobilized by their Fc end to the substrate (light blue), presenting the Fab 
terminus,  the recognition fragment,  to  the  solution from where  the bacteria,  e.g.  E. coli,  to  be 
captured.
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6.1.1 Bacterial Binding to Antibody Annuli
In  Figure  6.2 E.  coli K12  bound  to  AbE1 annuli  against  this  bacteria  strain  are  shown.  The 
structures were constituted by 50 µm PS-MS. The diameter of an AbE1 annulus was on the order of 
10 to  15 µm. In  Figure 6.2A the  phase  contrast  image clearly  shows the  hexagonal  pattern of 
bacteria bound to the annuli antibody structures emerging from 50 µm PS-MS. In  Figure 6.2C a 
single  ring-like  annulus  from 50 µm  PS-MS  is  shown.  The  bacteria  were  stained  with  DAPI 
fluorescence dye and imaged by fluorescence microscopy. The images clearly show that the bacteria 
were captured on the AbE1 annuli.
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Figure 6.2 E. coli bound to a hexagonal pattern of anti-E. coli antibodies. A + B) 
Phase contrast images. C) Fluorescence image, bluish  E. coli, stained 
with  DAPI,  reddish  antibodies,  stained  with  Ab-Cy3.  (Scale  bars: 
50 µm (A) and 10 µm (B+C)
Figure 6.1 Schematic  illustration  of  E. 
coli bound  to  a  planar 
antibody surface (A) and to an 
annuli-structured  antibody 
surface (B). (Not to scale)
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6.1.2 Comparison between Annuli- and Non-structured surfaces
In order to verify whether these antibody structures were still specific for their actual antigen and 
whether the arrangement of antibodies in a curved topography could improve the binding of the 
bacteria, comparative experiments were carried out. Figure 6.3 shows the results of a test in which 
three different bacteria strains were applied to a pattern of anti-E. coli antibodies. For each image 
the number and average size of particles were determined by image analysis software. In  Figure
6.3A a phase contrast image shows a hexagonal pattern of anti-E. coli antibodies incubated with a 
mixture  of  Proteus  myxofaciens (P.  myx)  and  Klebsiella  planticola (K.  pla)  (optical  density 
OD600 = 0.1)  and  rinsed  afterwards.  In  this  case  the  bacteria  strains  are  not  specific  for  the 
antibodies. One can clearly see the individual annuli and that only few single particles are present. 
Most of the bacteria did not bind to the antibody structures and were rinsed away. Therefore it is 
concluded that the nonspecific binding is marginal.
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Figure 6.3 A) Phase contrast image of a hexagonal pattern of AbE1, incubated with a 
solution of P. myx. and K. pla.. B) Phase contrast image of a similar surface 
but incubated with E. coli in addition to the aforementioned bacteria. (Scale 
bar:  20 µm)  C)  Relation  between  the  number  of  particles  in  the  size 
between 1 and 3 µm2 on an anti-E. coli antibodies surface and the applied 
bacteria strains.
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In the comparison experiment, in addition to the two other bacteria strains, E. coli was added at 
the same concentration. After applying the bacteria mixture, incubating and rinsing, the antibody 
annuli array structures became hardly discernible as shown in  Figure 6.3B. Contrary to the case 
above,  a large amount of small  particles,  i.e.  bacteria,  are  randomly distributed on the surface. 
Although not strictly following the annuli contour, many particles, most likely the E. coli, bound to 
the antibody structures under a close examination. The amount of particles and their size in the two 
images are compared in Figure 6.3C. On comparable substrates the number of particles in the size 
of bacteria (1 – 3 µm2) is more than twice as high (127 compared to 57) after rinsing if the specific 
bacteria, i.e. E. coli, are present in the solution.
To prove that the annuli-patterned substrate is superior over a normal “flat” substrate incubated 
with antibodies and dried afterwards, the experiment was repeated on a flat glass slide coated by 
physical adsorption with the same kind of antibodies as in Figure 6.3. The corresponding image is 
depicted in  Figure 6.4.  Figure 6.4C shows that less (1/3 – 1/2) specific and non-specific binding 
occurs when particles are bound to the flat surface compared to the annuli-structured one.  The 
higher binding capacity of the annuli-structured surface can be exploited in a potential biosensor.
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Figure 6.4 A)  Phase  contrast  image  of  a  planar  glass  slide  coated  with  AbE1 and 
incubated with a solution of P. myx. and K. pla.. B) Phase contrast image of 
a  similar  surface  but  incubated  with  E. coli in  addition  to  the 
aforementioned  bacteria.  (Scale  bar:  20 µm)  C)  Relation  between  the 
number of particles in the size between 1 and 3 µm2 on a planar anti-E. coli 
antibodies surface and the applied bacteria strains.
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This study shows that the antibody-annuli-patterned surface can function as an effective detector 
device for bacteria in a mixture solution, since the specific capture of bacteria has been significantly 
improved owing to  the geometrical  feature  of  the annuli.  The study also corroborates  that  the 
specificity of the antibodies immobilized in two-dimensional annuli arrays was unscathed during 
the surface preparation and the following detection procedures.
6.2 Cellular Mimics by Integrin Functionalized Lipid Vesicles
The structured  protein  annuli  can  also  be  employed for  the  bio-recognition  and enrichment  of 
eukaryotic mammalian cells by integrin-mediated cell adhesion.
Integrins present an important family of transmembrane proteins specifically responsible for the 
mediation of cell surface adhesion and binding to the extracellular matrix.235 They are involved in 
mechanical interactions and in signal transduction processes inside cells. Furthermore, they present 
an interesting class of transmembrane proteins appearing in different kind of physiological as well 
as  pathophysiological  processes  and  are  known  as  potential  targets  for  drug  development.236 
Integrins  are  heterodimeric  and  consist  of  two,  non-covalently  bound subunits,  alpha  and beta 
respectively.237 One integrin species, the vitronectin receptor αvβ3, is especially involved in tumor 
metastasis and tumor-related angiogenesis.238 The investigation of the interactions between such 
transmembrane  proteins  and  their  potential  ligands  is  of  great  importance.  In  particular,  the 
development of methods to prepare substrates having ligands immobilized in controlled densities 
and  patterns  and  wherein  the  ligand–receptor  interactions  between cell  and  substrate  are  well-
defined is sought.239 Our technique therefore provides a toolbox to investigate the interplay between 
integrin  and  its  ligand,  which  underpins  the  major  scientific  effort  of  elucidating  the  complex 
biological pathways associated with cell membranes.
Cell  culture  models  are  widely  exploited  for  integrin-ligand  drug  screening.240,241 Although 
bearing some advantages, the number, location and state of the integrins in the cell membrane can 
hardly be controlled, hence resulting in poor reproducibility. The implications of using cell-free 
binding tests are however problematic since integrins, as membrane proteins, need a cell membrane 
environment  for  their  native  conformation  and  the  purified  integrins  are  hardly  functional. 
Moreover,  the incorporation of  membranes  may be crucial  for  the protein-ligand interaction of 
membrane proteins.  To overcome these intrinsic problems, a  cellular  membrane mimic system, 
where native transmembrane receptors were incorporated into artificial phospholipid bilayers on 
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biosensor devices, was developed for the first time in 2006.242 This technique was one step further 
improved by incorporating intact αIIbβ3 integrin molecules in giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) in 
the range of 20 – 40 µm instead of planar bilayers, hence creating artificial integrin-functionalized 
phospholipid quasi-spheres.243
In contrast to the present binding assays  244,245, an alternative is presented in this work: An in  
vitro assay, enabling characterization of both native and synthetic integrin ligands. The approach is 
expected to be capable of providing quantitative conclusions about the interplay between integrin 
and its ligands by, for instance, the intensity of a fluorescence signal arising from binding events to 
the  antibody-structured  surface.  Both  concepts,  a  cellular  membrane  mimic  system for  ligand-
binding studies and the incorporation of integrins in vesicles are brought together in the second part 
of the presented work. Integrin αvβ3 was incorporated into large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs)  191 
(diameters  60 – 100 nm)  consisting  of  a  phospholipid  bilayer  and  specifically  bound to  annuli 
antibody structures where the antibodies were specific for the integrin αvβ3. In brief, multilamellar 
vesicles were repeatedly extruded under moderate pressure through polycarbonate filters (100 nm 
pore size). These spherical vesicles were bound to and defined by the array of antibody nano-rings. 
The secondary vesicle structures were observed by means of atomic force, phase contrast as well as 
fluorescence microscopy.
6.2.1 Assembly of Integrin αvβ3 in 100 nm Vesicles
The  antibody  annuli  were  used  so  far  to  bind  whole  bacteria,  on  which  the  actual  antigen  is 
unknown. As the next step, a specific protein was utilized, against which the antibody annuli are 
specific. Two questions were addressed in this part of the presented work: it was examined, firstly, 
whether  it  was  possible  to  incorporate  human  integrin  αvβ3 into  the  1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DOPC) 100 nm vesicles. Secondly, whether the inserted integrins have kept their 
physiological structure during vesicle preparation and could bind specifically to an annuli structure 
made of antibodies against this protein. The answer of the first question brought us to an integrin 
binding  assay  as  well  as  a  model  for  the  binding  of  cells  containing  integrin  in  their  outer 
membrane. The schematic in Figure 6.5A depicts a DOPC-vesicle with on average three integrated 
integrin  molecules.  Figure  6.5B and  Figure  6.5C  illustrate  the  question  already  raised  for  the 
bacteria study: Will the vesicles show enhanced binding to the structured surface compared to “flat“ 
surfaces?
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6.2.2 Integrin Functionality
In  order  to  investigate  the  orientation  and  conformation  of  the  incorporated  integrins,  human 
integrin αvβ3 was selected for constituting the nanoring structures because of its resolved specificity 
to human integrin. The height of the antibody annuli was measured by AFM after constitution, i.e. 
before incubation, and after pipetting a small amount of integrin vesicles on them. To check for 
unspecific  binding  to  the  antibody  structures,  the  surface  was  incubated  with  vesicles  without 
integrin. Examples for the results are shown in Figure 6.6.  Figure 6.6A shows the AFM-image of 
antibody annuli incubated with vesicles without integrin and  Figure 6.6B incubated with vesicles 
with integrin. Height profiles were extracted from the white lines and are depicted in Figure 6.6C. 
One can clearly see that the topography after the incubation with integrin vesicles is approximately 
100 nm higher compared to the pure structures.
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Figure 6.5 A)  Schematic  illustration  of  a  vesicle  with 
three  incorporated  integrin  molecules.  B) 
Integrin  vesicles  inter-acting  with  a  planar 
antibody coated surface.  C) Integrin vesicles 
interacting with a structured antibody surface. 
(Not to scale)
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The mean values of several analogous experiments and an additional comparison with surfaces 
incubated with pure vesicles without any integrin are depicted in Figure 6.7. Although the error due 
to the limited number of annuli is fairly high, a clear distinction between integrin and non-integrin 
vesicles as well as the pure antibody structures can be made. The topography of the antibody annuli 
is about 100 to 150 nm higher compared to the two other cases if proteoliposomes are applied. 
Furthermore the height difference is in good agreement with the diameter of the applied vesicles. 
This  accordance  means  that  the  vesicles  are  only  bound  to  the  antibody  structures  if  integrin 
molecules are present in the double layer. It is assumed that the proteins are bound to the antibody 
structures and are therefore in a physiological conformation.
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Figure 6.6 AFM images  of  annuli  antibody  surface,  incubated  with 
vesicles  without  integrin  (A)  and  with  integrin  (B). 
C) Height profiles along the indicated lines: A) dashed, B) 
continuous. (Scale bars: 5 µm)
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An  additional  test  was  conducted  to  further  prove  the  specific  binding  of  vesicles  to  the 
antibody annuli. A fluorescent dye was included in the vesicle membranes and the signal intensity 
was measured for the three aforementioned cases. The corresponding graphs are presented in Figure
6.8.  The  wide  error-bars  were  probably  caused  by  the  small  amount  of  fluorescent  molecules 
incorporated  in  the  vesicle  membranes  and  the  limited  sensitivity  of  the  utilized  microscope 
relatively high. But nonetheless the trend is consistent to the AFM height evaluation, showing a 
stronger signal for vesicles with integrin than without.
6.3 P19 Cells Bound to Annuli Structures
Subsequent to bacteria and integrin vesicles, it was finally tested whether it is possible to bind P19 
embryonal carcinoma cells to the AbI-AF annuli pattern. It is known that P19 cells carry integrin 
αvβ3 on their membrane.246 Hence these cells represent a reasonable continuation to the previous 
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Figure 6.7 Average  height  of  AbI  antibody  annuli  structures  (top),  incubated  with 
vesicles without integrin (middle) and with integrin (bottom). Measured by 
AFM.
Figure 6.8 Average mean grey value (higher = brighter) of antibody annuli surfaces 
incubated with vesicles stained with a fluorescence dye (DiD648, top) and 
the same vesicles with additionally incorporated (bottom).  Measured by 
fluorescence microscopy.
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experiments with integrin vesicles and it was sought-after to find out whether their adhesion to 
surface is affected by the anti-integrin antibody annuli.
The cells were cultivated  without any antibiotics  over several days by another group member 
until  they  had  reached  a  concentration  of  approximately  105 and  106 cells  per  milliliter. 
Subsequently,  antibody  annuli  structure  of  10,  20,  50  and  100 µm  were  incubated  with  four 
milliliters of the P19 suspension for 5, 24 and 48 hours. Three typical images of the results are 
depicted in Figure 6.9.
It  is  evident  that  no  pattern  of  P19  cells  was  visible  nor  was  any  other  structure  of  the 
underlying antibody annuli adopted by the cells. The same accounted for other sizes of antibody 
structures, incubation times and concentrations. Therefore, it is concluded that the pattern of anti-
integrin αvβ3 antibody was not able to influence the surface adhesion and growing of the P19 cells. 
Possible explanations could be that the integrins on the membrane of the cells were neither bound to 
nor effected by the antibodies. Because in previous experiments this mere binding was observed, it 
is also possible that the binding of single integrin molecules in the membrane did not effect the 
growth and development of the P19 cells in a way that the results are microscopically visible.
6.4 Circular Antibody Structures
In contrast to the readily described annuli and in order to achieve circular structures completely 
filled with antibodies against E. coli another proceeding was developed. It included no drying step, 
hence the arrangement of the antibodies is not induced by the retreating solvent. Rather the area 
around the microparticles was passivated. Compared to microspot printing our technique allows the 
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Figure 6.9 P19 cells (phase contrast, green colored) incubated on AbI-AF (fluorescent, 
grey colored) annuli pattern of different sizes. (Scale bars: 20 µm (A) and 
100 µm (B + C))
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production  of  large-scale  spots  in  a  very  simple  „bench-top“  process  without  the  need  for 
sophisticated  equipment  like,  for  instance,  a  microarray  printer,  therefore  being  cheap  and 
timesaving.247
As the first step, a monolayer of microparticles in the size of 10 µm was again deposited on a 
cleaned glass slide by horizontal deposition. The area around the microspheres was subsequently 
activated by very shortly dipping the substrate in boiling piranha solution. Thereby timing was 
crucial. An overly long incubation of the polystyrene template in the boiling acid caused a complete 
displacement of the spheres and therefore destruction of the structures.
After activating the hydroxyl groups the surface was in the next step passivated by means of the 
silane Methoxytriethyleneoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS), which has a structural property (O-
C2H4)n similar  to  that  of  polyethylene  glycols  (PEGs)  and  was  commercially  available.  As 
mentioned  above,  PEGs  are  known  to  be  chemically  inert  and  especially  to  prevent  protein 
attachment,  like  e.g.  antibody  adsorption.  Although  the  PEG-derivate  used  in  this  study  was 
significantly shorter compared to the one examined by Sofia et al.224 (with molecular weights in the 
range of several thousand up to 20,000 Da), the results showed a significant blocking of the protein 
adsorption on the areas passivated with PEG silanes.
Subsequently  to  the  passivation  step  the  residual  microparticle  template  was  dissolved  and 
washed  away,  uncovering  non-passivated  circle  spots,  which  were  filled  with  physisorbed 
antibodies  subsequently:  The sample was immersed overnight  in  an AbE1 solution,  rinsed and 
incubated for another night with Ab-Cy3. The results are depicted in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10 CLSM images of circular antibody structures. 
(Scale bars: 20 µm (A) and 5 µm (B))
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It can be clearly seen that red spots were evenly distributed over a dark background and partially 
formed a hexagonal pattern. There were two types of red circles, namely fully filled red circles and 
ring-like red circles. The red fluorescence implied the specific binding of the secondary to the first 
antibody,  which  was  selectively  deposited  on  the  areas  protected  by  the  PS.MS spheres  from 
PEGylation. The dark areas in the incomplete red circles or the ring-like circles suggested that no 
antibodies  were  bound.  A possible  explanation  for  this  can  be  that  the  particles  only  partially 
touched the bottom which could be caused during template formation where the microspheres did 
not achieve perfect hexagonal ordered crystals. A possible explanation for the residual signals could 
be impurities in the antibody solution as well as density and concentration heterogeneity during 
immersing of the samples.
On the other side, when the surface was not treated with MTMS, the inverse structure could be 
observed (data not shown). The antibodies were physisorbed to the whole glass surface. That means 
if the spheres are dissolved before applying AbE1 almost the entire glass slide showed a fluorescent 
signal after staining with Ab-Cy3. If the antibodies however are applied without dissolving the 
spheres  before,  one  can  observe  dark  dots  (where  the  particles  where  sitting)  on  a  bright 
(fluorescent) background after the staining (data not shown).
6.5 Conclusion and Outlook
In this section a new and facile approach for patterning large-scale 2D arrays of ordered antibody 
annuli with a preserved protein functionality and tunability in size and shape was presented. The 
distance  between  the  created  annuli  could  easily  be  tuned  by  using  templates  of  appropriate 
polystyrene  microspheres  (PS-MS).  Particles  of  sizes  between 1  and 100 µm were  studied  but 
different ones should be readily applicable.
The  patterning  of  large  area  nanoscale  ring  structures,  dots,  rods  and microwire  networks, 
respectively, by a similar attempt has already been described for carbon nanotubes 248, iron 249 and 
gold nanoparticles.250,251 Here it  was demonstrated that this approach could be expanded further 
from hard to soft  matter.  Antibodies,  as a class of much more complex nanoparticles featuring 
bioactive functionalities, could also be patterned into hexagonal arranged annuli arrays with a high 
robustness as well  as active bio-functionality. To obtain a template for protein patterning,  glass 
substrates  were  covered  with  a  crystalline  monolayer  of  micrometer-sized  polystyrene  spheres. 
After detaching the template, the resulting antibody patterning was investigated by atomic force, 
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confocal  and fluorescence microscopy. To study the protein drying,  migration and arrangement 
processes, antibodies against Escherichia coli K12 and enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein (eGFP) 
were used as model systems. The integrity of the primary antibodies in the ring structures appeared 
to be well-preserved during the patterning procedures, hence remaining effective in binding their 
specific antigens. The structures showed robust properties without any sign of degradation after 
rewetting by, for instance, the aqueous secondary antibody solution. So it can be concluded that the 
proteins, although still showing bioactivity, are strongly bound to the substrate and connected with 
each other simply through the drying procedure. The produced antibody annuli structures replicated 
the  hexagonal  alignment  from  the  colloidal  template  and  consisted  of  two  to  three  layers  of 
antibodies.
With this approach, the drying lithography method  250 was taken one step further in terms of 
structure versatility and bio-compatibility, whereas in particular the latter opens up new avenues for 
constructing supramolecular architectures with cellular compositions for sensing applications. This 
facilitated  the  subsequent  demonstration  of  the  validity  of  this  novel  technique  for  further 
applications.
The ordered antibody-annuli surfaces, created in the presented work, provided a new sensing 
platform that could address antigens of several orders of magnitude – ranging from single molecules 
like integrin to whole bacteria cells like E. coli. In addition to exploiting the singular biochemical 
specificity and sensitivity of antibodies for a multiplicity of molecules, the physical shape and size 
of the surface features were employed by the creation of ordered annuli-shaped antibody pattern for 
cellular  and  vesicular  attachment.  By  positioning  antibodies  in  a  three-dimensional  curved 
topography,  the physical  shape and dimensions of an antibody surface resulted in an enhanced 
specific binding capability of analytes.
Contrariwise, for the binding of P19 cells to antibody annuli no clear results could be observed. 
Therefore, it is concluded that other cell lines and maybe different membrane proteins needed to be 
investigated for their application in binding eukaryotic cells to an antibody pattern in a defined way.
Eventually,  filled spots  of  antibodies  could  be  prepared  by  passivating  the area  around the 
microspheres with a silane showing structural characteristics similar to PEGs. After the detachment 
of the PS spheres the primary antibodies were applied and physisorbed to the silane-free surface.
It was shown that the solvent of the antibodies played a major role in the arrangement into 
annuli  and  hence  exclude  some of  the  commercially  available  antibodies  from this  technique. 
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Hence, the capability of a specific antibody to be applicable must be examined as the case arises. 
This may be a problem if there will be only one specific antibody available but can be overcome by, 
for instance, putting further efforts in the cleaning or exchange of the antibody solution.
In summary, a facile and versatile „bottom-up“ strategy for generating large area microarrays of 
different mono- as well as polyclonal antibody annuli was presented. It could be employed as a 
surface technology toolbox in the micrometer regime, for structured bioactive surfaces which can be 
applied in, for instance, biochemistry, molecular biology and materials science. Owing to its relative 
simplicity this framework should easily be extendable to other antibodies and proteins as well. The 
additional structuring of surfaces with a hexagonal patterning of antibody annuli can enable annuli-
shaped  antibody-based  microarray  sensors.  The  approach  may  be  used  for  methods  requiring 
hexagonal arrangements of vesicles, cells and other microsize biological objects and thereby assist 
well-established methods like cell culture and future cell-free in vitro assays.
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Starting with section  7.1 the process of nano-filter fabrication including occurred problems and 
adequate solutions are elucidated. Following that, the trials to get rid of cracks and to find a suitable 
substrate material are presented in sections 7.2 and 7.3, respectively. Eventually, in section 7.4 the 
first results of bacteria applied to the generated structures are demonstrated.
7.1 Fabrication Process
As  described  in  section  1.6.4 – “200 nm  Size  Exclusion  Filters  for  Nano-Filtration”,  200 nm 
filtrations are frequently referred to as “sterile filtration”. The aim of this project was to achieve 
200 nm filters in an extremely flat way for application in an optical read-out system.
To  achieve  a  pore  size  of  approximately  200 nm,  much  smaller  particles  compared  to  the 
already described 10 µm PS-MS had to be used. Because the diameter of the contact area between 
two equal polystyrene particles, and hence the smallest dimension in the according inverse opals, is 
approximately  one  fifth  of  their  diameter  after  annealing  (cf.  section  4.5 – “Inverse  Opals
Dimensioning”), 1 µm PS-MS seemed to be reasonable for the construction of 200 nm pores.
In the beginning, it was tried to generate inverse opals by sequential deposition of 1 µm PS-MS 
and  7 nm  silica  nano-particles  in  ultrapure  water  in  a  PTFE  trough,  as  described  in  section 
2.3.1 – “Sequential Deposition“. The resulting structures before and after pyrolysis are depicted in 
Figure 7.1A and Figure 7.1B, respectively.
It  is  obvious  that  only  parts  of  the  substrate  were  covered  with  particles,  which  made the 
structure intrinsically unfeasible as a filter. This was also visible by eye because large “insular” 
structures were formed. A simple increase in the volumes, until the whole surface would have been 
covered by inverse opals, would have led to, amongst others, too much particle layers, which would 
be not applicable in a potential filter for liquids, due to an increase in pressure.
Therefore the next idea was to substitute the ultrapure water with a surfactant like T20, in order 
to decrease the surface tension and facilitate the formation of a homogenous liquid layer above the 
substrate.  The  corresponding  SEM  images  are  depicted  in  Figure  7.1C  and  Figure  7.1D, 
respectively. Sponge-like structures with very small cavities in the order of tens of nanometers were 
formed.  The reason for  this  behavior  stayed unclear  and the formed structures  showed several 
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distinct disadvantages. On the one hand, an unneeded small porosity for the purpose of bacteria 
filtering was generated, potentially leading again to an increase in pressure. On the other hand, the 
number  of  “layers” and the roughness  of  the  surface  – which was sought-afterto  be as  flat  as 
possible – seemed to be uncontrollable.
All those drawbacks made the sequential deposition in a PTFE trough to appear unfeasible for 
the sought-after filter application. Hence, it was switched to the second possibility – the sequential 
vertical deposition, as likewise described in section 2.3.1 – “Sequential Deposition“. The resulting 
structures are depicted in Figure 7.2.
One can clearly see that the fabricated inverse opals were of better order and hence quality. 
SEM images show a perfect crystalline arrangement and defined number of layers. Furthermore, in 
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Figure 7.1 SEM  images  of  different  inverse  opals  built  from  1 µm  PS-MS  by 
sequential  deposition  in  a  PTFE  trough.  A +  B)  PS-MS  suspended  in 
ultrapure water.  C + D) PS-MS suspended in T20. (Scale bars:  200 nm 
(A,C,D) and 5 µm (B))
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Figure  7.2 the  generated  connecting  openings  between  two  hollow  spheres  with  the  required 
diameters of about 200 nm, are clearly visible.
Nevertheless,  also  this  fabrication  process  revealed  one  phenomenon  making  the  obtained 
structures inappropriate for potential filter applications. Fine cracks could be observed along the 
growth direction of the polystyrene and silica particles, as depicted in Figure 7.2A. The reason for 
them is the release of the stress accumulated in the lattice due to shrinkage of the water layer around 
the  spheres  during  the  drying  process.130,252 The  spacing  between the  cracks  was about  several 
micrometers.
To overcome these issues, two “anti-crack approaches” were accomplished and are described in 
the next sections.
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Figure 7.2 SEM images of different inverse opals built from 1 µm PS-MS by vertical 
co-deposition. A + B) side view. C + D) top view. (Scale bars: 10 µm (A), 
1 µm (B + C) and 200 nm (D))
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7.2 Anti-Crack Approaches
SEM images showing the incidence of typical cracks during inverse opals construction are depicted 
in  Figure 7.3.  It  was visible  that  they were evenly distributed over  the whole substrate with a 
distance  between two parallel  cracks  of  about  10 – 20 µm and a  width  of  the  cracks  of  about 
1 – 2 µm.
In order to dispose them and make the structures appropriate for a potential application as a 
filter for bacteria, two approaches were pursued. On the one hand three thin layers of inverse opals 
were generated on top of each other. On the other hand, instead of using 7 nm silica nano-spheres, 
the sol-gel precursor tetraethyl orthosilicate was used as the filling material. It has been recently 
shown that  with  this  approach large-area,  highly  ordered,  crack-free inverse opals  film can  be 
fabricated.139
7.2.1 Multilayer Assembly
The first  approach to  overcome the emergence of cracks in  the crystal  and hence to  make the 
created inverse opal structures suitable as a filter element for bacteria, was not to avoid them but 
rather the consequence of their existence, which was a connecting passage from one side of the 
substrate to the other without the liquid passing through the inverse opal cavities.
Therefore, three thin layers of inverse opals were deposited one after another on top of each 
other, each showing a thickness of 1 – 3 µm. With every additional layer the probability of end-to-
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Figure 7.3 SEM images of 1 µm inverse opals, showing multiple cracks. (Scale bars: 
10 µm (A) and 1 µm (B))
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end cracks decreased and the defects changed from lines to points and eventually disappeared, as 
depicted in Figure 7.4.
Before the deposition of the next layer of inverse opals, each layer was tempered and afterwards 
assembled  again  in  the  vertical  deposition  instrument.  Hence,  for  three  layers  three  steps  of 
tempering  and  vertical  deposition  were  necessary.  Consequently,  the  whole  process  was  time-
consuming and had the risk of losing parts of the structure in between, hence leading to only very 
small intact filters. Therefore, another optimization step for avoiding cracks was necessary. It was 
found in a sol-gel process and is described in the next section.
7.2.2 Co-assembly with Sol-Gel Precursor
According to  Hatton et  al.  avoidance  of  cracks  during  the  fabrication of  inverse  opals  can be 
achieved by exploiting such a sol-gel precursor.139 They generated multilayered composite colloidal 
crystal  films  by  evaporative  deposition  of  polymeric  colloidal  spheres  suspended  within  a 
hydrolyzed silicate sol-gel precursor solution. The co-assembly of a sacrificial colloidal template 
with  a  matrix  material  avoided  the  need  for  liquid  infiltration  into  the  colloidal  crystal  and 
minimized the associated cracking and inhomogeneities of the resulting inverse opal films. The 
resulting SEM images are depicted in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.4 SEM images of 1 µm inverse opals,  showing two layers on top of each 
other. (Scale bars: 10 µm (A) and 5 µm (B))
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On parts  of  the  substrate  cracks  were  still  visible,  as  depicted in  Figure  7.5A (bottom left 
corner). But on other areas the glass slide was almost crack-free, as depicted in Figure 7.5A and B. 
Hence this approach seemed to be promising but also needed further parameter improvement with 
the perspective that more reproducible and larger substrates could be produced.
In order to transfer the filter structures from a flat glass slide to a usable filter system, it was 
necessary to find an appropriate porous substrate material. This material should be at the same time 
capable to support the filter and prevent it from breaking, and flat enough for the potential detection 
system. A potential solution is described in the next section.
7.3 Recrystallized Silicon Carbide Substrates
To use the fabricated structures  as  a  potential  filter,  a  porous  substrate  capable  of  providing a 
basement-like structure for the adjacent deposition of 1 µm inverse opals produced by one of the 
previously described methods was required. It needed to be mechanically stable but at the same 
time as thin as possible to keep the need pressure as low as possible. Furthermore, a porosity and 
surface structure which facilitated the deposition of crystals and which was applicable in a vertical 
deposition instrument was essential.
First attempts with a perforated adhesive tape failed due to the large diameter of the openings 
and the intricate production process by CO2-laser treatment. Alternatively, samples of a recently 
developed  recrystallized  silicon  carbide  material  were  provided  by  the  University  of  Applied 
Sciences  Koblenz  and  showed  some  remarkable  properties.  The  porous  ceramic  material  was 
available in the sought-after geometry, including a thickness of 700 µm, and it showed a porosity of 
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Figure 7.5 SEM images  of  1 µm inverse opals  built  by co-assembly with a  sol-gel 
precursor. For details see text. (Scale bars: 10 µm)
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50 %, a tunable pore size between 1 and 12 µm and a narrow pore size distribution of 80 – 90 %. 
Hence together  with our  200 nm inverse opal  material  a  good filtrating material  seemed to  be 
accessible.
Small  rectangular  plates  were  mounted  in  the  vertical  deposition  instrument  and,  by  co-
deposition,  coated  with  1 µm  PS-MS  crystals  encapsulated  with  7 nm  silica  nano-spheres. 
Afterwards the structures were pyrolyzed as described before and analyzed by SEM. The resulting 
image are depicted in Figure 7.6.
Depending on the concentration of PS-MS, which ranged from 0.75 to 3.0 wt%, the silicon 
carbide substrates were covered to different  degrees.  Till  2 wt% only partially samples,  but for 
3 wt % an almost closed structure could be achieved. Nevertheless, a considerable formation of 
cracks could not be avoided again. Furthermore, the images clearly show that the structure was due 
to the underlying substrate not as flat as needed. The 1 µm inverse opals were deposited between 
the larger, 10 – 20 µm sized ceramic “nuggets”, which overhung. Hence it was concluded that this 
approach also needed further improvement in the way of substrate preparation, i.e. seediness, and 
deposition of inverse opals, i.e. amount of particles, to obtain a smoother surface.
At this point, the structure’s ability to serve as a filter for bacteria still needed to be verified and 
is demonstrated in the next section.
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Figure 7.6 SEM images  of 1 µm inverse opals  (3 wt% solution) on a recrystallized 
silicon carbide substrate. For details see text. (Scale bars: 50 µm (A) and 
10 µm (B))
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7.4 200 nm Bacteria-Filters
To prove that the fabricated inverse opal structures were in fact capable of filtering bacteria and 
other substances with a size of 1 – 3 µm, a solution of E. coli was applied.
At  first,  the  bacteria  were  cultivated  in  LB-medium  over  night,  as  described  in  section 
2.5.3 – “Cultivation for Experimental Use“. On the next day the bacteria solution was diluted in 
PBS  until  an  OD600 value  of  0.1  was  achieved  (approximately  1/20  of  the  primary  solution). 
Afterwards the bacteria were killed by heating the solution for 30 min to 90 °C. In the end, a drop 
was pipetted on the inverse opal structures, let dry again over night and the structures investigated 
by SEM the next day. The resulting images are depicted in Figure 7.7.
In  Figure 7.7A a circular conglomerate of several  E. coli is displayed. In addition, in  Figure
7.7B the different scales of inverse opals and bacteria are apparent. The latter are significantly 
larger than the top loopholes of the glass structure and compared to the openings to the underlying 
hollow spheres the E. coli exceed even more. Therefore the general filtering capability in terms of 
size exclusion was proved and the results were even promising for even smaller particles, either 
bacteria or organic and inorganic materials.
7.5 Conclusion and Outlook
In this chapter, inverse opals with a cavity diameter of 1 µm were generated. Due to the existence of 
several  layers  of  inverse  opals,  the  contact  areas  to  the  underlying  colloidal  crystals  became 
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Figure 7.7 SEM images of 1 µm inverse opals with dried E. coli on top. (Scale bars: 
1 µm)
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openings between hollow spheres during the fabrication process. These passages showed a size of 
approximately 200 nm, which is known to be a critical size in “sterile filtration”. It could be shown 
that the resulting inverse opals structures were capable of size-excluding E. coli bacteria.
In  addition to  this,  several  of  the occurred problems were  addressed  like,  for  instance,  the 
formation  of  unordered  structures,  only  partially  covered  glass  substrates,  the  development  of 
cracks and the need of an adequate porous substrate as replacement of the aforementioned glass. 
With it, a further application of a another work group’s development could be shown too.
Contrariwise,  also  several  problems occurred which still  need  further  examination,  like  the 
reproducible fabrication of larger crack-free opal structures.  Furthermore, the application of the 
inverse opals to the porous recrystallized silicon carbide substrate in a way that a flat surface is 
achieved, is still  demanded for a very flat  filter material.  Finally the assembly of the complete 
material and its application for filtering “real” liquid samples still needs to be realized.
In conclusion, the proof of principle to use inverse opals as a potential filter material for “sterile 
filtration”  were  demonstrated  but  still  additional  work  is  needed to  overcome the  multifaceted 
problems. Nevertheless the idea is fascinating,  since self-assembled opaline lattices of colloidal 
particles provide a simple but fast approach to produce size-controlled nanostructures over a large 
area. The first results were very promising and showed the ability of inverse opals to pave the way 
for a versatile filter application to be used in life and material sciences.
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Several projects with intersecting topics were conducted in the course of this thesis. In the center is 
the detection of pathogens and bio-molecules. On the other hand, the structuring of surfaces was of 
key significance and a topic of this work.
In the first part, chapter 4 – “Label-free Detection of Microorganisms in an Integrated Biosensor
Array, a new approach for binding antibodies covalently to glass by means of an active-ester-silane 
was tested. But this project revealed the intrinsic challenges of binding antibodies to glass in a 
defined way too. This is reflected by the huge amount of publications about oriented and functional 
immobilization of antibodies.170,184,253 Nevertheless, the developed protocol paves the way for future 
studies on the binding of antibodies and hence bacteria to glass. But to implement this, it will be 
essential to concentrate on the surface chemistry and in parallel on the choice of applied antibodies. 
Although a large amount of mono- and polyclonal antibodies against a multiplicity of antigens are 
available,  there  is  still  a  lack  of  antibodies  specific  against  known proteins  on  the  exterior  of 
bacteria. For almost all commercially available antibodies against the examined E. coli strain K12, 
the specific  type of epitope is  unknown, because they are polyclonal.  Since for the binding of 
bacteria to immobilized antibodies the type of addressed antigen and its accessibility is the crucial 
factor, more attention will have to be payed to this. This is also underlined by Suo et al.: “Our 
experiments demonstrate that in order to achieve efficient immobilization of living bacteria through 
immuno-binding, an appropriate ab-ag pair must be identified.” They support a potential direction 
for a way out of this problem, presented also in the course of this thesis: “Fimbriae or pili, if present 
on the bacterial surface, are an excellent target antigen.”47,229 In this work, antibodies against the 
K99 pili of E. coli seemed to be superior to those with unknown epitope too. Nonetheless, not all 
bacteria strains to be addressed in potential biosensors show these structural features. Hence in the 
future, beside the search for other potential exterior antigens, it will be essential to think about other 
sensor concepts which combine antibody specificity and sensitivity with physical and structural 
properties of the sensor surface.
This approach was pursued intensively in the second part of the presented thesis, namely in the 
chapters 5 – “2D Array-Patterning of Antibody Annuli” and 6 – “Structured Antibody Surfaces for
Bio-recognition”. Therein the new developed “bottom up” technique for creating ordered annuli-
shaped antibody patterns showed very promising results, including well-preserved functionality and 
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specificity of antibodies. Antigens ranging from single molecules like integrins to whole bacteria 
cells like  E. coli.  could be bound. In addition to this,  the positioning of antibodies in a three-
dimensional curved topography resulted in an enhanced specific binding capability. The technique 
pointed out to be at the same time comparatively facile and versatile in its appliance.
It is a promising way for upcoming bio-structured surface technologies to not only functionalize 
but also to modify the topography and hence physical structure of a surface,  either by coating 
inverse opals or creating antibody annuli. It can establish a new toolbox for bio-active surfaces and 
be applied in, for instance, biochemistry, molecular biology and materials science and thereby assist 
well-established methods like cell culture and future cell-free in vitro assays.
The final part  of this thesis, presented in chapter  7 – “Size Exclusion Filters” can assist the 
aforementioned detection concepts by providing an advanced way for fabricating nanometer-sized 
filter surfaces with a high degree of flatness and an extremely narrow size distribution.
By these concepts the presented thesis describes new paths and technologies for many parts of 
the  process  of  biomolecule  and  pathogen  detection  –  from  filtering  and  specific  binding  to 
enrichment and detection. The initial goal of this thesis was to establish a new technique for the 
label-free detection of bio-molecules and bacteria on topographically structured antibody surfaces. 
It is achieved in a number of ways. At the same time, the presented work could also raise interesting 
new questions for future projects  and hence corroborated Albert  Einstein when he said “In the 
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